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Abstract of this thesis entitled: 
Reconfiguring Social Space: Gays' Construction of Collective Identity in Hong Kong 
Submitted by Lee Siu Kwan Linda for the degree ofMaster ofPhilosophy in Communication 
at the Chinese University ofHong Kong in September 1999. 
Before the promulgation of Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality in 1991, gays 
in Hong Kong had been living in a domain beyond the knowledge and visibility of the 
mainstream society. The Act opened up a new realm for gays to interact with one 
another and potentially with heterosexuals. This thesis tries to understand this 
interaction realm through analyzing the process of their identity construction. Using the 
conceptual categories of center/periphery and front/back regions, this thesis analyzes how 
gays realign the physical, sociological and epistemological elements with different spatial 
natures in their practices and interactions. In these realignments, gays have constructed 
their segregated activity settings, enlarged their zones for expressing their homosexual 
desires and redeemed their social status. These survival practices create differences and 
maintain symbolic distance between themselves and heterosexuals. Such differences and 
distance are argued to be the foundations on which gays construct and maintain the 
conceptual boundary of their collective identity. 
Based on the patterns of the newly configured interaction space, the author seeks to 
analyze the new power relationship between gays and heterosexuals. Although the 
fieldwork for this study mainly limited to a few gay individuals and activities that took 
place in a small set of gay venues, the findings are suggestive to the gay community at 
large. Based on the fieldwork, the author speculates that gays in Hong Kong may have 
created some spatial incompatibilities when they reconfigure the social space. Their 
practices, while representing resistance against heterosexual hegemony, also tend to be 
concentrating on individual concerns, defensive and apolitical in nature. Consequently, 
they are, in the meantime, not showing direct benefits of empowering the gay community 
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I started this thesis with a wish to understand more about gay people in Hong 
Kong. I still remember the first time when I heard the word "homosexual." It 
was around 1990 when the society was debating on whether Hong Kong should 
relax the criminal laws on homosexuality. The Decriminalization Act on 
Homosexuality was finally enacted in 1991. Subsequent to the debate, the local 
film industry started to produce movies which had gay characters. The 
newspapers and the magazines began to print stories on the lives of gays. This 
was the time when the gay issue began to catch my attention. Despite gays are 
sometimes visible in the mass media, neither my good friends nor me have ever 
met any in our lives. They are a group of people being pushed to the underground 
under heterosexuals' pressure. I wish to know more about this group of 
"invisible" people and how they handle their lives in such "invisibility." This 
desire was finally tumed into this study. 
At the same time, I was also attracted by a theoretical concept "identity" which 
was fashionable and vague. Identity seems to be used everywhere without a clear 
definition. Morris Rosenberg (1987) has identified at least ten different meanings 
of identity used by different scholars. They range from the sense of oneself as 
continuous existence throughout time, to a sense of oneself as belonging to a group 
or having a shared group membership. To me，identity has become a perspective, 
instead of merely a concept, for people to understand everything related to human 
beings as social beings. Despite all these definitions and studies, identity is still a 
very new area of investigation, which started only in the 1950s. It still deserves a 
deeper understanding from different sets of empirical data. 
Drifting among all these definitions, I decided to start by defining identity at 
the most rudimentary level. I focus on the aspect of "collective" identity and 
define it as “a vague sense of us versus them." Identity is a good perspective for 
us to describe and interpret what gays do and say because they are clearly in a 
subordinate position in a heterosexual (their "them") dominated society. As any 
minority, the homosexuals' sense of us versus them should be sharper and more 
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acute. I thus link up the gays whom I interviewed extensively and observed 
closely, and the concept of identity to see how they help to understand each other. 
I hope to understand how the acts and talks of a hidden subordinate group construct 
their collective identity. 
Question to Answer 
This thesis tries to infer an answer on how gays who participate in the visible 
gay community construct their collective identity. The answer is inducted from 
analyzing the acts of a group of gays which are performed when they are conscious 
of themselves as gays. These acts are mostly, but not totally, practices that gays 
performed in their own interactions. I select to focus on these practices firstly 
because they are significant in tying gays to their community where their collective 
identity is constructed. It is also because these practices are performed in the 
moments when gays are conscious about their identity. Almost all of my 
interviewees told me that they were seldom conscious of their gay identity in most 
of the time when they perform roles other than being gays. I am not suggesting 
that occasions in which a gay performs other roles without his consciousness of 
himself as a gay are not significant in constructing him as a "gay" with a full 
identity. However I consider that they are moments comparatively less significant 
in gays' construction of their shared sense of "us versus others." Due to 
limitations on time and resources in this study, I have narrowed my focus. 
The practices I focused on include firstly those gays performed in their 
established interaction settings. Examples of these settings are organization 
activities and gay entertainment venues. Secondly, they also include those 
practices that gays performed outside these established settings. These practices 
include, for example, the ways gay friends interact with each other after they meet 
in gay bars or gay seminars; the ways that gays deal with heterosexuals' chats with 
them on homosexuality, and so on. 
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The term "practices" deserves a definition. Practices are socially contingent 
actions. They are "social" because they are tied to people's interactions with each 
other. It is also because they are influenced by the norms related to the interaction 
settings, and the social roles and relationships of the actors who are involved to 
these interactions. Practices are "contingent" because they are recurrently acted 
out by the actors in particular settings. These settings are being repeatedly 
constructed in the conjunctions of time and space. Practices in such settings are 
not occasional and unique happenings. Their recurrent nature makes them 
significant in contributing to the formation of "collective" identity. 
Most of the gays' practices included in my scope of study are those performed 
in gays' segregated settings. Heterosexuals are socially or even physically 
excluded. In other words, these gays' practices take place largely in ways not 
visible and knowledgeable to heterosexuals. Such characteristic is a result of 
gays' subordinate position to heterosexuals in the society. In order to survive as a 
collective beyond the society's stigmatization, they construct their socially 
segregated realm. 
I did not have a clear concept on who gays were before I started this study. 
In the course of bridging gays' practices and their identity construction process, I 
thus tried to be as comprehensive as possible in data collection. I combined field 
observations and different interviewing techniques in my fieldwork. I also tried to 
include different types of gays and all sorts of their activities without a hypothesis. 
I also made use of all types of printed materials about the Hong Kong gay 
community that were available to me. Cases were categorized along important 
dimensions that are developed during, rather than before, the data collection 
process. Moreover, the data analysis is primarily inductive. 
In the induction process, three core concepts were developed: other, spatiality 
and power. Spatiality is the one among the three concepts that coordinates the 
whole thesis. Based on the data which were come from relatively limited sources, 
this thesis aims to establish the relationships among the three concepts. From this 
relationship, I try to infer an interpretative framework that can help me and my 
readers to understand gays' identity construction process. 
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A Preface to the Thesis 
In this thesis, I understand social space as organized under two metaphorical 
spatial dimensions, namely center/periphery and frord/back regions. It displays as 
patterns of alignments of elements that are involved in our interactions. These 
two metaphorical dimensions help people to conceptualize, comprehend and 
communicate physical, sociological and conceptual elements that are involved in 
their interactions. When gays construct their collective identity, they manipulate 
these spatial qualities (which will be termed as "spatiality" in the thesis) that are 
encoded on some of these elements. The motives behind what they have done are 
to segregate their social settings, to proliferate the core desires that define their 
sexual orientation and to create a separate status system. The key elements which 
are encoded with these metaphorical spatial qualities (spatiality) and are 
manipulated by the gays include time, space, sex, love, status and stigma. In the 
process of re-coding the "spatiality" of these elements, they align and realign other 
elements that are involved in their interactions. These realignments reconfigure 
the social space. 
At the same time, through these realignments and re-coding processes, gays 
create differences with heterosexuals in terms of their social settings, practices and 
concepts on themselves. They also reproduce some images of the heterosexuals as 
oppressors. A symbolic distance between themselves and the heterosexuals is 
maintained through such differences and images. I will argue this distance as the 
base for gays' identity construction. 
Based on the resultant spatial configuration, I will extend my interpretations 
and arguments in identity construction (which are based on a small set of gay 
practices) to a more speculative one on the power relationship between gays and 
heterosexuals as a whole. I take such power relationship as embedded in the 
resultant spatial configurations. I will argue that gays resist the domination of 
heterosexuality by enlarging their interaction realm as well as by changing the 
spatial order that is dictated by heterosexuals. Such resistance, however, is 
defensive in nature. So far gays are still subordinated to the heterosexuals. The 
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reason lies on some incompatibilities resulted from the new spatiality which is 
encoded on gay actors, gay practices and elements of their interactions. 
Gays in Hong Kong 
Before moving on to elaborate my research methods and analysis, I would like 
to give a general background on the gay community and how Hong Kong people 
and gays perceived each other. This section aims to provide readers with: 
(1) factual descriptions on the gay community in terms of gay organizations and 
gay entertainment businesses, and activities that they organize during the 
period ofthe data collection (10.1996 - 12.1997). It will also include a brief 
description on the gay activities in the past such to help the readers to grasp the 
historical background for the reason why the gay community is secluded 
presently. 
(2) account of the kind of "social pressure" that the society has actually imposed 
on gays. Social pressure does not just refer to direct discriminations of 
heterosexuals on gays but also the atmosphere constructed which discourage 
gays to come out. This part will include some survey data on how 
heterosexuals looked at the gay people and how gays perceived the ways the 
society looked at them. It aims to help readers to understand why gays I 
observed segregate their social settings and interactions with the heterosexuals. 
It can also help to explain why the images ofheterosexuals as oppressors ofthe 
homosexuals are so suggestive in their identity construction. 
I. Background and Present Situation of the Gay Community 
There are not many books written or studies done on the gay people as a 
collective in Hong Kong? The background of the gay community, as presented 
1 Petula Ho (1997) has used the methods of document analysis, focus group and in-depth interview 
to study 30 Hong Kong gays' attitudes and lifestyles. Chow Wah-shan has contacts with the gay 
community for a long time. He has written a few books on gay people in Hong Kong. (See 1995a, 
1995b，1996 for examples.) 
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below, was based on Petula Ho's research papers on homosexuality (1990, 1997), 
Chow Wah-shan's books on the gay scene in Hong Kong (1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 
1996a) and memories of my informants. 
Before 1991, homosexuality was criminally penalized under the Offenses 
against the Person Ordinance (1981). In force since 1901, the Ordinance 
prescribed penalties up to life imprisonment for anal intercourse between men, with 
a woman or with an animal. The penalty for any act of “gross indecency" by a 
man with another man, irrespective of whether it is performed with or without 
consent, was also up to two years' imprisonment. In 1978, the Royal Hong Kong ,( 
Police Force set up a special unit to investigate offenses related to male 
homosexuality. The unit had posed a greater pressure on the gay community. It 
urged a group of homosexuals to organize themselves into an officially registered 
society to pursue gay rights. It was the proto-form of the Hong Kong Ten Percent 
Club. 
In January 1980, an expatriate police officer, John MacLennan was charged by 
the police with the acts of gross indecency. When the police entered his home and 
tried to arrest him, he was found to have committed suicide. At the end of the 
same year, the Hong Kong Government set up a subcommittee under its Law 
Reform Commission to work on the topic ofhomosexuality. A consultative paper 
was issued by the Government in June 1988. Public opinion was sought on three 
options to reform the law on homosexuality in Hong Kong. They were (1) no 
change to the present law; (2) removal of the criminal penalties for homosexual 
acts in private between consenting adults; and (3) reduction of the penalties for 
homosexual acts in private between consenting adults. After some debates, the 
Legislative Council finally voted in favor of the second option. Decriminalization, 
however, was not equal to legalization. 
The Decriminalization Act is an watershed to the formation of the gay 
community in Hong Kong. The Act did not just reform the legal framework for 
individual gay's sexual acts. It has also encouraged individual gays to come out to 
other gays. Moreover, it has also encouraged the growth of gay organizations and 
entertainment businesses. In brief, the Act enlarges the legal, institutional and 
social space for gay activities. 
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The coming sections will give a brief description on the gay scene before and 
after the Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality. It will also analyze to what 
extend gays' relationship with heterosexuals is improved after such enlargement of 
space for activities. 
1. Gay scene before the Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality 
Before the Decriminalization Act 1991, gays were mostly “closeted” and their 
activities were scattered. During 1950s and 1960s, gay people were mainly active 
in public toilets and private bathrooms. They called such places “yu-tong”（,魚塘， 
fish ponds). At that time, many poor family did not have their own private 
bathrooms. Some public toilets thus had bathing compartments. Gay people 
made use of these public facilities in which they could legitimately watch men in a 
naked way and cruise? Famous “fish ponds" were located at Central, Tsimshatsui 
and Yau Ma Tei. Yet, these public toilets were often raided by the police because 
drug addicts were also active there. Those who were more well-off would go to 
private bathrooms. Famous ones include Yuk Tak Chi and Emperor Sauna. 
They were basically heterosexual saunas. 
Gay parties became popular among wealthier gays during 1960s. Some of 
these organizers called for parties when their family members were out of town. 
Some lived alone and thus it would be easier for them to arrange meeting places. 
Parties were particularly welcomed by those who disliked to have sex before they 
have developed some kinds of friendship with their partners, the way of cruising 
commonly practiced in public toilets. In these parties, gays sang and danced. 
Sometimes, drag queen strips were arranged. Gay parties declined during 1970s 
for a reason I failed to identify. Probably it was because some popular gay bars 
opened at that time and gays could meet each other there. 
Surging up in 1970s were some gay bars-cum-disco. Dateline and Disco 
Disco had attracted many gays who had come out at that time. Both ofthem were 
2 "Cruising" is an English term used by the educated gays to describe their use of gestures and eye 
signals to seduce another gay people for sex. The Chinese term with a similar meaning is called 
"diu-yu"(釣魚，fishing). 
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located near Lan Kwai Fong, Central, where was the most popular gathering place 
for gays. Not all the gay bars at that time were operated solely for the gays. 
Dateline, for example, was a restaurant during day time. It only tumed into a bar 
at night to serve gay gatherings. 
There was no gay organization before 1991, except a proto one which was 
participated by some gays who fought for their rights. But this "organization" 
only arranged occasions for the gays to meet after mid-1980s and these occasions 
were not as organized and formal as those in today. This "organization" is the 
fetus of the Hong Kong Ten Per Cent Club.^ 
2. Gay community after 1991 
a. Gay organizations and businesses 
The Act had encouraged a rapid growth of gay organizations and the gay 
businesses. They are listed and described in table 1-1 and 1-2. 
Public toilets are still important venues for gay cruising today but their 
significance declines with the growth of saunas and discos. Private parties 
disappeared after 1970s. On the whole, gays have more fixed locations for their 
activities now. They also have more recurrent and scheduled activities which are 
provided by the gay organizations and the businesses. On these time and place 
fixations, they have developed norms of interactions, and as well a gay subculture. 
3 Information from one of my interviewee Aaron. 
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Table 1-1 Active gay organizations in Hong Kong 
(During data collection period, 9.1996 - 12.1997) 
Organization Year of Major Activities Membership Profile and Remarks 
Establishment 
The Hong Kong Ten 1986 • seminars and workshops It has about 350 registered members. 
Percent Club • ball games and picnics Active members are about 100, with 
香港十分一會 • annual parties mainly young and middle aged gay 
• hot-line service people. Lesbians included. Famous 
for young gay people to "come out". 
Horizon 1992 • Monthly tea dances Members include young and middle 
同志輔導熱線 • support groups aged gay people. 
• movie watching, music club, 
hiking, swimming 
• hot-line service 
Blessed Minority Christian 1992 _ monthly fellowship Participant to fellowship are not 
Fellowship • cell groups restricted to gay Christians. About 
基恩之家 • bible study groups 130 participants each time. 
Comparative having more lesbians. 
Some old gay people Christian are 
found. 
Satsanga 1993 • seminars and workshops About 80 registered members. 
同志健康促進會 • monthly badminton gatherings Active members about 20. Members 
• irregular chats gatherings are mostly of middle age. Occasional 
lesbian participation. 
Art and Culture Club 1996 • monthly gathering for sharing on About 40 participant each time. 
藝文志 books, dances, visual and audio Many members are stable participants. 
arts. Comparatively having more lesbians 
Hong Kong Lesbigay 1992 • monthly forum on all sorts of gay About 50 per gathering. Number 
Forum topics; examples are gay movies, depends on topics. 
九七同志論壇 gay people in Intemet, gay 
insurance, gay sauna, gay travels. 
All gathering take place at Bar 64. 
Freemen 1995/6 • movie watching, music Most well-participated organization 
遣遙派 appreciation, ball games, parties because its activities are "playful" (as 
• camping, hiking, barbecues the gay people termed). With all 
_ seminars sorts of participants, mostly young 
people. 
Joint University Queer 1997 • chats gatherings, dinner and ball Membership restricted to university 
Union games and tertiary school students 
聯校同志聯盟 
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Table 1-2 Major gay entertainment businesses in Hong Kong 
(During data collection period, 9.96 - 12.97) 
Nature ofbusiness Locations Opening Hours Approximate numbers 
Clubs and bars mostly at Central, Ranged within 6 p.m. - 4 a.m. 8 
at or around Lan Kwai Fong if food serving : noon - midnight 
Karaoke mostly at Causeway Bay, the most Ranged between 8 p.m. - 4 a.m. 12 
important entertainment area for Extension of business hours on 
heterosexuals in Hong Kong. Saturday and Holiday Eve 
Saunas and scattered around Wan Chai, Ranged from noon to 1 a.m. 15 
Fitness Centers Causeway Bay, Tsimshatsui and 
Central 
Sources : http://sqzml4.ust.hk/hkgay/hkgay-club.html. 
b. Gay practices 
Most of the gays I talked to took their first step to the gay community either by 
visiting (or trying to visit but fail to find) gay bars at Lan Kwai Fong; or joined the 
Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, a local gay organization with the longest history. 
After they secured a group of gay friends, many of them would be taken by their 
friends to various gay entertainment venues and organizations to have a 
"familiarization tour." Some of them would choose to stick to the gay 
organizations while many others participate in both sectors of the gay circle. 
A large majority of gays join organizational activities and visit the gay 
entertainment venues with the chief purpose of getting to know people. This is a 
publicly acknowledged fact among the gays as well as their organizations. 
"Getting to know people" has a variety of meanings to gays. It can mean making 
friends, finding lovers or, to some gays, finding sex partners. Some gay 
organizations even tailor-made their activities to suit this purpose of their 
participants. For example, Satsanga has an activity called "Evening Date." It 
allowed gays to meet and chat with each other. Freemen has also organized 
games which match the participants into pairs and let them to speak on their criteria 
in selecting lovers. All in all, they provide social settings for the gays to chat and 
know each others through games. The gay entertainment businesses also serve 
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this purpose and some of them, such as saunas, are also venues on which the gays 
cmise and seek sexual pleasures. 
3. Social pressure on gay people 
Most of my informants have a strong feeling that gays are collectively 
subjected to a social pressure imposed on them by the society. This feeling may 
be rooted on the law on homosexuality in Hong Kong. Before 1991, anal 
intercourse between men in Hong Kong was liable to the penalty of life 
imprisonment. Because of the legal restrictions, gays were driven underground, at 
the risk ofbeing arrested, blackmailed and being discriminated in employment (Ho, 
1990, p.2). The legal control over homosexuality was relaxed a bit after the 
promulgation of the Decriminalization Act. However, sexual intercourse between 
men under the aged of 21 or those take place in public places (including saunas, 
bars, discos) are still breaching the law. 
The sense of social pressure may also be rooted in the debates on legal reforms 
on homosexuality between 1988 to 1991. In these debates, homosexuals were 
once again linked up to AIDS, unnatural behaviors and abnormal sex roles ofmen. 
(Ho, 1990, p.3). 
Perhaps it is because of these historical and legal backgrounds of 
homosexuality, the gays community has constructed a collective framework on how 
the heterosexuals look at them. Such collective framework, as reflected in gay 
dramas, gay magazines and seminars organized by gay groups, tends to have a very 
negative views on the way heterosexuals have treated them. 
For example, in his talk show "Ge Wei Tong Zhi Wan An 1997”（1996), 
Edward Lam (an active gay) protested against a lot of stigmatizing terms which the 
society has used in the past to name gay people. Through these protests, Lam 
tried to establish the theme that gays were no different to other people. They were 
perceived differently just because of the names that were attached to them. 
Another example is found in a gay drama "Double spring." In the drama, the 
actors constantly questioned about the way heterosexuals treated gay people. For 
example, one actor said, "Why is the ability of a man be controlled by and be 
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indicated through women?" In such protest, the directors tried to align gays with 
the notion "men." A love to or a sexual relationship with women should not be 
used as a criterion to judge whether a man is a man. 
This type of protests against heterosexuals is often found in many "public" 
occasions of gays. In venting the directors and writers' angers towards the 
stigmatization, they are also significant in constructing a repertoire of 
interpretations on how the heterosexuals in general are looking at gays and how 
should gays reinterpret this stigmatization. In other word, these narratives 
regenerate the notion "heterosexuals is social pressure" in the gay community. 
Nonetheless, very few gays whom I encountered were not able to attribute this 
“social pressure" to the origin of the legal backgrounds. Instead, most of them 
associated it to the ways local media have portrayed them during early 1990s. As 
one of my informants Calvin said, the media misled the general people. 
The Decriminalization Act had stirred up a debate on homosexuality in early 
1990s. The local movie industry captured this new topic. In local movies, gays 
were portrayed to be sissy and feminine. Their sexual orientation was shaped by 
social and personal factors, but not inbom. The key characters of these movies 
become gays because of they grew up in broken families, or they are treated badly 
in their past love affairs with women, or so on/ The news media also associated 
gays as "pathological", "sex maniacs," "dangerous" and “immoral” when they 
reported homosexual sex crimes and gay activities (Chow, 1995c, pp.249-272). 
Gays in these media were abnormal, promiscuous and AIDS related (Chow 1995a; 
pp.249-272). These orientations changed significantly after mid-1990s^ when a 
few movies on gay people portrayed more authentically the behaviors and struggles 
of gay people. 
4 Examples are <New Age of being Together> 新同居時代（1993)，<He and She> 姊妹情深 
(1994) and <Oh! My Three Guys> 三個相的少年（1995). In these movies, gay people are 
protrayed as promiscuous and effeminate in taDcs, gestures, psychic states and interests. Their 
inclinations are caused by social factors rather than being inbomed. Ifthe gay characters play the 
key roles in the movies, they would finally "tum back" to heterosexuals when being loved by good 
women. 
5 Examples are <Queer Story> 男人四十（1997) and <Happy Together> 春 光 乍 洩 
(1998). (See also Chow, 1995c，pp.73-315 for details) 
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Moreover, the news media are also more careful in choosing words to describe 
the gay people during recent years. Stigmatizing words like "gai-lo"(基{老 a term 
that gives the meanings that gay people are of lower qualities) and "bin-tie"變態 
(abnormal) are almost disappeared in newspapers and magazines. Nonetheless, 
the ways mass media labeled gays had caused many gays who I encountered to 
distrust heterosexuals. They feared to be labeled and treated badly after they came 
out to them. 
It is worth noting that, among my informants, many of them do not have many 
experiences on being directly discriminated. "Camp" people are sometimes being 
made fun of their sissy and feminine gestures by their colleagues and friends. 
These fun-makings may sometimes lead to negative jokes on homosexuals. For 
example, my informant Aaron is very "camp" in gestures. He has not come out in 
office and is often being laughed at as having affections on men. Eric, as another 
example, had come out to some of his colleagues. Before he came out, his 
colleagues once had made him feel bad. They laughed at him as liking men rather 
than women because Eric's gestures were a bit feminine than many men. Aaron 
and Eric's experiences are, however, rarely found among my informants. 
Another thing which is worth highlighting is that most of my informants who 
have come out to their friends, colleagues and family members are quite well-
accepted. Eric, as an example, is treated nicely by his boss after he come out 
before him. Other interviewees, such as Bessel, Dominic and Frank are loved as 
usual after they come out to some of their family members. 
This does not mean that gays whom I encountered are just creating phantom of 
social pressure to scare themselves. Rather, such pressure, as some sort of 
unfriendly atmosphere, has caused them to be very tactful and selective in revealing 
their identity to heterosexuals. For example, among all family members, my 
interviewees usually chose to come out to their sisters, a person of the opposite sex 
and of similar age to them. Very few of them come out to brothers or parents. 
Dominic, for example, said that he was very careful in selecting to whom he would 
come out to. He only came out to those educated and open minded. 
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Although some of my informants succeeded in gaining acceptance from 
selective heterosexuals, they do not change their concept on how the society looked 
at them. Instead, my interviewees tend to classify the heterosexuals into different 
groups and have different attitudes towards them. For example, Dominic regards 
those having high education level as more open to homosexuality. Calvin names 
those older people as too traditional and too easily influenced by the media and 
other people. The ways they classify heterosexuals and select people to come out 
to are just a reflection on the realness of the social pressure on them. 
In fact, a survey on gay people's experiences and attitudes towards interacting 
with heterosexuals reflects gay people's feelings of being stigmatized. Based on a 
non-representative sample of 107 lesbians and 103 gay people, the survey 
conducted by Hong Kong Women's Christian Council et. al. in 1996 indicated that 
60% of gays, lesbians and bisexual respondents have revealed their identities to at 
least one heterosexual. Also, 60% of the sample feel that they have been 
discriminated because of their sexual identity. Yet, the survey report did not tell 
whether these two groups of 60% of respondents were the same. Among the 
respondents who have ever revealed their identity, 70% of them felt that they were 
being discriminated in work places; 60% felt that they were discriminated among 
friends. Moreover, 70% of the gay respondents thought that their career would be 
affected if they revealed their identity to the heterosexuals. 
The real experiences of my informants do not match very well with the survey 
findings. One of the possible reason is that after gays come out to heterosexuals, 
they are particularly conscious of how people treat them. It is more likely that 
gays may subjectively interpret how people react to them as discriminating them. 
The way Eric interpreted how his boss has treated him may be a good example to 
illustrate this point. Eric had come out to his boss. Right after this reveal of 
identity, his boss sat next to him during lunch and treated him very friendly. Eric, 
however, interpreted such acts as his boss trying to show himself as an open person 
rather than that he really accepted homosexuality. The overall unfriendly 
atmosphere of the society and the sense of social pressure constructed among gays 
in their community has influenced the ways how gays interpret other people's 
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treatments. The social pressure has instilled a sense of distrust among gays 
towards heterosexuals, causing them to be protective and defensive. 
Moreover, some of my interviewees also used the repertoire of interpretations 
constructed in the gay community as a whole to explain other gays' success and 
obstacles in their daily lives. For example, Eric interpreted the success of some of 
his gay friends in careers as their wishes to gain other people's acceptance, the 
acceptance they felt to have lost because they were gays. The way some gays 
interpreted the career of a gay senior government officer may serve as another 
example. The officer was blackmailed by another cruiser in 1994 and this was 
prominently reported by the news media. Some gays leamed that this officer had 
not been promoted since the incident. The editor of Hong Kong Ten Percent 
Journal, Yip Man Ching questioned in his editorial that the officer was suffered in 
his career because he was a gay (Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1997, p.l). This 
is indeed an unproved claim. 
Eric, as another example, also thought that he was at a disadvantage in career 
because at least he could not invite his colleagues to his home for sociable 
gatherings. Such association is arbitrary but reflects Eric's tendency to interpret 
his life as being made difficult because of the social stigma on gays. Most gays 
whom I interviewed also attributed the difficulties they encountered in their love 
affairs as being caused by the pressure which has pushed them to underground. Li 
short gays tend to attribute the cause of their difficulties in lives to the social 
pressure on their sexual identity. 
The gays' narrative on social pressure are not just total creation. It indeed 
has some empirical supports from the survey data on how heterosexuals look at 
them. Two related surveys were conducted on representative samples of the Hong 
Kong population. One was conducted by the Government in 1995 on public 
attitude towards homosexuality. The questionnaire consisted of 10 hypothetical 
questions. Results showed that the public did not accept the homosexuals in 
occasions when homosexuals intruded into their personal realms. For example, 
74% refused to sublet a room to homosexuals, 72% refused to share an apartments 
with them, 69% refused to employ them as domestic helpers and 53% refused to let 
their apartment to them (Hong Kong Government, 1996, pp. 12-17). 
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Another survey by Chow Wah-shan also echoed the findings of the 
Government. When the public was asked about their opinions on what general 
principles of the society should take on homosexuality, many of them answered that 
gay people should have their rights. They should not be fired (92%) because of 
their sexual identity. They should be allowed to teach in school (61%), in 
university (86%) and be civil servants (99%). Yet, the figures also showed that 
people were less supportive to homosexuals' rights when the homosexuals kept in 
touch with people of the next generation (such as through teaching in schools and 
in university). Moreover, the survey results also revealed that people 
discriminated homosexuals when homosexuals intruded into their personal lives. 
For example, 61% ofthe respondents would keep away from a friend when he/she 
was found to be a homosexual; 79% would alter their children's homosexual 
orientations; and 83% thought that homosexuals should not be allowed to get 
married (Chow, 1996b). These findings show heterosexuals' superficial 
acceptance on homosexuality. 
To sum up heterosexuals' attitude towards gay people: on the surface, the 
heterosexual society are quite silent in stigmatizing the homosexuals publicly 
through mass mediated means after mid-1990s • This, however, does not reflect 
the actual attitudes of individual heterosexuals. The public still fear and 
discriminate the gay people, especially when gays intruded into their personal 
realms. The silence on the surface may be because of the government's 
promotion of human rights and equal opportunities during the past few years, 
which make the heterosexuals feel too traditional and conservative (which carry 
some sort ofnegative senses under Hong Kong culture) in opposing the gay people. 
To conclude, despite the Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality has opened 
up a new legal realm for gay activities, the progress it has made on integrating gay 
practices into the mainstream society is minimal. Gays are still invisible at least at 
the level of gay individuals. The legal control over homosexuality since 1901, the 
way local media had portrayed them before mid-1990s and some real examples of 
gay individuals being discriminated in their daily lives cause gays to continue to 
live in fear. They project their fear onto their estimations over the negative 
consequences if they come out to heterosexuals. Since the promulgation of the 
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Act, the society also has limited legal or social progress to ease the worry of gays or 
to assume the activities of gays as normal. Gays are still encouraged to act out 
their gayness within their segregated venues. 
Outline for the Coming Chapters 
Chapter 2 : I shall present the methods of data collection and data analysis. 
This is a study which relies mainly on observations with interviews to collect data. 
The framework is constructed primarily by induction. 
Chapter 3 : A brief literature review on the three key concepts of this study, 
namely identity, space and power, will be presented. The relationship between 
these three concepts and the framework for this thesis will be discussed. 
Chapters 4 -6: I will interpret my data to elaborate my framework on how 
identity is constructed through the distancing processes embedded in gays' 
practices. Chapter 4 is about the practices related to segregation of social settings. 
I will talk about the practices related to the procreation of the core desires of gays in 
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will be focused on how gays redeem their status in a separated 
status system constructed in their interactions. I will end each chapter with an 
analysis on how these three categories of practices contribute to identity 
construction. 
Chapter 7: I will conclude this thesis by inferring the inducted framework 
on the process of identity construction to a discussion on how power relationship is 
restructured in gays' identity construction. 
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Chapter 2 
The Fieldwork Procedures: From Data to Theory 
This study started from September 1996 and ended in July 1999. In this two and 
a half years, I used about half of the time to gain access to the field and to collect data. 
I joined gay organizations, visited their entertainment venues and made friends with 
gays. I spent rest of the time on data analysis and drafting the thesis. The two phrases 
were indeed inseparable. I interpreted the data and refined my focus on data 
collection. While I was analyzing the data, I still kept in contact with some of my key 
informants and attended a selection of gay activities in order to keep in touch with 
what were happening in the gay community. I also took these opportunities to clarify 
some uncertain interpretations. 
In this study, I do not try to infer my findings to the whole gay community. My 
subjects are limited to the local gays who claim themselves to be gays, who have 
participated in the collective activities organized by gay organizations or entertainment 
businesses, and who I was able to interview and observe for this study. Some of my 
informants' sexual inclinations are not totally homosexuals but they choose to call 
themselves gays and live homosexual lives. I，however, did not include those who 
live bisexual lives because they are the group which most of the gays whom I 
encountered consider as not belonging to them. 
This is a study on local gays' social actions and frames of interpretations. Based 
on these actions and interpretations, I try to give a thick description on their ways of 
life. Thick description involves the digging up of underlying structures in the 
meaning system (Geertz, 1973, p.9). Before such descriptions can be made, the 
researcher should be able to get into the perspectives of the subjects. To acquire these 
perspectives, the researcher should not just use fixed or single method of data 
collection and data interpretation. The study should involve in-depth and repeated 
observations on the key events and activities. This chapter will provide an account of 
how I used different methods in collecting and interpreting the data. I will also 
discuss my roles in these two processes. I will then address the issues on validity, 
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reliability and ethics. At the end of the chapter, I will give a descriptive profile on my 
key informants. 
Data Collection: 
Acquire Knowledge and Perspectives of Gays 
The period of my data collection can be approximately divided into three parts: 
gaining access, intensive participation and quitting the field. 
I. Gaining Access (October 1996 - April 1997) 
During this period, I mainly prepared myself for intensive data collection. I read 
books and archive materials in order to know more about historical background and 
present situation of the gay community. My source of written information mainly 
came from a few non-academic books written by Chow Wah-shan, a university lecturer 
and a heterosexual activist on the gay issues. Supplementary literature includes 
relevant news-cuttings, policies papers, survey results, and two academic studies on 
gay people in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, I also called the hot-lines of the gay organizations, including Satsanga, 
Horizons and Hong Kong Ten Percent Club. Hot-lines of the last two only operate 
for a few hours per week and very often, are busy. The chats with them only enabled 
me to gain basic information of their organizations. Satsanga 's hot-line operated in a 
voice mail box system. The volunteer (who has been my key informant in this study) 
usually returned my calls one or two days after I left my messages and he was very 
open and friendly in answering my questions. I thus got most of initial concepts 
about Satsanga and other gay organizations, the gay cruising places, the interests and 
feelings of gays from him. Moreover, I also acquainted with jargons that enabled me 
to talk to other informants later in a more "insider" way. After a few chats through 
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the hot-lines, I was finally invited to the functions of Satsanga and later to their 
volunteers' monthly meetings. 
II. Participating as Satsanga's Volunteer (May 1997 - December 1997) 
Starting from late May 1997, I took up the role of a volunteer in Satsanga. I 
participated regularly in the monthly volunteers' meeting of Satsanga. I also helped 
in the organization's activities, including distributing promotional materials, manning 
the hot-line, contacting members, helping in the coordination works of the 
organization's activities, hosting functions, leading discussion groups, reporting and 
editing articles for the organizational newsletters, distributing newsletters, so on and so 
forth. All these activities helped me to gain rapport from the members of Satsanga as 
well as to acquire a legitimate identity for accessing to other gay organizations and 
informal gatherings. 
With the identity of a volunteer, I easily gained acceptance in another gay 
organization, the Blessed Minority Christian Fellowship (BMCF) which I had been 
actively participating in. I got into groups of gay friends which I met in activities of 
Satsanga, Hong Kong Ten Per Cent Club and BMCF. I also successfully kept in 
touch with new members of the Satsanga who were valuable in informing me the 
feelings, perceptions, struggles and activities as new participants of the “gay circle." I 
also had the chance to talk to those "closeted" one who only had the courage to 
"touch" the boundary of the "gay circle" through Satsanga,s hot-lines. All in all, 
being a volunteer of Satsanga (an "serious" organization which is perceived by gays as 
promoting psychological and social healthiness of the gay people) helped me to 
acquire the quality of what Goffman terms the “wise:” 
. . . the 'wise,' namely, persons who are normal but whose special situation has 
made them intimately privy to the secret life of the stigmatized individual and 
sympathetic with it, and who find themselves accorded a measure of acceptance, a 
measure of courtesy membership in the clan. Wise persons are the marginal 
men before whom the individual with a fault need feel no shame nor exert self-




In the past I was being questioned about my intention ofjoining Satsanga because 
primarily I was a student researcher and secondly a student studying in the Department 
of Journalism and Communication (the type of people who resemble the "spying" 
journalists on their activities). Being a "wise" gave a significant tum on how gays 
looked at me. Only since then，I started my interviews and made request to join my 
informants' visits to gay bars. 
1. Interviews 
My interviewing methods were flexible, depending on my relationship with the 
interviewees and on their preferences I guessed from their personalities and 
backgrounds. I tried to make formal interview claims to as many suitable 
interviewees as possible. Basically, my interviewing methods can be divided into the 
following three types. 
a. Formal Interviews 
The first type consists of those interviews that I could make formal interview 
claims. I prearranged a comfortable and convenient place and time for my 
interviewees and led the interviews by preset questions. In this type of interviews, I 
could either take notes or audio-tape interviews in front of the interviewees. I could 
also formally request for follow-up interviews. 
My interview questions focused on the following areas: 
(1) what they do as gays, how they look at what they do, and in what ways they act 
differently from the other gay people; 
(2) their interactions with other gay people, including lovers, sex partners, friends and 
mere acquaintances; 
(3) their interactions with heterosexuals, including family members, friends and 
colleagues; and 
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(4) their opinions on selected gay issues of collective concerns. 
Most of our discussions, however, tumed up to be focused on the ways they acted 
out their gayness, especially their sexual and affectionate orientations. The majority 
of my interviewees felt that they were no different to heterosexuals when they dealt 
with their heterosexual family members, friends, and colleagues. They also did not 
feel special as gays in dealing with them. Our discussions focused on the moments 
when they were conscious themselves as gays. Thus gays' "identity" in this study 
mostly is uni-dimensional, based primarily on sexual and affectionate orientations. 
Other dimensions related to their family life, career, friendship with heterosexuals thus 
are less emphasized, but not excluded, in the analysis. 
These four areas of questions helped me to know the practices of the interviewees 
and their perceptions on the practices of other gays. They also helped me to grasp 
their interpretations of their own and others' practices. I did not have a fixed order 
for the questions. For those interviewees who did not seem to get used to formal 
interviews, I started with their life history in order to tune them into the feeling of 
"chatting with a friend." For those interviewees who took the formal interviews more 
comfortably, I started with more vague questions like, "What is your concept of 
love/sex?" These questions assist in exploring into their attitudes and practices in a 
less structured interview format. 
After I finished conducting six interviews with such formal claims during late 
May to early September 1997,1 figured out gay lives and sought what Heidegger called 
"breakdowns"^ (Agar, 1986, p.20) by contrasting gays' practices and interpretations to 
other interviewees' and heterosexuals'. I noted follow-up questions for individual 
interviewees. Except one top activist, I had conducted subsequent interviews with all 
6 A breakdown refers to the discrepancy between one's schema-guided expectation and his encounters. 
Breakdowns occurred frequently in developing this thesis when I used my usual expectation of 
heterosexual to understand my subjects' actions, such as their love and sexual practices, their setting 
design, the conscious alignments to various status symbols, and so on. It also occurred when I read 
through one informant's attitudes and practices, grasped his frames and used them to interpret another 
informant's attitudes and practices. 
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the others. Nonetheless, I could leam the attitudes and opinions of this top activist 
through his speeches and actions which were well-known in the gay circle. Two of 
these follow-up interviews were in the format of formal interviews which were 
conducted at least after half a month of the previous one. By that time, they might 
forget their previous answers and I could try to "double check" their previous answer 
to some questions. I met two other informants in lots of subsequent formal and 
informal gatherings. I also conducted follow-up interviews with one interviewee in a 
few subsequent chats over the phone. All these follow-up interviews are important in 
two ways. Firstly, they helped me to distinguish between answers they were given to 
a heterosexual female researcher and those really reflect their interpretations. 
Secondly, they gave me chances to test my interpretations over the frames of their acts 
and talks which were not discursively conscious to them (see Table 2-1 for dates of 
interviews). 
Table 2-1 Interview schedule 
Formal interviews: 
Interviewee Date of first Date of second Subsequent Subsequent 
_ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ interview interview meetings* phone calls 
A 3.6.97 ； ；^  -
B 29.5.97 12.6.97 ^ ^ 
C 27.6.97 ： ^ Z 
D 17.6.97 27.8.97 ； -
E 8.8.97 ； ^ Z 
F 2.9.97 - Z Z 
Informal Interviews: 
Interviewee Date of first meeting Number of subsequent Subsequent phone 
meetings* calls 
G 1.8.97 - 丄 
H 25.8.97 2 £ 
I 25.10.97 7 Z 
* Subsequent meetings only refer to those in which I could clarify the points in the first or 
second interviews or the first meeting. They exclude those I could just meet them and interact 
with them as another participant in the gay activities. 
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b. Informal interviews 
Informal interviews were conducted by means of movie going, lunch or dinner. 
They were conducted with the interviewees' ignorance that their information would be 
used in my study. They treated me as a volunteer of Satsanga and as a friend. This 
does not mean that they did not know I had another identity as a researcher but this 
identity was not conscious in our chats. In some of the meetings, I went out alone 
with the interviewees and in some others, I went out with another gay friend whom the 
interviewees felt comfortable to stay with. During these meetings，I chatted 
informally on topics such as the movie we watched, the food, their jobs and the recent 
gay functions. I also steered the conversations sometimes to the topics I wished to 
know, such as their background, their coming out process, their attitude on 
homosexuality, their daily interactions with gays and heterosexuals etc. Except one, I 
gained lots of subsequent chances to have lunch or to chat on phone with these 
interviewees. My understanding of these people is no less than that of those 
interviewees whom I have conducted formal interviews. This interviewing method 
was often used in conducting my supplementary interviews for the formal interviews. 
My formal and informal interviews gave me an in-depth understanding of the life 
of the nine interviewees. (Appendix 1 gives you a profile of these interviewees.) 
Merviewees were selected according to three criteria: (1) their length of time spent in 
the gay circle; (2) their degree of participation in gay organization activities and the 
gay entertainment, and (3) their love and sexual practices. They also vary in their 
jobs, education backgrounds and their degree of "coming out" to heterosexuals. 
Nonetheless, I also tried to select interviewees who belonged to different circles of 
friends. 
I made a special effort to develop a friendship with Isaac, one of my key 
informants. He had been a heterosexual who broke up with his girl friend and was 
then introduced by a lesbian to have a "look" at the gay circle. He joined the gay 
activities chiefly because of his curiosity but then he met a gay man whom he fell in 
love with. His "partner" was active in both gay organizations and entertainment 
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activities. He took him to "see" and "try" in a lot of gay activities. He then also 
developed some close friendships with a number of gays. By the time I met him, he 
has just broken up with his "partner" and was indecisive whether he should quit the 
gay circle or not. He becomes a marginal case in my study informing me a lot on 
what really happened in the gay entertainment spheres. As a marginal gay man, he 
also gave me a good account of things both I，as a heterosexual, and my other 
informants, as gays, failed to recognize. These things included the settings of gay 
saunas and bars, the cruising techniques and detailed interactions in intimate gay 
relationship. He told me the things which contested his frames of interpretation, as 
originally male heterosexual Some of these things happened in gay occasions which 
I failed to get in personally. 
Moreover, with the exception of two interviewees who were introduced to me 
through my informants under my requests, I developed a certain level of personal 
friendship before I made claims on the interviews. I did this to ensure all my 
interviewees would talk in comfort and in trust, but not in the ways of trying to defend 
against a heterosexual female researcher (which to them is equivalent to a spy). 
c. Casual chats 
The third type ofinterviews were conducted with those gay participants ofthe gay 
gatherings which I observed. In these interviews, I had the chance to talk to a gay 
man for at least five minutes on one or two core topics which I know their attitudes, 
behaviors and their relevant background related to the topic. For example, I 
interviewed a gay man who visited, for the first time, Horizons，Tea Dance which was 
held at a "gay bar.” I asked about his feelings on the Tea Dance and the settings of 
the venues, his reasons to come alone, his choice of coming to Tea Dance instead of 
other gay organizations or entertainment activities, his impressions on gays he met in 
that bar and on participants he ran into in other gay activities, his relationship with gay 
friends, his degree of coming out among heterosexual friends and family members etc. 
I used this interviewing method to gain "thick" information on individual act ofgays. 
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I have conducted numerous interviews of casual chats. The topics discussed 
include their participation in different gay activities, their relationship with other gays 
and the heterosexuals, their peculiar acts (such as running away from camera, dress in 
colorful-pattemed trousers) and the events or functions of the gay community as a 
whole. In most of these interviews, I was able to grasp the basic background of the 
interviewees, such as the age, degree of participation in the gay circle and sometimes 
theirjobs. 
(2) Observations 
My observations were done while I participated in gay activities sometimes as a 
member of the gay organizations, sometimes as a general "homosexual" participant (as 
perceived by the other gay participants) and sometimes as a friend. These activities 
include the following three types: 
(a) functions that are organized by various gay organizations; 
(b) entertainment that are offered by the gay businesses; and 
(c) gatherings of gay friends (see Appendix 2 for details). 
a. Gay organization functions 
I participated in the functions organized by six gay organizations. These 
activities include seminars/workshops, lunch or happy hour gatherings, badminton 
games, tea dances, book sharing gathering, Christian fellowship gatherings, annual 
Asian homosexual conference and volunteer committee meetings of Satsanga. 
Moreover, I also watched dramas produced by three different "gay" drama groups. In 
selecting among the different functions, I tried to include a variety in the nature of 
activities and organizations. Nonetheless, two factors posed constraints on my 
selection. Firstly, some organizations and activities are not suitable for female 
participates. For example, Freemen stated clearly that they welcomed male members 
only. I also would not feel comfortable to sit among gays in a gay man's home to 
watch a X-rated gay movie. My subjects would find me very disturbing too. 
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Secondly, I tried not to place stress on the normal run-down of the activities because of 
my presence. For example, I did not request to join the monthly self-support group 
meetings of Horizons because their members have established trust to share some 
personal feelings with one another. I also did not join any welcoming party to new 
members before I acquired the identity of a volunteer in Satsanga because this would 
pose stress on the new members. 
To remedy my limitations on selecting gay organizational activities, I firstly 
talked to the person in charge ofthe organizations to get sufficient information on the 
nature and formats of these activities. Secondly, I asked my informants to portray the 
settings, programs, profile ofparticipants and their own feelings towards the activities 
which I fail to observe. 
I paid particular attention to a few points while I undertook observations. Firstly, 
I tried my best to keep my identity as a researcher not to expose to ordinary participants. 
I intentionally kept silent on topics that would lead to questions on my sexual identity. 
This did not mean that I had lied to them. Whenever I was asked on questions about 
my purpose to come and my identity, I answered frankly but tactfully, stressing my 
gay-friendliness and my acceptance by other commonly known gays. Secondly, I also 
restrained myself from disturbing the natural settings and the run-down of the gay 
activities. For example, I tried not to raise any questions for my thesis that the other 
gays would find them odd. So most of the time, I sat quietly there and listened. 
Thirdly, I guaranteed that I sought views from at least one gay participant in the 
activities. This helped me to eliminate my bias towards interpreting the functions as a 
heterosexual woman. I did this sometimes by returning home with other participants 
and chatted with them as a friend on subway trains about their impressions of the 
activities. Sometimes, I called up another gay friend who hadjoined the activities. 
b. Gay entertainment 
My understanding to the non-organizational entertainment activities largely came 
from the portrayals and interpretations of my interviewees. It is because a large 
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number of gay entertainment restricts entries of any women (e.g. saunas, public toilets) 
or of any women unaccompanied by familiar gay visitors (e.g. most of gay bars/discos). 
Luckily my informants had visited almost all types of gay entertainment activities, 
except that none of them has cruised in public toilets. However, they could portray to 
me how their friends described cruising inside public toilets. 
I visited five popular bars that are popular to gays, namely Propaganda, Flex, CE 
Top, Why Not?, Club 97. I gained entries to the first two because I was accompanied 
by a group of gay friends. I visited CE Top and Why Not? on occasions when they 
were borrowed as a venue for gay seminars and annual gay conferences. I could go in 
Club 97 without much difficulties because it was being rented by Horizons for tea 
dances. Horizons, as a relatively open gay organization, was relatively more relaxed 
in letting in gay friendly heterosexuals than the gay businesses, especially when the 
chief purpose of tea dances was fund raising. I went alone to the flmctions held at CE 
Top, Why Not? and Club 97. 
In these entertainment venues, I paid particular attention to (1) the location and 
time ofoperations; (2) the interior designs; (3) the profiles, costumes and behaviors of 
visitors. For those venues I failed to get in, I asked my informants to describe these 
features to me. 
Inside these venues, I held firmly the principle of "non-interference." What I did 
was to be their "usual context." I did not take notes in front of other participants or 
visitors. When I was alone, I acted as other people around me. I bought a drink, sat 
quietly and looked around, like those lesbians who came to friends or partners. When 
I was in seminars, I listened carefully as other gays. When I was with gay friends, I 
sat at the bar table and chatted casually. Of course I also asked them to lead me 
around and explained the meanings of different postures and looks in cruises. 
c. Gatherings of gay friends 
My identity as a volunteer to Satsanga helped me a lot in gaining rapport from 
and developing friendship with gays. I was invited to their gatherings which were 
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taken place at gays' homes, my home, restaurants, fast food shops and bars. I was 
also invited to join a farewell party, a birthday party and a visit to a book fair. All 
these gatherings are organized mainly among four groups of gays who vary (1) in their 
degrees offamiliarity among themselves; (2) in age; and (3) degrees of familiarity with 
me. Moreover, these four different groups were also separated in their interaction 
networks. Such attachments exposed me to the interaction patterns of different 
circles of gay friends. 
In these gatherings, I behaved as an ordinary friend. For most of the times I 
chatted on topics they initiated. If possible, I initiate some topics which I would like 
to know more about, such as information of gay activities and events. These 
gatherings introduced me jargons, clicks and jokes they used in casual ways, their 
collective concerns, the physical distances in gay friends' interactions, the dresses they 
wore for casual gatherings and so on. 
3. Interview records and field notes 
a. Interview records 
I brought along audio-tape recorders in formal interviews and made request 
formally on whether I could tape the interviews. Among six of them, one tumed me 
down and one rejected in his first interview. In these cases, I recorded the key points 
by pen. In cases I was permitted to tape, I ensured my interviewees at the beginning 
and at the end of the interviews the confidentiality of the records. There were also 
times when my interviewees wished to stop the tape recording, especially when they 
touched on their sexual practices and sexual histories. I then changed to record by 
pen. 
For all the pen records, I immediately compile my notes after I left my 
interviewees (on bus and subway train usually) and substantiated the important points 
which resided freshly on my mind. I transcribed the whole piece of data on the same 
day or the next after the interviews to minimize chances of having my interpretations 
"contaminated" the raw data. 
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h. Field notes 
I did not record, in any way, on sites of my observations. This is important to 
make gays feel comfortable with my presence and be unconscious of my identity as a 
researcher. I tried to remember the key points as many and as detailed as possible. 
In case when I felt a bit overloaded, I retreated to the ladies' washrooms and jotted 
down everything inside the closets, if situations permitted. Right after the 
observations, I immediately jotted down the notes on buses or trains while returning 
home. I never let recording works to be done the next day. There was one day that I 
participated in gay activities and follow-up gay friends gatherings from noon to mid-
night which constituted to five separate occasions. I failed to have a chance to jot 
notes in private places. After I went home, I sat down and worked for four hours until 
mid-night to put down every bit of memories. 
In making field notes, I always recorded my queries on the data. They were my 
"breakdowns" when I encountered the cases. They reflected the discrepancy between 
my scheme and the cases at that moment. These records helped reminding me to seek 
"resolutions" by testifying my queries in my later encounters of similar or related 
cases. 
4. Handling embarrassment 
Being a heterosexual woman, I always encountered embarrassments in talking 
with my subjects on their private lives, especially their sexual practices. It was also 
embarrassing to present at a setting where other participants aimed at establishing 
contact and dating another gay man. I used a few tactics to handle these 
embarrassments. The most important one was that I did not talk about sensitive 
issues to any gay person until he has developed trust in me. Different informants 
have different boundaries on what they considered as sensitive. I tried to delineate 
through chats and make estimation based on their personalities and attitudes. 
Moreover, when I talked about sex, I always used the word “sex” in English to save 
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embarrassment from using, Cantonese, the local language. Sex is not something 
supposed to be discussed even between good friends of the same sex in the Hong Kong 
culture. Thirdly, I only discussed sensitive issues in my encounters with individual 
gay man, when they were alone with me. I also selected to discuss with them in more 
details these sensitive issues in chats on phone because my informants would feel less 
embarrassing in my physical absence. Lastly, I tumed off the tape recorder, upon 
request of my interviewees or my sensitivity, whenever they appeared to be a bit 
embarrassed on talking about certain topics in formal interviews. I did all these to 
ensure they gave authentic accounts for their attitudes and practices without stressing 
on what was normatively appropriate between a man and a woman. Certainly, my 
cum-role as a researcher and a friend also helped them to get through their boundaries 
on sensitive issues because I was intimately-strange to them. 
III. Quitting the Field (October 1997 and onwards) 
During this period, I focused myself on data analysis. I quitted the field in a 
gradual way in order to protect my interviewees from doubting my sincerity or 
arousing fear on the confidentiality of their information. I still selectively participated 
in Satsanga's volunteers' meetings and functions. I kept good contacts with some of 
my informants by phone calls, visits and dinner gatherings. 
During quitting period, I needed to clarify and substantiate my interpretations over 
the gay practices. I kept chatting with some key informants to clarify facts and be 
informed on the latest developments. I also participated in some special activities of 
the gay circle, such as the "Homosexual Health Week" in 1997. Moreover, I still 
watched some gay dramas to enrich my data pool on this category. 
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4. Concluding Remarks 
The data collection process serves two important functions in developing the 
thesis. It firstly enabled me to acquire a deeper knowledge on gays. My data 
informed me on the following aspects: 
(1) Factual information of the gay community: 
These include the numbers, types, locations of gay organizations and gay 
businesses; the operational principles and difficulties encountered by some of 
these organizations and businesses; the venues and activities gays like to go; the 
things the gay men do in these activities; and so on. 
(2) Interactions of gays: 
These include gays' talks, gestures, dresses, maintenance of physical distance as 
well as location, timing and frequencies of contact in different kinds of gay 
relationship. Other interactions also include the way gays talk about and act in 
their relationship with different kinds ofheterosexuals. 
(3) Attitudes of gays: 
These include the ways gays look at events concerning the gay community, gay 
functions, settings of gay activities, interactions among gays and with 
heterosexuals and events in their life history. 
Secondly, the data collection process also equipped me with the perspectives of 
my interviewees. When I reviewed my interviews and field notes, I recognized a few 
changes on myself as a data collector which was not quite conscious during the course 
of data collection. Firstly I used more and more "local" jargons and ways of 
expressions. An obvious example was that I used a formal and academic name on 
gays, tungsinglunjie (同1生戀者，meaning homosexuals), at the beginning. Then I 
changed to use a more casual term tungchi (同志，meaning comrade) and even later a 
more "local" one member (in English). I also started using their names on cruising 
places "fish pond" and on the cruising act (fishing). All these terms shorten the 
distance with my subjects. More importantly, as names are actually concluding signs 
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ofthe frames on acts or objects, my changes in the use of jargons without my notice 
also indicated my gradual acquisition of gays' ways of viewing themselves and their 
acts. 
My "breakdowns" (moments when my original frames of interpretation is 
contested) during the course of data collection also pushed me to seek “resolutions" 
on my schemes of interpretations in subsequent encounters. I saw myself getting 
much smoother in both interviews and observations. My chats went on more 
naturally because both myself and my subjects feel my "tuning in" on interpreting the 
news and histories ofthe gay community, as well as on their ways oflooking at things. 
These "tuning-ins" particularly happened on topics related to their intimacy, friendship 
and sexual practices which I encountered most breakdowns. 
A Profile of the Key Informants 
I have conducted in-depth interviews with nine informants. They aged between 
19 to 45. Four of them are professionals; one is a low-ranking officer; three are clerks 
and one is an unskilled technician. The number of years they participated in the gay 
circle range from a few months to around 12 years. They are also friends of different 
circles and are active in different types of activities. Moreover, they are different in 
the degree of coming out to the heterosexuals (see Appendix 2 for details). The 
following gives a summary description on the lives of six of them. I have renamed all 
the gays whom are described and quoted in this report in order to keep their gay 
identity in secret. 
7 Breakdowns and resolutions are proposed by Michael Agar as the process to achieve ethnographic 
understanding of a foUc culture. In simple terms, breakdowns occur when the researcher fails to use his 
schema to understand a strip. He resolves the breakdown by modifying his schema. When this schema 
fails to give understanding to another strip, breakdowns and resolutions occur again. This cycle helps 




Bessel is a middle-aged administrator of a small company. He first recognized 
that he liked boys rather than girls in his teenage. He found himself special but 
accepted fiilly his sexual identity. He however did not tell his friends and his family 
at that time because he was not sure how they looked at him afterwards. Nonetheless, 
he did not feel particularly stressful after he recognized his sexual inclination. When 
he was a tertiary student, he started visiting the Middle Bay. His first sexual 
encounter there confirmed his gay identity. After graduation, he left Hong Kong for 
five years to work on boards. On the ships, as he termed, he gay life was totally 
inactive. 
The year he came back to Hong Kong was also that the gay organizations and 
entertainment businesses began to grow rapidly. He rethought his identity and 
decided to started his participation in the gay circle. Since then he helped in one of 
the organizations, Satsanga. In the gay circle, he made friends with many other gays. 
He had a lover once but their relationship ended when he found his lover not caring 
enough. 
Bessel is now living alone but he has a good relationship with his mom and elder 
sister. He has come out in his real identity to his sister and she accepted him as usual. 
He however chooses not to tell his mom. He said that telling her the truth did not 
mean anything different to him. As he termed, there was no need to do something 
which was unnecessary. Nevertheless, he does not anticipate that he will not be 
accepted by his mom if she knows the truth. As he said, ifhis mom questioned about 
his sexual identity, he would not tell lies because he had totally accepted himself 
already. He also does not feel a stress of being a gay man because he found his 
interaction with the heterosexuals fine and rewarding. He does not feel people around 
him query on his sexual identity. Nonetheless, he also does not take initiatives to tell 
others his sexual identity. He did not explain his actions as fear to be stigmatized. 
He termed this as “no need to do so." Behind this “no need to reveal" his identity is 
actually a need to cover it up because he well understands homosexuality is not quite 
acceptable in the society. 
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During his leisure time, Bessel likes particularly to chat with friends, and for a 
period, I was one of them. Most of his good friends, however, are gays. He does 
not avoid to make friends with heterosexuals but with gay friends, he can share his 
innermost feelings much better. Like many people in Hong Kong, Bessel likes very 
much to go shopping. After shopping with friends, he sometimes goes to gay saunas 
with them in which he can satisfy his sexual desires and steam his long hairs. Bessel 
particularly likes his long hairs because he thinks that they make him more beautiful 
and trendy. As he said, gays particularly care about their looks and he was just acting 
in the "ordinary" way. In summer, he also likes going to the Middle Bay after works. 
Calvin 
Calvin is in his late 20s and is working in a large organization as a clerk for many 
years. He joined the gay community for around three years when I first met him. 
We later become good friends. 
Calvin suspected his sexual inclination when he was a secondary student but just 
a suspicion did not bother him very much. After he left the school and started 
working, Calvin actually dated a woman for a few times but they stopped seeing each 
other when both of them found themselves not really interested in each other. He 
then rethought his sexual identity and queried whether he was abnormal. Yet, he 
feared to tell other people. 
Later, there was a series of radio programs about homosexuality in 1993. This is 
the first time such topic was discussed in a positive way on radio. Calvin thus knew 
that there were some gay organizations in Hong Kong and then started his participation 
in gay community. 
Different from many other gays who participate in the gay circle, Calvin wants to 
contribute something to, instead of just to gain something from, the gay circle. He 
thus works as a volunteer of two gay organizations, the Satsanga and the Hong Kong 
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Ten Percent Club. Yet, more importantly, he wants to get to know more people 
through his participation and works in these organizations. His most prompting wish 
in life, as he told me a few times before, is to find a lover with whom he can develop a 
long term relationship with. He never has any love relationship with any gay man. 
Different from many other gays whom I met, Calvin does not try the quicker way, that 
is to know other people in gay saunas, bars or discos. He has some sort of 
stigmatization on these people as too "playful" and not sincere enough. This is 
actually an attitude commonly shared by new comers to the circle. He also fears to 
run the risk of being blackmailed or caught by police in these venues. Nonetheless, 
he does not accept the common practices of “sex before love" in the gay circle. Yet, 
he has changed slightly his concepts on sex and love when his good friend, Frank, 
failed to find a lover in gay organizations and started to find them in saunas. 
Calvin spends most ofhis leisure time on chatting with friends and on listening to 
music. He likes new age music, and not very much songs sung by popular stars in 
Hong Kong. In the gay circle, he can easily find fans of new age music too. He also 
likes to play badminton with both his colleagues and gay friends, quite simply because 
he finds himself a little bit bulky and wishes having a better look. He does not go to 
fitness clubs for body-building, as many gays do，because he was not ready to commit 
on the regular schedule ofexercises. 
Calvin has never come out before any heterosexual. I am the first heterosexual 
friend who knows his identity and thus he treasures me particularly. He does not tell 
other people his identity because he fears that they will not accept him. His fear is 
never so concretely reflected in an incident which one of his newly known gay friends 
was being employed to the same office he worked. He fears that this gay man would 
carelessly reveals his identity. He anticipates that his colleagues would not talk to 
him and would intentionally create difficulties in his job ifhe was known to be a gay. 
He failed to set his heart at ease until his gay friend has settled in his job for a while 
and nothing had happened. 
So far, he encounters no difficulty in his daily interaction with his heterosexual 
friends, colleagues and family members. He is not consciously aware that he is a gay 
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when interacting with others. What he has done specially is to avoid involving in 
discussions with his family members on topics related to marriage. 
Nonetheless, Calvin has a strong sense of belongings to gays as a collective. 
Whenever he hears something against the gay people, he gets furious and hoped very 
much to explain that gays are not as bad as what people think. However, he has never 
expressed that out and he even tries to get away from the conversations to avoid 
exposing his identity. Nevertheless, he can recall only one of this type of occasions 
when his mom and his brother commented that Shu You-seng's (a Taiwanese gay) 
open marriage was disgusting. 
^ 
Dominic 
Dominic is a good friend of Bessel through whom he was introduced to me as an 
informant. He is a middle aged civil servant who works on a middle ranked 
professional post. He has participated in the gay circle for about six years by the time 
I met him. He impresses me mostly by his delicate look and dress. 
Dominic began to puzzle on his identity when he was an university student. He 
tried to seek support from the prestigious mainstream counseling organization, 
Breakthrough, but instead he was encouraged to be "straight man" again. He thus 
stopped seeing counselors. His puzzle was gone when he met another gay later in the 
university and had some kinds of physical intimacy with him. 
A few years ago, Dominic met another gay man. He lived with him but found 
out later that his partner was "unfaithful" and sought sexual pleasures from other gays. 
By that time, as recalled by Dominic, he could not accept the separation of love and 
sex which was commonly taken by gays. They quarreled and finally separated. 
After this incident, he talked to other gay friends and changed his attitude on love and 
sex. He is now a frequent sauna visitor. He has developed a few relationships with 
other gay visitors but they were not fruitful. 
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Dominic accepts his identity very well and finds no particular stress in handling 
his relationship with heterosexuals. He has come out to one ofhis sisters and some of 
his friends. They all accept him well. This does not mean that he trusts 
heterosexuals totally. He chooses to come out only to those who are highly educated, 
open-minded and have a very good relationship with him. He comes out to them 
because he feels more comfortable to have no lies and reservations between himself 
and his good friends. Nonetheless, Dominic does not want to join any gay 
organization because he fears that his membership record will be leaked to the 
Government in the future. If this happened, he expects that his job would be affected. 
He has put a great effort on his job. 
During leisure time, Dominic likes to go to a sauna at Central which is commonly 
visited by foreign gay men. He likes to have sex with the Whites. His utmost 
pleasure comes from spending quiet summer afternoons on the beach of Middle Bay. 
He can enjoy the sun and books there. If he meets someone suitable, he cruises. 
Love is used to be something very important to him. In the past, he wished looking 
for lovers in cruising places but it was not that easy to meet someone he liked, as he 
said. Saunas and beaches are now places largely for him to seek sexual pleasures, 
although he still looks forward to meeting a suitable guy there. 
Gabriel 
I just met Gabriel twice and talked to him a few times on phone. He was a nice 
looking 19 years-old boy and a new member of Satsanga when I first knew him as a 
volunteer of the organization. I was responsible for contacting him and informing 
him the upcoming events. 
When I met him, Gabriel just graduated from secondary school and worked as an 
unskilled technician in a company. He recognized his sexual identity during his 
teenage years in puzzles and fears, thinking himself very abnormal. He was luckily to 
have listened to a radio program on homosexuality, the one which had helped Calvin to 
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come out. After that program, he leamed that being a gay was not something 
physiologically or psychologically abnormal, although people in the society in general 
do not accept them. He also knew that there were a lot of gays who were hidden 
among the heterosexuals too. 
When he came out to work, he felt himself old enough to choose his own life. 
He thus wanted to meet other gays. The first place he went to was a gay bar but he 
did not find people there being the type of gays he wished to make friends with. They 
were too "trendy" in look and seemed to be "unapproachable," as he said. He then 
came to Satsanga, the organization which I helped in. 
He was very happy to meet other gays in Satsanga. The meeting was the first 
occasion in his life in which he chatted and dined with gays who were in real blood and 
fresh. Later, I watched a movie with him and Calvin but I lost contact with him after 
he no longer came to Satsanga's meetings. Probably, it was because members of 
Satsanga were much older than him. 
In our chats, he did express a few times his desire to tell his brother his sexual 
identity. He did not do so because he feared that his brother would not accept him 
after knowing the truth. His self-acceptance is not strong enough to give him 
sufficient courage to risk. As he said, this would "leave a stain on their relationship 
for the rest of their lives." He had tested his brother's attitude on homosexuality and 
he found him not totally positive on the issue. Nonetheless, he appeared to be the 
"very straight" type and encountered no difficulty to hide his identity up from his 
heterosexual friends. As a fresh graduate, Gabriel also worried very much about his 
future because his results in open examinations were not very good. 
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Hebrew 
Hebrew is a very gentle 30 years old gay man who works as a clerk. Our 
friendship started from my visits to the gay Christian meeting of the Blessed Minority 
Christian Fellowship (BMCF). He was a frequent participant of the organization at 
that time and had participated in activities of the gay circle for about three years. He 
went to the gay circle chiefly for getting to know other gay people and among them, he 
hoped to find a lover. After he became a stable participant in BMCF, he left his 
original church. 
Hebrew is a guy who always look at things positively. But he always presented 
to me as someone who is worrying of money. He probably has lost a great deal in the 
great economic recession of Hong Kong in 1997. Logically, he then worries that he 
may be fired. Like many young people in Hong Kong, he spends most of his leisure 
time to leam and "stuff up" himself in order to secure his job. 
What troubles him very much is also his failure to find a lover after a few years' 
participation in gay activities. As a Christian, he told me that he should not visit gay 
bars where people drink and cruise. He however was seen by another informant of 
mine in a gay bar later. He certainly has struggled over his role as a Christian and his 
wish to find a stable gay lover. By the fifth year he joined the gay circle, Hebrew told 
me that he was totally discouraged and ended all connections with the gay community. 
Sadly, he is now waiting to see ifhe can get to like women and get marry to one in the 
future. 
Isaac 
Isaac is a gay man I met in a farewell dinner for a volunteer. We sat next to each 
other and then started talking. We found each other very interesting to chat with. 
We actually worked in nearby places. We thus had the chances to lunch with each 
other often. Isaac is a senior clerk in a big organization. 
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Isaac never had a concept ofhimself as a gay before he joined the gay circle. He 
was actually in love with a woman who he intended to get marry with. He broke up 
with his girlfriend later because he suddenly recognized the great discrepancy in 
expectations between the two parties. Isaac liked money and works but his girlfriend 
liked to have more time to be together and to feel that Isaac cared. After they broke 
up, Isaac was being introduced by a lesbian friend to the gay circle. At first, he just 
wanted to go and had a look but he felt in love with a gay man Patrick whom he ran 
into a gathering of Horizon a few months later. Patrick took him to different gay 
entertainment venues and gay organizations. He thus knew different types of gays 
and developed friendships with other gays. 
Isaac's relationship with Patrick developed quickly but his lover did not seem to 
trust him very much. He never introduced him to other gays as his stable partner. 
He avoided taking photos with him. After half a year's relationship, they broke up. 
This was the time when I met him. 
Isaac shared with me mostly his relationship and frustrations with his partner 
during the earlier period. He got rid of the matter at last and concentrated on his job 
and his study. Isaac is a very hard working man. As many people in Hong Kong, he 
likes money and real estates. He spends most ofhis leisure time on further studying 
and taking part time jobs. 
Right now, Isaac does not claim himself as either a heterosexual or a gay. He 
also does not restrict his lover to be just a woman or a man. Strictly speaking, Isaac 
should not be one of my subjects but his experiences and observations as a gay who 
was tumed from a heterosexual give me valuable insights and information of the gay 
circle. 
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Bessel, Calvin, Dominic, Gabriel, Hebrew, Isaac and all other gays whom I 
encountered have aspirations, interests, worries, career, family, friends similar to any 
one in the society. They are sons of their parents, subordinates of their bosses and 
nice acquaintances of friends around them. The only thing they are different to others 
is their sexual orientation. As Hebrew said to me, "We (gays) are just the same 
except we like men but heterosexual man do not，，More than a difference in sexual 
orientation is their shared fear to reveal their only difference to heterosexuals. They 
feel that they will not be accepted because of such single difference. Their lives will 
be totally changed and their life chances will be significantly affected in such 
revelation. In the coming chapters, I will use what I heard and observed from this 
group ofpeople to find out how they base on their single difference to heterosexuals to 
construct their collective gay identity, as one different to heterosexuals. 
Data Analysis: 
Mediating Theories and Data 
My role in data analysis was to mediate the data and the theoretical concepts in a 
perspective which is empathetic to my informants. I used primarily an inductive 
method. Firstly, I segmented the data into cases. The cases were divided either by 
their organizational boundaries, settings they took place or the purposes behind the 
actions. For example, Bessel and Dominic are two individual cases and Aaron who 
acts in a "camp" way in order to make people laugh is a case of another type. 
Then I searched for frames behind the cases which helped me to categorize and 
re-categorize the cases under different themes. My third step was to search for key 
concepts which are suggested by the data that could help organizing them into 
meaningful patterns. Three concepts are identified, namely "other", "space" and 
"power". Lastly, I linked up the concepts to form a framework which could help me 
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to answer my question on how gays construct their identity. (See Appendix 3 for a 
more detailed description on the induction process.) 
Validity, Reliability and Ethical Issues 
I. Validity and Reliability 
The validity of this study lies in whether the theory is constructed upon the 
structures of signification which are authentic to the subjects being interpreted (see 
Geetze, 1973). To acquire this "authentic" structures of signification, I have firstly 
absented my influence on gays' speeches and practices and let them spell in their 
natural ways. To do so, I only conducted formal and informal interviews after my 
subjects had developed certain degree of trust on me. I also paid special attention to 
not making my presence awkward in the observation settings by behaving as other 
participants around. 
The structures of signification could emerge in my interpretations only if I 
acquired my subjects' perspective. I thus also made myself a reliable "instrument" in 
this study by continuously modifying my schema for interpreting the "cases" which I 
examined. I leamed the perspectives of gays from how they describe themselves and 
things around them. I also leamed their tacit knowledge in defining settings. 
Sometimes I was even not conscious of this tacit knowledge until the time when I 
retreated from the gay circle and stood back at the margin as a heterosexual woman. I 
tried to be reflexive on these hidden codes. They were reflected in ways such as the 
need to address their sexual identity in ambiguous ways in public area, the use of 
silence in different situations, the closer-than-normal physical distance between gays 
and me and between their brief acquaintances. This tacit knowledge made me feel 
more and more as an "insider" by my subjects. Gays acceptance to me also indicated 
that I have acquired, to a certain extent, their perspectives in looking at things. I was 
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entrusted to lead discussion groups in gay seminars. They also invited me to their 
friends' gatherings. My tuning in was also reflected in my natural use of gays jargons 
and the ability to chat with gays naturally. This tacit knowledge contributes to an 
important part in my thesis. 
The gay perspectives I learned have helped me to interpret their acts and talks in 
their real meanings to gays. My narrative, however, is neither a "re-presentation" of 
their verbal interpretations or an interpretation over their interpretations, nor is written 
in an angle which is totally gays. Gays' perspectives helped me largely at the stage of 
frame searching. They helped me to interpret their acts in a way more authentic to 
them. During the later stages of data analysis (such as key concept searching and 
theory building), I stood on a more neutral and an overview position to analyze the 
spatial mapping of the social space which is shared by the gays as well as the 
heterosexuals. 
Nonetheless, I failed to leam gays' perspectives in certain acts and talks. In 
many occasions, it was better for me to remain in silence or behave in the most 
"normal" ways as their usual contexts. Otherwise, I might lose further access in the 
field. For example, it was not appropriate for me to ask participants at a gay 
workshop a lot of "why" questions or to confirm their perspectives while they were 
spontaneously discussing some assigned topics. I was not supposed to present myself 
as an obvious heterosexual or person who comes with other purposes because most of 
the participants in the discussions did not expect one to be there. Sometimes I had 
chances to talk to them later, but more often, I failed to see them anymore. In some 
occasions, I might notice some setting designs which were impressive and significant 
to gay practices. I, however, failed to get in touch of the setting designers or the 
owners ofthe venues to ask for ideas or rationales behind. 
Moreover, I also tried not to have my perspective being biased by limited 
exposure to both data and theoretical concepts. I had applied the principle of 
triangulation to my study. Triangulation means the use of several kinds of methods, 
data and theories in a study. It gives a strong substantiation of the validity of 
ethnographic study (Silverman, 1993, p.l56). In this study, I have used different 
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methods in conducting interviews and observed their activities in different degree of 
participation.^ I have also used data from different sources, including documents, 
first-hand and second-hand information, observations to different gay organizations 
and entertainment, and so on. Also, I did not restrict my usage of theories before the 
basic framework of my thesis was settled. Li other words, I tried to meet the target of 
methods, data and theory triangulation as described by Denzin (1978). Nonetheless, I 
should admit that such attempts on triangulation was working within the limitations of 
time and ofmy mere superficial exposure to academic theories as a M. Phil student. 
II. Ethical Issues 
I have to be tactful in dealing with the data of my subjects, which are sensitive. 
Throughout the study, I bore in mind the principle proposed by Fontana and Frey (1994, 
p.373): the subjects first, the study next and myself last. I got in touch with the 
private life of gays which they might share to only really very good friends. I treated 
my records on data very carefully. My chair advisor was the only person who had a 
very brief glance through some of my interviewing notes and I allowed no one else to 
read them. During my chats with gays, I did not mention the personal information of 
another gay man. I did not even tell others that I had conducted interviews with so 
and so unless the interviewees disclosed the interviews themselves. This was to 
prevent any association of my talks on reflection to somebody else. In this report, I 
also tried not to reveal the identity of my interviewees in case it is read by his friends 
or other gays. 
Apart from the issue ofconfidentiality, I also respected the preferences of gays in 
their interviews and activities. I did not take photos, tape or video recorded secretly. 
Whenever I taped or pen recorded anything in front of my subjects, I entrusted them 
twice on my confidential treatment of those records. I am still keeping contacts with 
8 Gold (1958) and Junker (1960) have distinguished four types of observers in participant observations. 
They are namely (1) complete observer, (2) observer as participant, (3) participant as observer and (4) 
complete participant. (See Atkinson and Hammersley, 1994，p.248) 
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most of my interviewees to make them feel ensured on my sincerity and 




Identity, Space and Power 
In this chapter, I will introduce the three core concepts that are used in this 
thesis, namely identity, space and power. I will first review the literature on these 
three concepts. Then I will reinterpret these concepts and relate them to the 
framework of my thesis. This framework is not the one which has guided the 
researchers' interpretations but a sketch of my thesis that is inducted from data 
analysis. It aims to help my readers to grasp an outline of the upcoming 
discussions. 
Develop Concepts from the Literature 
I. Identity Construction as a Process of Distancing from "Other" 
Despite the short history of schdlarly interest in "identity," the concept is 
already a highly popular research area in social sciences and humanities. The 
large body of literature on identity and identity construction reveals four basic 
streams. 
(1) Trait theory: This is an essentialist's conception on identity. Identity is 
viewed as a group of fixed traits which is either inbom or developed in 
predictable stages and patterns. These traits are enduring. They are to be 
discovered and developed to their fullest throughout a person's life process. 
Identity is not constructed but to a large extent endowed. Psychologists, or 
more precisely psychoanalysts, usually take this view in their studies. 
Sigmund Freud^ and Eric Erikson^^ are the founding fathers of this stream of 
9 Sigmond Freud taUcs about id, ego and superego of a person's identity. The process of identity 
construction works totally within the person himself. The ego balances the demands of id and 
superego to form the identity of a person. It is also true that superego, which represent prescriptive 
morality, bring in the factor of "other" in identity construction. But the identity formation process 
is largely of a pattern of internal development. 
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identity studies. Identity is developed, instead of constructed, upon fixed 
patterns and towards relatively fixed ends. 
(2) Role theory: Identity is understood as the acquisition of roles in the society. 
When a person acquires an identity, he is at the same time acquiring the norms 
and traits which classify the roles in the first place. These norms and traits 
are prescribed by the society, the others at large, and people leam them through 
socialization. Examples of researchers who have discussed identities as roles 
are L. S. Cottrell (who considers identity as culturally defined categories and 
stereotypes) and M. Banton (who classifies roles into different types, namely 
basic, general and transcient) (see Heidt, 1987; pp.75-79). 
(3) Interaction theory: Identity is not characterized by fix traits. Instead it is 
acquired in the person's interactions with his or her significant others. Every 
interaction is unique and the person's identity is shaped in these unique 
interactions to form his or her individual identity. Negotiation is the key 
process in identity construction. This stream is founded on G. H. Mead's and 
Erving Goffman's symbolic interactionism (see Hewitt, 1994, for elaboration 
of this perspective). 
(4) Postmodernist approach: Identity is not seen as a core or any fixed entity. 
Instead people acquire a lot of identities at the same time which make every 
category internally diversified. Instead of identity, postmodern theorists focus 
on identification to the signs produced in the discourse and power structures of 
the society. Identity is constructed in the representation processes of the 
cultural system (the production of signs). This is described sometimes as 
positioning processes. Identity is constructed in the discourse constituted by 
others and us (see Hall, 1992, p.277 for an introduction). 
The four streams of studies address two points. Firstly, with the exception of 
the first stream of studies, identity construction is considered as a process 
inseparable from the influence of other. Such influence works through either the 
10 Eric Erikson taUcs about how a sense of identity is gradually formed through the successive 
identifications of childhood and that the transition into young adulthood is marked through the 
formation of a, by then, stable sense of identity (See Heidt, 1987 p.69). 
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prescribed role requirements in society, the expressed comments or reactions of 
significant others, or symbolic representations of the identity bearers in society at 
large. Identity thus is social in nature. Secondly, identity is perceived as "who I 
am" or "who we are," which involves shared orientations, attributes, meanings, and 
so on. The first point inspires me to take identity as social and related to the 
concept of other. The second point prompts me a question: whether identity is 
constructed in a shared sense of "sameness" or shared traits among the collective; 
or it is constructed upon the differences of a collective from the other. 
The concept of identity in this study lies between the ideas of the symbolic 
interactionists' and those of the postmodernist'. From interactionists, I borrow the 
concept of identity construction as a process that is taken place in social 
interactions. From the postmodern stream, I borrow the concept that identity 
construction is resided within the sign and meaning systems; (and I take the 
meanings as related to the "spatiality" which will be elaborated later). From this 
position, this thesis defines collective identity from a very basic notion present in 
most identity studies, that is a shared sense of us versus them. It takes identity as 
a sense rather than a clear concept because what is clear of an identity to general 
people probably is the name itself, not the shared orientations or practices. If we 
examine our daily practices, we always see other groups' identities as a more 
coherent concept than the way we see ourselves. We always find it difficult to 
define ourselves because we can see ourselves in a more detailed, complex and 
diversified way in our daily lives. The sense of "us" as a collective always 
develops with the co-existence of the other(s). The process of identity 
construction thus involves the arbitrary segregation of "us" and the other. The 
other is constructed and distanced to form a conceptual boundary with us. 
This idea echoes the notion of "identity by difference" by Stuart Hall and 
Edward Said. Said (1978) talks about how the West creates the notion of “Orient” 
as systems of knowledge so as to reproduce their superiority and power over the 
Orient. In this process, they construct their own identity. The systems of 
knowledge are extended as a discourse of practices that involve organizations, 
institutions, physical settings, languages and norms. They are housed in arenas 
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such as academia, government, legal system, literature etc. The "Occident" 
assimilates these knowledge and reproduces them in their daily practices. As the 
result, the "Orient," as their other, is constructed as backward and as a "lesser breed 
of human beings" (Ibid., p.7-8). The West on the other side is superior and 
modem. This discourse of "Orientalism" is even assimilated into the culture of 
the Orient which helps to reproduce the West's superior identity. Sharing the 
emphasis that identity is related to the construction of"other," Hall focuses on how 
mediated texts of the White (such as advertisements, movies and pictures) re-
presents the Black so that the identity of the White, as well as their superiority, are 
highlighted (Hall, 1997a, 1997b). 
Hall and Said work on how the dominant group constructs the subordinate in 
their identity construction. This thesis works in a reversed direction, that is how a 
subordinate group constructs the dominant one in their identity construction. 
Moreover, both Hall and Said's theories imply that when the "other" is clear, "us" 
is clear. This thesis also adopted this definition at the beginning of this study. I 
later found out that gays who I interviewed and observed did not have a clear 
concept on who the heterosexuals were or who they themselves were. Identity 
hinges more on a symbolic distance of two groups. The other is constructed as 
vague images instead ofhaving concrete attributes. 
To summarize, collective identity is a shared sense of us versus other(s). It 
signifies social relationship. Being a vague mental category, collective identity is 
sustained in the ability of the identity bearer or their other to maintain a symbolic 
boundary between us and them (the other). There are lots of common points 
between us and them. Identity construction works in the process of distancing 
other from us. This process thus does not take place outside "us" but within "us." 
But still, the distancing process is not a mere mental process. They are found 
operating in subtlety in our daily practices and the interactions among "us" and 
with the other, bi short, the proposition of this thesis is that gays construct their 
identity through creating and maintaining the symbolic distance between 
themselves and their other. 
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II. Social Interactions Take Place in Physical and Social Spaces 
Identity always signifies social relationship between groups and between 
individuals. It is constructed in social practices and social interactions. Social 
interactions cannot take place without physical settings, sociological rules and 
norms, as well as shared knowledge and concepts. In brief, practices and social 
interactions take place in the physical, sociological and epistemological dimensions 
of their interaction spaces. 
Some researchers refer space and spatiality to real and physical dimension of 
the universe where human activities take place. Physical space exists in human 
activities in the form of physical settings. A physical setting is founded upon the 
conjunction of two dimensions, namely time and the real space. When the 
physical space is used in human interactions, it is being organized by our 
conceptual frameworks and the institutional set-ups. This opens up the social 
dimension of space, which is more often discussed by social scientists. 
Some scholars and researchers try to seek connections between the physical 
and the social dimensions of space. For example, Henri Lefebvre reinterprets the 
socio-spatial dialectic in the Marxist notion of historical (r)evolution (Soja, 1989, 
pp.76-93). Edward Soja also studies the dialectical relationship between physical 
space and social process in modernization (Soja, 1989). Foucault's (1977) 
analysis of "panopticon" also links up the manipulation of physical space and the 
exertion of social control in social relationship. (See Hannah (1997) for 
Foucault's analysis on the institutions of modem society). Moreover, Giddens 
(1984) also theorizes the way physical space is coordinated in social life through 
routines, and how such coordination articulates power. This thesis also bases its 
discussions on both physical and social spaces. 
1. DeHnitions of space in this study 
Space is defined in two aspects in this study. First, space is any dimension 
which objects, activities and concepts are located and organized. Our interactions 
involve the use and manipulations of physical objects or settings, rules and norms 
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as well as our knowledge/concepts. They are physical, sociological and 
epistemological segments that constitute the elements of interactions. Social 
interactions thus take place in the juncture of the physical, sociological and 
epistemological spaces. 
Physical space: It is the dimension ofthe universe where human activities 
take place physically. This dimension is constituted by physical settings, the 
juncture of time and physical space, which are being used for human interactions. 
Activities and objects become tangible and observable on physical space. By 
nature, physical space is continuous. It is demarcated by physical andA)r symbolic 
markers. For examples, seashore is a physical marker for the boundary of 
continent. The variation in color and sharpness between the cup and the table 
physically demarcate the two objects. Moreover, we can also know that a mini-
concert is held at a park we pass by because we can see and hear lots of people 
yelling and waving their hands, and lots of police guarding the circle of people. 
These gestures and among voices are the symbolic markers that demarcate the 
boundary of the concert settings from the other part ofthe park. 
Sociological space: It is a dimension which is formed by social rules, 
institutions and organizations of people in interactions. Examples of its 
components are marriage, government, family, friendship, greeting manners, dress 
norms and so on. Sociological space is demarcated by the differences in rules and 
procedures in each category of institutions and organizations. For example, we 
can segregate an account department from a marketing department by the 
procedures and jobs they involve in the company's businesses. We can 
distinguish them although they are physically located at the same office location. 
Another example is that we segment primary education and tertiary education from 
the mode of teaching, choices in subjects and courses, examination formats etc. In 
short, sociological space is the dimension where the people are organized and rules 
of interactions are structured. 
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Epistemological space: It is a conceptual dimension where knowledge is 
organized for people to comprehend objects, acts and rules in interactions. In 
epistemological space, concepts and categories are defined and connected to form 
systems of knowledge. Different concepts are demarcated by suppressing the 
differences within a category and highlighting the differences between them. This 
helps the emergence of meanings of each category. Concepts are usually 
"logically" linked up to form the scheme of interpretations. 
The physical, sociological and epistemological spaces are shared among 
groups and individuals. When space is understood in the perspective of one group 
or an individual, it has another meaning. Space refers to the domain with 
conceptual boundaries that define the freedom a group or an individual enjoyed in 
their/his movements in the physical space, in their activities within the boundaries 
of norms and rules (which is related to sociological space), and in their capacity to 
defined things around them (which is related to the epistemological space). 
2. Relationship of physical, sociological and epistemological spaces 
While identity helps us to categorize different groups of individuals, the 
perspective of spatiality helps us to metaphorically conceptualize social relationship 
of individuals and groups. 
Social relationship is constituted in individuals' practices and their 
interactions with others. Practices and interactions cannot take place without 
physical settings. On these physical space, people interact to form the social 
realm in which they can negotiate their individualities, statuses and relationships. 
This builds up social relationship between individuals, individual and group, and 
groups. 
These physical and social realms can only constitute people's interaction 
settings when they are able to be conceptualized and communicated symbolically. 
Interactions are symbolic in nature. They can only process when people share 
some levels of understanding on some signs and symbols. These signs and 
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symbols represent features of the physical and sociological spaces and they are 
being understood in terms of concepts. 
As discussed above, concepts are the basic elements of epistemological space. 
Through our analytical, knowledge is constructed. Knowledge is significant to 
map out the epistemological space. When we use concepts to understand social 
relationship, we usually conceptualize the relationship in terms of some social 
distances. This conception gives social relationship a spatial dimension. For 
example, the concept of "father" is different from "son." They are arranged not 
just in two separate categories on the epistemological space. They are also 
arranged in terms of conceptual hierarchy and the closeness in social distance. In 
other words, social relationships are arranged conceptually in spatial terms. 
Center/periphery and front^ack are two examples of these spatial concepts. 
The spatial dimensions of social relationship is conceptual and metaphorical. 
When they are implied in people's interactions, they have to be indicated by signs 
and symbols that represent the norms operating between people. These signs and 
symbols may be physical or sociological. My observations and interviews were 
means to seek for these symbols in order to understand this conceptual spatiality 
that operates in the interaction realm shared by gays and heterosexuals. 
The above discussions aim to illustrate that epistemological space is built 
upon physical and sociological spaces. Objects and rules which constitute 
physical and sociological spaces respectively are also understood through concepts 
of epistemological space. 
III. Social Space Exhibits Power Relationship 
Li general sense, power is the ability of a group or an individual to secure 
outcomes. It is a core concept in social sciences. Apart from referring to brutal 
and coercive forces, the concept is also understood in various ways. Some social 
scientists focus their studies on power implied in policies, organization and 
institutional setups and legal frameworks. They understand power as the ability to 
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allocate scarce resources in the society through political or organizational 
authorities. The studies on government bureaucratic structures, legal frameworks, 
checks and balances in government systems, etc. are examples of such 
understanding of power. (See Mahajan, 1988 for an introduction to some of these 
studies). 
Some social scientists understand power as an influence on one's ideology and 
conceptual frameworks. Many of them analyze mediated texts and social 
phenomena to see their impact on people's cognition and knowledge, and in tum on 
their behaviors. Studies on framing, priming and agenda setting are examples of 
these type of studies in the field of communication (McCombs et. al., 1991, pp.ll-
21, 33-39). Cultural studies which aim to uncover the meaning system beneath 
mediated texts and social phenomena also belong to this type of studies. 
Another focus in studying power is to understand it as in the form of 
domination or resistance. An example of theories on domination is Edward Said's 
Orientalism (1978) which is about how the "Occident" dominates the "Orient" 
through systems of knowledge they produced and discursive practices. James 
Scott (1990) analyzes how the "weak's" discourse, in the form of interpretations, 
rituals, stories, myths, dresses and so on, resist the domination. 
This study understands power in the concept of space. Power rests in the 
spatial configurations of the realm which is opened up in physical, sociological and 
epistemological spaces for interactions. To understand such configuration, I 
borrow Giddens' concepts, "locale" and "regionalization" (1990, pp.110-144). A 
locale is a setting or the immediate context of an activity. Locales are constituted 
by people's routine activities in which they are metaphorically "regionalized." 
Giddens understands this regionalization in two analogous pairs of dimensions, 
center/peripheral and frontA)ack. These regions are bounded by physical or/and 
symbolic markers. 
Centers are locales for locus of power where authorities to allocate the scarce 
resources of the society are resided. Such authorities also enable those occupants 
of centers to maintain a distance between themselves and the peripheral regions. 
In other words, centers are liable to be perpetuating through the ability of the 
occupants to maintain the continuous imbalance in the allocations of material and 
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symbolic resources. Peripheries are thus continuously defined by those powerful 
in their patterns of resources allocation. 
Front regions are locale characterized by high-degree of "presence-
availability" between actors. Usually they imply physical proximity of actors. 
Sometimes, actors are not physically co-present but their acts and talks are 
visualized and heard as ifthey are physically proximate. Advance communicative 
technologies create this type of locale. Front regions are also characterized by a 
tightly-structured norms which facilitate a high degree of bodily control. They are 
thus also characterized as having a high degree of surveillance. Displays of true 
self in front regions are minimal. In the back regions, actors are freer to act out 
their true selves and their true purposes. There are zones where actors regain their 
autonomy over themselves. 
Clearly shown in the regionalizations, power is embedded in these 
metaphorical orders of social space. In a collective, power is rested at centers and 
the front regions where people are empowered under the pattem of resources 
allocation and controlled under the well-prescribed norms and mechanisms of 
surveillance respectively. Centers and front regions are highly connected. It is 
because those in power are entitled to allocate the symbolic resources in order to 
structure the norms of front regions in order to determine what should appear in the 
front. Moreover, those in power can also define the boundaries of front and back. 
For example, by shifting the boundaries of the front to the back region, those in 
power are actually extending their surveillance and control over other people. In 
brief, the two pairs of spatial dimensions are actually means to conceptualize 
power. 
In the coming discussion, I will simply term this center/peripheral, front^ack 
spatial qualities as spatiality. 
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IV. Power as A Structuring Force in Spatial Configuration 
Taking Giddens' perspective, power is defined in this study as the structuring 
force for the configuration of social space. This definition resembles the one 
proposed by Michel Foucault in his book Order ofThings: An Archaeology ofthe 
Human Sciences (1970). In his book, Foucault argues that language is a 
structuring tool for people's knowledge on the order of things. Language, to 
Foucault, does not represent the world but is a temporary tool for people to search 
for the order beneath the things. Changes perceived by people are not necessary in 
things but just in the languages which order them. Power is rested in social 
actors' abilities to structure the order of things, the order that guides people's 
knowledge, actions and organizations. Power is exhibited in the restructuring of 
this embedded order. 
This study resembles Foucault's concept in the way that it takes things, in 
terms of physical objects, segments of physical spaces, rules, institutions, 
organizations and knowledge systems, as ordered under a hidden system of 
"spatiality," namely the spatial configuration of spaces. Power is the ability to 
structure and restructure this hidden system, by defining or redefining where are 
centers, peripheries, front or back. 
Extended from this concept of power is how domination and resistance work. 
We tend to conceptualize and term those more powerful as at the "center" while 
those powerless as marginal or peripheral. Domination is exercised when the 
powerful group maintains or refines their system of resource allocation such to 
continuously keep those less powerful from the allocation apparatuses or 
mechanisms, in other word, the centers. Domination works through the 
reinforcement and refinement of the existing spatial order. In this dominating 
order, less powerful groups or acts that challenge the existing order will be 
confined within the back and the peripheral regions. 
Resistance in this study is understood as the subordinates' efforts to 
restructure the internal spatial configuration of the realm that has been defined and 
confined by the powerful in the society. Therefore, in this realm, what is 
marginalized is centered; what is hidden in private and back is displayed to the 
front. By doing so, the weak rehearses their resistance against the powerful in 
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their confined and peripheral region. It is a rehearsal because through such 
restructuring, the taken-for granted "order of thing" is questioned and challenged in 
social actors' practices, but these challenges remain largely invisible to the 
powerful. It remains an undercurrent in a society. It is not so hard to imagine 
that when conditions are supportive, such under current can erupt suddenly, burst 
into flame, fundamentally change the existing order of things. Such eruption and 
its emancipation force cannot be possible without a rehearsal that grows and 
"naturalizes" the alternative order of things. 
V. Mapping the Social Space shared by Gays and Heterosexuals 
As discussed above, the realm for interactions between heterosexuals and gays 
and that between gays have physical, sociological and epistemological dimensions. 
Giddens' spatial concepts on these dimensions can help us to understand the gays' 
interaction space in a much better way. 
The centers of Hong Kong, a capitalist city, are found in the economy and the 
polity. To be more definite, they could be found in the business sector and the 
government. They are the locales which the authorities to allocate scarce material 
and symbolic resources resided upon. Physically, the locales are offices where 
people work daily for economic exchanges and provision of good and services. 
Down-towns like Central and Tsimshatsui are centers of power. Works are also 
the center while leisure and entertainment are comparatively more peripheral. The 
latter are activities to revive people's energy for their "center" activities. Country 
parks and rural areas, cinemas, shopping centers thus are usually considered 
relatively as peripheral locations. Weekdays and daytimes thus are the centers 
while weekends, evenings and even night-times are relatively the periphery. In 
short, the "spatiality" of physical and social settings is defined by the nature of 
activities taken place on them. Being a subordinate group, gays usually hide up 
their gay identity when they are performing their roles as employers and employees 
at the center. 
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The front regions on physical space are in general located at places where 
people are physically clustered. Shopping malls, restaurants, front-line offices or 
those offices that layout in open plans, classrooms, ball game courts run by the 
government etc. belong to the front. Homes and closets of public toilets are 
typical examples of back regions. The spatial nature of these locations may be 
changed in different time slots. A street at business area is a front region during 
day time but it becomes a back region in the middle of the night when people 
vacant it and go back home. A country park is a back region during weekdays but 
is a front region during weekends when families go there for picnics. 
In front regions, people need to behave according to strict norms such to make 
everyone's behaviors predictable. Gays thus act out their gayness (such as holding 
partners' hands, expressing homosexual affections and sexual intentions) at back 
regions where they are psychologically more distanced from the constraints of 
social norms. 
In a sociological dimension, centers are used more definitive rules and 
procedures such to secure designated outcomes. For example, written languages 
are used more often in economic deals or government policies. Body language 
which is relatively vaguer in nature is discouraged in these centered activities. 
Moreover, entertainment and leisure are more peripheral to works. 
Moreover, the zoning of locales into front and back regions also influences the 
ways people in general treated their information. Some information are classified 
as belonging to the front regions which can be shared with brief acquaintances. 
Examples are names, jobs, locations of offices and office numbers. Some are 
considered as belonging to the back regions. They include ones' emotions, 
worries, relationship with husbands and wives and home addresses. 
Furthermore, while those in power are considered conceptually being at the 
centers, status are usually considered as sometimes belonging to the center. It is 
because statuses are usually rewards to those in power. The powerful groups are 
usually able to confine the space of the less powerful by attaching stigmas to them. 
Stigmas thus are usually considered as something of the periphery. Stigmas are 
tools to confine unacceptable activities to the back regions. 
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The above discussions have shown that physical, sociological and 
epistemological spaces are indeed configured under the spatial dimensions of 
center/periphery and front^ack. More than just dimensions for us to understand 
physical or social settings, Giddens' spatial concepts are also applied to 
sociological and symbolic elements that involved in our interactions. 
To conclude briefly, heterosexuals are obviously the dominant group in Hong 
Kong. When gays have to act out their gayness, which is considered as being 
deviated from the norms of the society, they have to do them at the back or/and 
peripheral regions. When gays come out with their gay identity in the front 
regions and the centers, their rights to participate at the centers (such as havingjobs 
and careers) will very likely be affected. They will also be stigmatized under the 
social norms ifthey act out their gayness in the front regions. Heterosexuals have 
exercised their power to structure the gays' interaction space to the back and the 
periphery. 
Framework: 
Linking Up Identity, Spatiality and Power 
Identity is an epistemological concept which categorizes a group of people. 
It is maintained by building and fortifying the arbitrary conceptual boundaries 
between the identity bearers and their other. The process takes the form of 
conceptual negation of their other from them. This other interacts and shares the 
same social space with the group of identity bearers. Such negating process takes 
place where the identity bearers find or construct themselves as difference to the 
other. 
Every identity has some core characteristics. A sexual identity of a minority 
group is usually characterized by confined activity space, suppressed desires and 
stigmatized status. The realm in which they act out their identity is confined to 
the peripheries and the back regions in all physical, sociological and 
epistemological senses. In these regions, they are both invisible to the dominants 
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and more liable to be diminished in the lack of material and symbolic resources for 
survival. The survival strategies of sexual minorities usually involve the creation 
of physical and social space for their activities, revival or procreation of their 
suppressed desires and construction of their own sources of symbolic rewards 
(status). These strategies usually engrave their shared sense of being different 
from their other. Instead ofbeing the shared attributes that bridge the “us” and the 
“other,” sameness to the other, is strategically used by the subordinate group to 
highlight the unfair treatments of their "other" to them. This attributes the images 
of "other" as an injustice and a social pressure. These differences and images of 
oppressions engrave the symbolic distance between “us” and the "other." They 
also build up and fortify the conceptual boundary between "us" and them in the 
knowledge ofthe subordinates. Identity is constructed in this distancing process. 
The identity construction process takes place in the practices and interactions 
of the subordinate people. Practices and interactions take place in physical and 
social spaces. They also involve the enactment or manipulations of their spatial 
order. In creating social settings, procreating desires and redeeming status, sexual 
minorities alter the original usage of physical settings, social rules and norms, as 
well as allocation patterns of social status. They actually reconfigure the physical, 
sociological and epistemological dimensions of their interaction realm and revise 
the embedded order of social space. 
In the coming chapters 4 to 6,1 will analyze how gays whom I interviewed and 
observed manipulate the "spatiality" of physical, sociological and epistemological 
elements in order to search for rooms to survive under heterosexual's domination. 
I will also link up these survival strategies with the construction of their collective 
identity. Chapter 4 is about how gays create their new activity settings by 
manipulating the spatiality of "place" and “time.” In these practices, they 
segregate their activity settings and restructure the physical and sociological spaces. 
I will discuss in Chapter 5 about the ways gays relocate sex and love in the spatial 
order of their segregated physical space. Such relocation helps to procreate their 
affectionate and sexual desires. It also reconfigures their sociological space. 
Chapter 6 is about how gays relocate status and stigma in their practices such to 
build up their own status system and restructure their epistemological space. In 
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the last chapter, I will analyze the new spatial configuration resulted from gays' 
identity construction (which is to be discussed in chapters 4 to 6). Making use of 
this new configuration, I will try to conclude on the new power relationship 
between gays and the heterosexuals. 
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Chapter 4 
Segregating Social Settings and the Image of"Other" as "Voyeur" 
In this chapter, I will analyze how gay activity organizers and gay individuals 
segregate their activity settings from heterosexuals in order to survive under the 
social pressure. They do so by manipulating the "spatiality" of place and time that 
are constituted by the mainstream culture. In these manipulations, these gay 
people make use of the place and time that are peripheral in heterosexual 
interactions to form settings for their centered activities. They also relocate places 
that are originally located at the front region to the back one of the society. 
Moreover, they also reframe the time slots which are considered "private" by the 
society to be "public" for their activities of the front region. In the conclusion part, 
I will discuss how these reversions in "spatiality" are related to the distancing ofthe 
other in the identity construction process of these gays. Before I begin my 
argument, I would like to clarify what is a social setting. 
Social settings are the conjunctions of time and space. They are the physical 
aspect of social space. Every setting occupies a point/segment of time and place 
before it can be comprehended and used in interaction. Existing for the purpose 
of interactions, social settings, however, does not exist before interactions. They 
are created in interactions. Some of the social settings which are based upon fixed 
physical space or operated in fixed schedules of time are more observable and 
enduring. An office, a home, a restaurant, a park all belong to this type of social 
settings. Some of them are non recursive. A phone call on certain spot of the 
street to a friend in a special restaurant may happen just once in one's life. Yet, it 
is still a social setting. 
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Manipulate "Spatiality" ofPlace 
Gays whom I interviewed and observed manipulate the "spatiality" of their 
places by two tactics. Firstly, they use the peripheral places of the society to 
house their key activities. Some of these places are initially encoded with 
negative connotations in the society. Secondly, gay businessmen show their 
tendency to manipulate the physical or symbolic markers of the settings that may 
connote negative meanings to the activities that are taken place there. Using this 
strategy, the gay businessmen make their activity venue either invisible or 
uninviting to the heterosexuals in order to keep them away. It also tums the 
settings which are originally belonged to the front region of the society to the back 
region. 
I. Using Places Peripheral to Heterosexuals 
Gays have selected places which are considered peripheral or uninviting by the 
mainstream culture for their key activity settings. Middle Bay and public toilets 
are examples of this type of places. Moreover, some of gays whom I met also 
house their gay materials at the peripheral places at home. 
1. Middle Bay 
Middle Bay is a sandy beach which is located at the southern part of Hong 
Kong Island. It is situated along the seashore near Repulse Bay Beach and Deep 
Water Bay Beach, two of the most famous beaches in Hong Kong. The sand 
grains of Middle Bay are too large for walking or sun-bathing on and the bay is too 
steep for swimming. It has never been a popular beach. Thus no bus route is 
arranged to serve this destination. It takes people about 15 minutes to walk from 
the nearest bus-stop. No attractive scenery is found nearby. Only people who 
have private cars and wish to swim in a quiet bay go there. Surrounding it are 
bushes and some upper class housing. Middle Bay is a peripheral region of 
heterosexuals' activities. 
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Middle Bay has been selected by gay people as their most important cruising 
beach in Hong Kong for a long time. It is still the most important gay beach 
though now a wide variety of gay cruising business venues are set up. None of my 
interviewees failed to mention this place as their "landmark." Middle Bay is 
popular to gays during weekends and in early evening ofweekdays. On the beach, 
gay visitors find it more secure to give signals of sexual interests to another because 
those who take the trouble to go there alone are very likely gay people too. These 
signals are also more explicit than those being used in places more "public" in 
nature such as public swimming pools. As Isaac described, 
I have been to Middle Bay once. A gay friend of mine took me there. 
While we were chatting, a man passed by, looked steadily at me and waUced 
near. At last he stood in front of me and played that part (his penis), while 
my friend was by my side. 
(by Isaac) 
He was actually shocked by the explicit cruising signs. If a gay man has to attract 
a person in a front region they share with heterosexuals, such as public swimming 
pools, he cannot express his desires so explicitly. 
To cruise another man (in a swimming pool), the person usually looks steady 
at the guy he is interested in. If the guy does not evade the eye contact, he 
can swim near the guy and touch his arms or legs under the water. 
Sometimes, he may wrongly interpret the signals and the guy will complain 
(while he is being touched). Then the gay can just simply apologize for his 
carelessness in a crowded pool. 
(by Bessel) 
As a public beach, Middle Bay originally belongs to the front region because it 
is a public place for an activity (swimming) which is heavily guided by dressing 
and behavior norms. The remoteness and peripheral nature of Middle Bay has re-
coded the beach that houses a ‘‘front region" function to one that belongs to the 
back region. On the bay, gays feel psychologically more distance from social 
norms which restricted their expressions of desires. As Dominic said, 
It is a place where there are fewer "people" (the heterosexuals). I can 
watch men's body more freely and have fun (to cruise) i f I wish to. 
(by Dominic) 
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On Middle Bay, gays also feel more relaxed in using the most direct ways, such as 
touching the private parts, to express such sexual desires. 
2. Public toilets 
Hong Kong's public toilets were notorious for its dirtiness, wetness and bad 
smell before mid-1990s when there was a reform on public toilets. They were 
places people visit only in extreme necessity and leave immediately after the 
purpose is being fulfilled. No staff is stationed there to attend the toilets. There 
is a local slang which describes something with really bad smell, “it is as 
malodorous as public toilets." Despite the convenience of public toilets in Hong 
Kong, local people prefer to go to nearby washrooms in the shopping malls or 
Chinese restaurants if there is no restriction on entry. Public toilets are places 
found everywhere but in reality very marginal to the life of most people in Hong 
Kong. Public toilets are places people pay lest attention to. 
Some gays select such peripheral and convenient places of the heterosexual 
society for their cruising activities but they also dislike these places very much. 
Many gays have good social status in the society. It is really sad to see them 
meeting each other in such disgraced places (the public toilets). 
(by Eric) 
"I once had stomachache and went into a public toilet. I felt there were lots 
of people staying there and suddenly understood what was happening. I felt 
a bit happy because I found out that I could meet at that place people who are 
of the same type as me. At the same time, I felt unhappy. I asked myself, 
why we had to meet here, such a wretch place." 
(Ah Wai. Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1996，p.5) 
It is all just because public toilets are so uninviting that some gays have selected 
them to cruise in a way not being noticed by heterosexuals. Heterosexuals usually 
do not stay long in these "disgraced" places. Those who visit public toilets will 
not return within a short period of time. Thus, they can never notice anyone who 
stay there longer than them. Some gays make use of this general pattem of people 
in using public toilets by staying there longer. They thus can identify each other 
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among heterosexuals. In manipulating the tacit rules for using public toilets, these 
gays can make use of the peripheral places of society. They create an invisible 
back region in the front region where people come and go to pee. Such region is 
the place where they could transform their back-zoned desires to the front. 
Not all the public toilets are popular to gay cruisers. Gays whom I 
interviewed told me that gay cruisers usually choose those where are located at the 
city center but are seldom visited by people. The most popular one is located at 
Lan Kwai Fong. It is a place for famous foreign restaurants, popular bars and 
discos. People go there to eat, drink, chat and dance. Their activities are 
attached to restaurants, bars or discos which have clean and attended washrooms. 
It is indeed not necessary to erect a public toilet at Lan Kwai Fong. In this almost 
deserting and peripheral region of the mainstream society, gays cruise openly 
beyond the knowledge of the society. They create a back region at the periphery 
of the society. 
3. Abandoned bed "drawers" 
It is an usual practice for Hong Kong people to live with their families until 
they get married. Housing in the city is extremely expensive. Many gays whom 
I met, especially those younger ones live with their families. If they have brothers, 
they have to live in shared rooms. 
Privacy is thus a main concem for those gays who do not wish to let their 
family members know about their gay identity. In order to conceal their gay 
materials at home, including magazines, pamphlets, newsletters, organizational 
letters, books etc., some of my interviewees choose to use the peripheral places. 
For example, Calvin hides his gay collection in a drawer which is blocked by a 
desk that is placed next to it. Gabriel keeps everything between the frame of his 
bed and the piece of wood that support the mattress. These are places unlikely to 
be used or cleaned up. They may be even forgotten by the family members after 
the fumiture is assembled and placed in order. They were places abandoned and 
peripheral to the family's routine activities. 
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II. Creating Uninviting Activity Venues at Front Regions of Heterosexuals 
It is unwise to open businesses that need to attract many customers at 
peripheral and inconvenient places. Many gay businessmen thus also choose to 
open their businesses at places where heterosexuals like to go for entertainment, 
such as Causeway Bay, Wan Chai and Tsimshatsui. They are places where are 
well-served by public transport and ancillary services. At the same time, there is 
also a need for gay visitors to hide their acts and visits to gay venues from the 
heterosexuals. The gay venues that I visited and leamed from my informants 
show the target of their owners to balance the two conflicting goals. The locations 
and the physical setups of these venues show their efforts in manipulating the 
physical and symbolic markers of their venues. Such manipulations are intended 
to make these venues uninviting to heterosexual customers. 
Firstly, many gay entertainment venues such as gay bars, saunas and fitness 
rooms, are located at the upper floors of buildings. For example, the famous gay 
karaoke, JVhy Not? is located at the 12^ ^ floor of a commercial building. Central 
Escalator, a gay entertainment complex, is also located at the upper floors (second, 
third and ninth floors) of an old building in Central. Babylon, for example is 
located on the fifth floor. Many other gay bars are located at the second and third 
floors. In leveling-up their venues, the gay businesses made use of the general 
frame of people on entertainment businesses: it should be located on the ground 
floor to attract customers. When they are located on upper floors, they are zoned 
at places beyond the routine path of general people. Heterosexual customers who 
are unfamiliar with the venues will fail to notice their existence. 
Some gay entertainment venues that I visited also do not place their names on 
the directory boards of the buildings or use eye catching signs to indicate their 
existence. Customers who come to visit are thus those who know exactly the 
location through the venues' advertisements on gay magazines which are restrictive 
to gay readers. I have been to Why Not? (a very famous gay karaoke) alone for a 
gay seminar. Holding its written address, I hesitated for a few minutes at the 
entrance of the building because I failed to find the name of the karaoke on the 
directory board while the name of other offices are clearly indicated there. I 
thought the address was wrong. I finally decided to go up. When I walked out 
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the elevator, there are nothing especially indicating the karaoke was there. At last 
I found a plain dark door which has a very small but not eye catching name "Why 
Not?" on it. 
The same design is also found at karaoke H20, gay bars Zip and Flex (located 
a bit up Lan Kwai Fong area), Central Escalator (CE) and so on. The old 
Propaganda (PPf (the most famous gay bar in Hong Kong) for example also only 
had a tiny, unpolished name plaque with a context-melting colored English name at 
the entrance. This "signature" is not even illuminated by a little lamp on top of it. 
In deleting or intentionally making the "signature" of the venues unattractive, 
the gay venues find their rooms of existence in the key heterosexual entertainment 
regions. There are favorable regions to open businesses because they are 
convenient in transportation and in catering services. At the same time, such 
rooms are fenced up to create a back region in which gay visitors can comfortably 
act out their gayness without the presence of heterosexuals, or heterosexuals who 
are not invited by gays. 
Some gay organizations also use the tactic of omitting information if they 
want to screen out heterosexuals from participating in their functions. Sometimes, 
these functions are promoted through channels which are accessible to general 
members of society. For example, JUQU intentionally omitted the exact location 
and time for their Christmas party in 1997 on their promotional leaflets. They 
distributed the leaflets at friendly bookstores that were visited by heterosexuals as 
well. Those who were interested to join the party had to page the organizers, 
leave their names and may be some personal information before they got the exact 
venue and time. This was a tactic of JUQU to discourage those non-targeted 
customers by creating inconvenience in registration. In this way, JUQU 
established a symbolic boundary between gays' and heterosexuals' zones. This 
boundary was fortified by the paging services and policed by the organizers who 
answered the calls. 
“PP was moved to another nearby location in 1998, after my data collection period. My analysis 
is based on the setting of its formal location. 
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The gay entertainment venues that I visited also show an intention of their 
owners to locate them at places where the leading path to their venues are 
uninviting. For example, a gay karaoke H20 is located at the second floor of a 
very old building at Causeway Bay. The only elevator of the building is the "half-
manual and half-electrical" type. The stairs are steep, dark and dirty. Another 
gay complex Central Escalator is also located in an old building at Central. The 
entrance of the building is very narrow. It can only barely let in two people with 
their shoulders touching one another. The stairs are also very steep with an 
elevator located just right on the side of them. The physical contexts of these 
entertainment venues thus are not usual to their heterosexuals counterparts. Jn 
choosing such physical contexts, gays businessmen have made use of the usual 
concept of people on bars, saunas, discos and karaokes. Heterosexuals in general 
may expect such "trendy" and young people's businesses to be located at new 
buildings with convenient and attractive entry paths. Gay entertainment venues 
are thus excluded in heterosexuals' routine routes when they search for 
entertainment. In short, in choosing the "wrong" locations, for whatever rationale 
the businessmen have, gays venues are encoded as the "back regions" which house 
“front region" functions. 
For some other gay entertainment venues that I visited, their owners do not 
choose to locate their venues at old and uninviting buildings. Instead, the venues' 
leading paths display the owners' efforts in hiding up their venues. They cannot 
tell and suggest the functions inside as being opened to public. The most popular 
gay bar Propaganda (PP) was a good example. Before it moved to a bigger place 
at the same area (Central) in 1998, its owner used the whole ground floor which 
was about eight feet wide as the venue's leading path. It was painted in gray color 
on all sides of the wall, ceiling and floor. The floor was rough with nothing on it 
except a narrow metal spiral staircase (like those that are used at the gas tanks) 
which was set at the end of the path. Water dripped from the top of the staircase. 
Although it was a place that belonged only to the bar, the owner of PP did not give 
the leading path a door. People passing-by may think that it was a shop or a 
business which was still under its interior decoration and was not yet opened. My 
informants who accompanied me to visit the bar for the first time shared my 
astonishment to this leading path. We hesitated and checked carefully the small 
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context-melting name plaque on the wall of the entrance before we had the 
confidence to walk in. 
I have no chance to ask the bar owners why they choose these uninviting 
locations and entrance designs for their bars. A possible reason for selecting old 
buildings is that they do not have enough money. Another reason may be that the 
owners, such as the one of PP, want to give a raw and trendy feeling of the venue 
by special designs. Nonetheless, they select an unusual way among other equally 
ranked choices, such as a smaller venue in a more decent building, or a more trendy 
leading path with an attractive look. This may also be a sign which reflects their 
wishes to keep heterosexuals away from their venues. The old PP located at Lan 
Kwai Fong while H20 locates near Causeway Bay. These are places where 
heterosexuals go for entertainment frequently. In manipulating the venues' 
physical contexts and leading paths, (disregard the rationale of the owners behind), 
the business owners have already tumed the venues for front region functions and 
at the front zone to back region. 
The entrances of some gay venues that I visited or by-passed also show some 
signs to exclude heterosexuals. The entrances are uninviting to heterosexuals. 
Quite a number of these bars uses thick metal doors to suggest a cold feeling and 
the private nature of the functions that are taken place inside. The most typical 
example is H20. Its entrance is barred by three layers of metal doors. In 
between these doors, there is no light. The doors of gay bars Flex^^ and Why Not? 
are also made in thick layers of metal. 
I also have no chance to ask the owners about the reasons for such door 
designs. Since the doors of the bars that I visited show quite an unanimous style, I 
would suspect that the reason is likely to be a common wish to keep out voyeurs or 
unwanted customers rather than other reasons, such as being "special," or being 
designed by the same person. These gay bars are located on buildings which other 
apartments are rented by heterosexual businesses. It is thus very likely that the bar 
owners wish to keep those heterosexuals who work around everyday away from 
their venues. 
12 I visited Flex in August, 1997 but it was closed while I visit it again in April, 1999. 
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Some other gay venues keep the heterosexuals away by guarding their doors. 
They police their venues by either waiters or surveillance camera. For example, 
pp was guarded by muscular male waiters. My informants told me that the men 
inspect all customers to screen out those unfamiliar visitors. Similarly, Why Not? 
is also "guarded" by waiters. I once tried to go in with two heterosexual women 
but we were being stopped at the entrance and were immediately asked in a polite 
way to leave the venue. Moreover, as portrayed by Isaac, gay saunas he has 
visited are carefully guarded by surveillance cameras. Every customer has to be 
checked if they come not for pleasure but for spying or raiding. The saunas' doors 
will not open for them before such checking. Body guarding and surveillance 
camera are devices to suggest a feeling that what are taken place inside the venues 
are private. They are back region markers. Some gay entertainment venues have 
used these devices to suggest to unwanted customers that they are not welcomed to 
the functions taken place inside. By aligning markers for back regions to the front 
regions of gays, the functions inside the venues are re-coded with a "private" nature. 
Artificial boundaries are built up to segregate gays venues from those of 
heterosexuals. 
Some of the gay activity settings are temporary. For example, ball games and 
lunch gatherings that are held by gay organizations only occupy physical settings 
that are shared with the heterosexuals for a short while. In some occasions, the 
organizers do show their intentions to segregate these temporary venues. For 
example, Satsanga likes to hold their monthly badminton game at a small ball court 
at Diamond Hill. The games area is located at a separate phrase of a community 
center. It is so small that only consists of two courts. Satsanga reserved the 
whole court once a month for their members to get together. 
A responsible person for the ball games told me that they chose the court 
mainly because they had a gay friend working in the government and thus were 
more convenient in reservations. Nonetheless, a few gay participants told me that 
they liked such settings. As Calvin said, 
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Other public badminton courts are still O.K. But this badminton court is good. 
It lets us taUc to each other freely. I do not have to worry that our chats on gay 
matters would be overheard by other heterosexual co-users, although the 
chance that our chats are heard by others in other public badminton courts is 
low too. Moreover, we can also sit more freely here (because the whole court 
is booked by Satsanga). 
(In game courts which they shared with heterosexuals), one cannot talk about 
the man-to-man emotions because it is not an appropriate time. They are after 
all public places, of the public. 
(by Calvin) 
Satsanga has booked public game courts, which normally belong to the front region, 
for their badminton gatherings. Their selection of small courts enables them to 
temporary privatized the whole venue. They tumed a front region to a back region 
in which gays feel more comfortable to chat about gay matters, in addition to 
playing badminton. The existing walls become natural boundaries to fence out 
heterosexuals who have no right to use the courts during the time Satsanga 
reserved through "legitimate" booking procedures. 
III. Conclusion on Manipulating the "Spatiality" ofPlace 
The above analysis has shown that gay businessmen and gays whom I 
encountered made use of physical space they shared with heterosexuals to construct 
their activity settings. Some of these places are originally not inviting to 
heterosexuals while some are manipulated to be uninviting by the venues owners. 
One of the functions behind such selections and manipulations is to exclude 
heterosexuals from their activities. This helps gays to get away from the vying of 
heterosexuals, particularly the mass media. Most of these venues have been 
established since early 1990s, around the time when news media were interested in 
revealing but twisting the lives of gay people. As Bessel said, 
what the media reports are also lives of gays but they did not reflect the 
true faces of gay people. They just emphasize the behaviors which are 
considered as "promiscuous" by the society as a whole. 
(by Bessel) 
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Gays whom I encountered make use or manipulate the "spatiality" of place 
encoded by the society in order to seclude their venues. Such manipulations 
involve the use of places "peripheral" to heterosexuals' interactions. They also 
make use of the physical and symbolic markers which signify the "spatiality" of 
back region in venue designs. As the result, their venues exist beyond the 
knowledge and visions of the heterosexuals. Manipulating "spatiality" of place is 
thus a strategy used by gays to survive under heterosexuals' domination which has 
limited their physical space for activities. 
Manipulate "Spatiality" ofTime 
Time and place are inseparable dimensions in formulating social settings. I 
have analyzed the time slots of gay organizational activities and gay businesses 
opening hours. I concluded that gay organizations and entertainment businesses 
had made use of the time slots peripheral to the life of general people in Hong 
Kong for their activities. These peripheral time slots include happy hours, 
weekends and at night. 
I found that many gay organizations like to structure their activities in 
afternoons of weekends. These are remnant time slots after people's works and 
family gatherings. Bessel and Isaac also told me gay saunas are visited mostly by 
gays during happy hours. These are also hours left in between works and family 
dinner gatherings. Moreover, the opening hours of other gay entertainment 
businesses such as bars, karaoke, saunas and discos are mainly structured at the 
time slots after dinner till early in the moming. They usually open from 8 p.m. to 
2-4:30 a.m. (see Table 4-1 for the opening hours of gay bars, discos and karaokes). 
Nonetheless, based on what Bessel, Dominic and Isaac portrayed to me and my 
observations in gay bars, these gay venues are not crowded until mid-night. This 
is the period peripheral most Hong Kong people, which is left for sleeping. In 
short, gays whom I encountered and described by my informants tend to make use 
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of the time slots which are left behind by the dominant functions of the society 
(such asjob and family gatherings) to construct their social settings. 
Table 4-1 Opening Hours of Gay Bars, Discos and Karaokes 
Venues Opening hours Happy hours 
|CE Top 8:00 p.m.-3:00 a.m. _-
Clubs or Club Garage 12:00 p.m. - Midnight 4:00 p.m. _ 8:00 p.m. 
Bars 
Fireside Bar & Entertainment Club 8:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m. --
(CE Top) 
Propaganda (PP) 9:00 p.m.-3:30a.m. 9:00 a.m. -10:30 p.m. 
Wally Matt Lounge 6:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 
Works 7:00 p.m. -1:30 a.m. --
^ 6:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. --
Babylon 8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. --
Karaokes Beach Boys 9:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m. (Sun-Thurs) --
9:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m. (Fri-Sat，Public 
Holiday & Holiday Eve) 
Circus Club 8:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. 11:30 p.m. -1:00 a.m. 
Fireside Bar & Karaoke， 6:00 p.m. - 4 a.m. --
Entertainment Club (CE Top) 
G. Spot 8:00 p.m. - 3:30 a.m. (Monday- --
Friday, Sunday) 
8:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m. (Saturday) 
H20 8:00 p.m.-4:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
La May - --
Oasis ~ ~ 
Smarts Club 9:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m. (Sun. - Thurs.) 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 p . m . ~ 
Thursday: Men's Night 
Wednesday: Ladies' Night 
Why Not? 8:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. -
8:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. (Saturday, 
Sunday and Holiday Eves) 
Source: http://sqzm 14.ust hk/^kgay/hkgay.club.html. in March 1999 and magazines ofHong Kong Ten Percent Club 
I have also studied the pricing strategies of some gay entertainment businesses 
which are shown in their advertisements in gay magazines or on Internet. I 
reached a conclusion that these businesses are also active in structuring their 
visitors' activities at the time slots that are peripheral to the mainstream society. 
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They do so by their discounting strategies. The owner of a gay bar Circus Club 
for example, re-schedules its happy hours at 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. while that for 
Smart's is from midnight to 1 a.m. During these happy hours, visitors only have 
to pay one for two drinks. During weekends, which is comparatively the 
peripheral part ofthe week for the mainstream society, the gay business owners will 
extend the opening hours to "occupy" more of their gay customers' marginal time. 
For example, most of them are opened earlier during Saturdays and close later 
during Friday and Saturday. Nonetheless, the gay customers also have choices in 
this scheduling process. An example is that Propaganda tries to encourage their 
customers who usually come after mid-night to come earlier. The owner waives 
the $100 entry fee for customers who come before 10:30p.m. Most of its 
customers, however, still prefer to pay more instead of to enjoy the free entrance 
charge. 
Concluding Gays' Manipulation of Place and Time 
After studied the information given by my informants and displayed in gay 
activities, I found two patterns of the use of time and place among gays. Firstly, 
the "spatiality" of time and place are complimentary when they are being used by 
gays to construct segregated settings. When the time slots for activities are more 
"peripheral" to the society, the locations for such activities are usually less 
peripheral. For example, gay bars and discos are most crowded after mid-night 
and they are located at places like Tsimshatsui, Causeway Bay and Wan Chai 
where public transports are available during late at night. The more peripheral the 
places are to the routine of the heterosexuals, the less peripheral the time slots gays 
use for activities. An example is that my informants usually visit Middle Bay, a 
place peripheral in location during weekends aftemoon and early evenings instead 
oflate at night. 
"Spatiality" of time and place are resources for gays to re-code the spatial 
nature of their activities and venues. In order to hide up their venues and activities, 
gays sometimes are pushed to peripheral time slots which disturb their normal 
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routine ofrests; or they are pushed to peripheral places which are inconvenient and 
time-consuming in traffic. When either place or time can perform well for the 
purpose of segregating venues, gays do not have to manipulate the other. 
Another pattem is that if the settings are used for gay activities that are least 
accepted by the society, gays' manipulations over the physical and symbolic 
markers are heavier. An example is that saunas are policed more carefully than 
gay bars because the former is where gay visitors cruise and have sex, the kind of 
gay activities that are least accepted by the society. Gay organizations, on the 
other side, usually have their activities scheduled at a less peripheral time slots, 
such as happy hours or weekend afternoons. 
Manipulating place and time is a tactic of gays to segregate their activity 
settings from those of the heterosexuals, although these physical settings are 
approximate in locations. They are gays' tactics to survive in a society which 
does not accept them and stigmatize their activities. These manipulations enable 
gays to control the existence of heterosexuals in their settings. In tum, they 
separate their gay lives into two parts, one is when they act out their gayness and 
another is when they perform other roles. Such segregation keeps them from 
risking their life chances equally enjoyed as other heterosexuals. 
Keeping Gay Activities in Hidden Settings: 
Prohibit Transgression of Consequences Across Settings 
All gays whom I encountered do not want to reveal their identity to 
heterosexuals except to those they choose and come out under carefully designed 
plans. Many of them, such as Aaron, Bessel, Calvin, Dominic, Eric and Frank, 
told me that there was no need to tell others because their sexual identity was not 
important in their interactions with heterosexuals. But hidden behind this reason 
of "unnecessary" is these gay people's needs to hide their real identity. At least 
they do not tell their heterosexual friends their real selves as casual as their other 
matters. Such need to cover up their identity comes from a fear of the unknown 
consequences they may have to face with in case of coming out. Although my 
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informants have also heard quite a number of encouraging cases from their gay 
friends in coming out to family members and friends, their fears still exist. Calvin, 
for example, thought that his heterosexual colleagues would get him into trouble at 
work and would no longer be friendly to him if he revealed his identity. Unless 
inevitable, Dominic said he would not run the risk of revealing his identity by 
accepting ajob that relates to homosexuality from his boss, even taking up the task 
would give him a chance of promotion. 
Most of the participants of gay activities thus do not want heterosexuals to 
know their presence in gay venues. There is an occasion that Satsanga allowed a 
group of social works students to join their evening gatherings. This arrangement, 
however, was disliked by some participants. To these participants, the boundary 
between gays and heterosexuals should be observed seriously. Knowing this of 
gay people in general, activity organizers thus manipulate the "spatiality" of time 
and place to hide the settings from the heterosexuals. These tactics will be 
defective if the gays' participation in gay activities is made known to people 
outside this bounded settings. In order to prevent this from happening, gays 
whom I interviewed and observed have used the following two categories oftactics 
to isolate one interaction setting from another. In this way, they prevent the 
transgression of consequences that are related to their revealed identity and gay acts 
from one setting to another. 
I. No Presence of Me in Your Other Settings 
1. No recording 
Photos, video and audio records are devices which capture one's presence at a 
specific setting and transgress the knowledge of his presence and from the time-
space boundary of one setting to another. They defeat any purpose of the 
organizers' tactics to hide the settings. Therefore, visual and audio records are 
discouraged in gay activities to keep every attendance in a setting more unique and 
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non-recursive in terms of consequences. Doing so help to keep their activities 
(which is considered by the society as deviation) inside their hidden settings. 
All gay activities which I participated prohibit any video or audio recording. 
In most advertisements of gay activities, warnings against recording are printed. 
Sometimes, warnings are made again when the organizers cast doubts on some 
members' intentions. 
I have also been to some gay occasions where photo and video taking were 
less restrictive. By that time, gay participants would shy away from the camera 
immediately once the equipment was held up. For example, Satsanga had held a 
party to farewell a volunteer who was going to emigrate. Isaac and Patrick joined 
the party but they left the restaurant for ten minutes during the photo taking session. 
Isaac explained, 
. . .being known by other gay people my sexual identity is still fine. But I 
feel very insecure if my face is recorded on their photos which are kept by 
them. 
(by Isaac) 
Isaac and Patrick distrusted the other gays who joined the farewell party. Other 
gays on site, however, took photos happily. Such difference in practices was a 
result of their difference in the level of trust on other gays who were present in the 
occasion. 
Moreover, I have also attended a drag queen show which took place at the 
center of a venue for Horizon's tea party. Some of the members took photos for 
the drag queen. Once the flashes were made, the majority of the participants 
dispersed very quickly from the camera's focus and some hid up to the toilet 
corridor. 
For some careful gays, they even refused to take photos with their partners if 
they have not yet decided to develop a long term relationship with each other. 
Isaac and Patrick are good examples. They have been together for half a year. 
During the period, they even took a trip for fun to Europe. Patrick, however, 
refused to take any photo with Isaac alone. Isaac explained for this later after they 
broke up. He said Patrick wished to protect himself from having his identity 
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revealed by him to people he did not want to. This was likely to happen if their 
relationship did not tum up to be a lasting one because Isaac has no obligation to 
hide Patrick's identity ifhe no longer loves him. 
In brief, to isolate their interaction settings from each other, some gay activity 
organizers and some gay individuals prevent any audio and visual record of their 
presence in gay settings. Participants of gay activities thus do not have to worry 
that they will be "presented" in other settings without their approval. Such acts 
help gays to segregate one interaction setting from another. Their gayness is acted 
out and their identity is revealed only in one setting which occupies a specific time 
and a specific place. Beyond this setting, there is no proof for their forgone acts 
and talks. They only allow exceptions when they trust those persons who keep 
their records confidential. 
2. Reversing relationship of information and intimacy 
People in general share some norms in revealing themselves to people with 
different degree of intimacy. Intimacy and topics/information chat about are 
somehow organized in the relationship like a concentric circle, radiating from the 
most private or back zoned to the very public and general “outer.’，To explain 
briefly, in the outer rim is our basic facts such as our names, our jobs, our office 
locations, our marital status, our residential addresses, etc. People who are more 
acquainted to one another will share their opinions on matters immediate to them, 
such as their jobs, their bosses, their families and their government. They share 
their plans and aspirations with those intimate friends. Feelings, especially 
unhappiness, are something people, or to be definite, men, share only with those 
very close friends and very intimate persons. In order to keep their other roles in 
other settings in secret, some gays reverse the relationship between intimacy and 
information disclosure. 
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a. Topics of conversation and intimacy 
In my observations of gays' chats, I noticed that newly met gays are more 
willing to share their feelings with other gays than heterosexual men in general do. 
The way my gay friends interact with each other and the way gays expressed 
themselves in group discussions in a Satsanga's seminar are examples. In the 
group discussions, they diverted easily from the assigned topics and tended to touch 
on those related to personal feelings. For example, I had hold a group discussion 
on gays as a group of people with deviated sexual practices in a Satsanga,s seminar. 
One gay participant diverted the topic of discussion to that about his relationships 
with family members. Another gay diverted it to the worries and unhappy 
experiences in interacting with heterosexual friends. Another gay talked about 
their internal struggles as gay men. Another gay directed the other group 
members to discuss about their feelings in the past unhappy love affairs, and so on. 
Nonetheless, in talking about feelings, they did not give much facts. For example, 
a gay told others in the group discussion that he felt weak to act out his gayness 
while he was still studying and dependent on his family. He advised a young gay 
to be financially independent. Such then he would be confident in choosing his 
own life. In such sharing, however, he did not give any detail on his past and 
present relationship with his family. 
In contrast, the information lying on the "outer" rim, particularly those related 
to residential address, jobs and family members were taboo topics for newly met 
gays. Ever since I asked some gays the nature of theirjobs as an ice-breaker, they 
immediately recognized my sexual identity. I had also embarrassed a gay man 
when I asked about how many siblings he had in his family. He finally did not 
answer this question. 
Getting quickly to personal topics is a conscious strategy of some gays whom I 
encountered to frame the conversations from any chances of revealing their other 
identities they have in the heterosexual world. In manipulating the "spatiality" of 
"information," they may wish to appear to newly met gays as "flat characters" 
without other roles. This helps them to present any transgression of information 
about their gay acts and sexual identity beyond the fortress of the gay community. 
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b. Names and intimacy 
Name is usually the first information we let other know. It is the basic front 
region information by which people identify, address and remember one another. 
Name is thus always encoded with "public" or "front" spatiality in mainstream 
people's interactions. To prevent confusions, people usually use only one name in 
all interaction settings. 
Some gay people whom I met hide up their real names. I have met quite a 
number of gays who give themselves an English name if they have none before, or 
label themselves in a different way, while they entered the gay circle. Dick, a gay 
in his late 20s, recalled what he had done a few days before he decided to join the 
gay circle. 
I went to the paging company to open an account. In this way, I did not 
have to leave home or office phone numbers to other (gay) people. I also 
did not have an English name before. I gave myself one such to avoid 
telling other people my real name. 
(byDick) 
Dick's action indeed is typical. His friend Ah Fai also gives himself another name 
Ah Wah which is solely used in the gay circle. He does so chiefly because he 
distrusts other gays and thinks that he can ignore them totally when some "stupid" 
gays come up to them and talk about gay matters while he is being with 
heterosexuals. 
Allan, another friend of Dick also gave himself a new name Albert. 
Sometimes Allan uses the name "Albert" when he interacts with other gays. It is 
usually a name he told other gays whom he dislikes. Allan is a name he can tell 
his gay friends. Isaac, as another example, chooses to use this very common 
English name in the gay circle although he already has a very special one which he 
does not use anymore in his interactions with the heterosexuals. He told me that 
he could explain to his heterosexual friends in case some "stupid gay men" came up 
and talked about gay matters with him. He could tell others that the man must 
have mixed up faces with such a common name. Real names and Chinese names 
are only revealed to gays they trust. 
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In short, giving themselves new names is a common practice among gays 
whom I encountered. The new names help them to delineate a boundary between 
the segment of life they interact with gays and the segment they are being with 
heterosexuals. Name is one of the symbols that signifies the continuity of a 
person from one setting to another. Using separate names in different settings is 
gays' attempt to isolate each interaction setting and reconfigure the continuity of 
selves in two separate spheres, namely the gay one and the heterosexual one. 
Allan's usage of new name, for example, is another attempt to categorize the gays 
whom he interacts. Also he uses his two names to isolate and re-categorize the 
individual moments he interacts with gays. "Allan" and "Albert" signify and split 
the gay person into two selves. The two names reconstruct the continuity of his 
"selves" in the gay circle along two different paths. In short, using new names is a 
strategy of gays to guarantee that their gay identity can be kept from being known 
by heterosexuals they do not want to come out to. In this way, the existing 
benefits they enjoyed in dealing with heterosexuals can be secured. 
Not only ordinary gays whom I met from gays' activities, activists also use 
fake name to disclose their identity. The chief editors of the only two gay 
magazines published by gay organizations, the Hong Kong Ten Percent Journal 
and The Satsanga, also use fake names "Yip Man Ching" and "Ng Wai" as their 
pen names. However, these fake names are in Chinese and resemble the common 
format of Chinese names (with normal surnames and first names). Their fake 
names give their readers a feeling that they have "come out" with their real names 
on papers. 
To recapitulate, real name, which is the most front zoned information in 
heterosexual interactions, is manipulated and re-framed with back zoned and 
"private" nature by some gays whom I met. Such relocation, as elaborated by 
Isaac, aims to prevent the transgression of information about their gay identity from 
one setting to another. Li case such transgression occurs, they are in a better 
position to deny the truth. 
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II. No Presence of You in My Other Time and Place 
1. Reversing relationship of contact means and intimacy 
It is normal for most of Hong Kong people to have a variety of contact means 
available to others: home address, office address, home phone number(s), office 
phone number(s), pager number(s) and mobile phone number. Like the 
relationship between information and intimacy, these contact means are also 
encoded with some kinds of "spatiality" and available to different people. Office 
addresses and phone numbers are public ones which are given to people with the 
most distanced business relationship. Home phone numbers are accessible to 
many people through each of the family members. They are also encoded with a 
"public" nature. Mobile phones, on the other hand, are not shared with others. It 
is a more private contact means. They are usually given to friends, unless the 
phone is for business purposes. 
In order to prevent chances of exposing their identity to heterosexuals by other 
gays, some gays whom I met reverse the relationship of intimacy and contact means. 
They treat office addresses and office phone numbers as highly restrictive. The 
numbers are only given to very good friends. They are also reluctant to tell others 
the approximate locations of their offices or even the nature of their jobs. Sam, a 
gay friend of mine refused to disclose his job and the areas of his office to Frank 
and Calvin who had been friends with him for almost half a year and went to gay 
activities together for quite a period of time. I have asked about how Frank felt 
about this and he just forgave him and told me that this was rather common among 
gay people. "It is normal to be protective," said Frank. 
On the contrary, some of my informants, such as Bessel, Dominic, Eric, Sam 
and Hebrew prefer to leave other gays their home numbers if they live alone and 
their own direct line at home. For those who live with their family members, 
home numbers become highly restrictive again. These gays, such as Calvin, Ah 
Wah and Allen, thus like to open pager accounts which are relatively outdated in 
Hong Kong at the time when I completed the data collection. Pager is a safe 
contact means to be given to those brief gay acquaintances. Pagers require the 
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person to to leave their names and phone numbers to the pager holder, before that 
the pager holder can return call later. Through this passage, the callers' "private" 
contacts are required to go through a publicizing process via the pager company 
and visually displayed on the pagers of the receivers. Only through such a process 
that the receivers can ascertain the sincerity of the callers and leave his contacts 
which are encoded in gay people's practices as "private" to the callers. Indeed, 
Dick also opened an pager account for the first time in life a few days before he 
decided to participate in gay organizational activities. He said that he did so 
because he wanted to keep contact with other gays but in a safe way. Opening 
pager account perhaps has become an initiating ritual for some gays' homosexual 
life in the visible gay community. Eric, as an old member of the gay circle asked 
Gabriel, a new member, in their first meeting that he had to open a pager account 
before any further participation in the gay circle. “Never give gays your home 
number,，’ Eric advised Gabriel. 
In brief, some of my informants reverse the "spatiality" of contact means. 
They aim to keep gays who are just brief acquaintances to them from involving in 
the settings of their own daily practices which are beyond their face to face 
interactions. Such manipulation of tacit rules helps to fortify the boundaries 
between their own "gay" social settings and their "heterosexual" social settings of 
their daily lives. This lessens the chance of exposing their identity to their 
heterosexual colleagues and family members. 
2. Reversing relationship of meeting place and intimacy 
The places people meet their friends are always encoded with front^ack 
"spatiality." Hong Kong is a very crowded city. Streets, public transport 
vehicles, shopping malls, supermarkets, offices and so on are the “front region" 
places for many people to meet others with marginal and temporary affiliations. 
In these places, people's behaviors are heavily regulated by interaction norms. 
Usually, a person feels secured that the newly known persons will act decently in 
these places. Home is usually considered as a back region where people can 
disclose their true selves through interior designs, displays of photos, etc. Usually 
only good friends or intimate persons are invited to homes. Restaurants, bars, 
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cinemas and other entertainment venues are also the front region in a crowded city, 
but they are sometimes partitioned into smaller segments or closets to articulate a 
medium "back zone" nature. People feel comfortable and relax to meet friends 
there. Karaoke, Chinese restaurants, for example, like to segment the whole or 
part of the venues into smaller rooms to suggest a sense of privacy of the 
gatherings. 
Some gays whom I met re-code such relationship between meeting places and 
intimacy in their interactions with other gays. For example, offices are the most 
highly restrictive place to be visited by other gays. As mentioned before, Sam 
even refused to tell his friends the district where his office is located. Frank once 
wished to indicate how much he treasured his friendship with Calvin. He then 
brought him to his office during Sunday and public holidays such to tell Calvin that 
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he trusted him. Homes to some of my interviewees are treated relatively more ‘ 
"public" than offices if they live alone. Eric, Bessel and Calvin like to invite other 
gay people whom they trust (but may not necessary be good friends) to their homes 
for gatherings and chats. 
In this "spatial reversion," gays delineate a boundary between their 
"heterosexual" and gay spheres. Each sphere occupies a different sets of gathering 
places for people with different degree of intimacy. Such segregation helps gays 
to set up a realm exclusively "heterosexual" and this realm usually includes their 
offices and home which they shared with other colleagues and family members. 
Keeping gays out of this realm is significant for them to secure a continuous 
enjoyment of benefits in the ignorance of their colleagues and family members on 
their gay identity. 
III. Conclusion on Prohibiting Transgression of Consequences between 
Settings 
Prohibiting transgression of consequences between settings is a conscious 
strategy of some of my informants to keep their gay identity and their gay acts from 
being known to the heterosexuals. This is one of their important strategies to 
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escape heterosexual stigmatization, to survive and to continue their enjoyment of 
equal life chances as common people in a heterosexual dominated society. 
Common to the above mentioned tactics is that these gays disrupt the 
continuous nature of time and space. Except those people who they had 
established trust and friendship, every gay encounter is considered by the gays 
whom I described above as an isolated segment in the continuous flow of daily life 
in recurrent settings. They try to manipulate the social settings such to make them 
unique and bear no consequence to the subsequent settings. This treatment is not 
just found in general interactions between gay people but also in their sexual 
practices. As Bessel said, "more and more gays (who visit saunas) like to have 
sex with anonymous people." After having intimate intercourse with another gay 
man in saunas, 
...sometimes both parties just open the door (of small compartments of 
saunas). One waUcs towards the left and the other towards the right. 
They may not even say hello to each other if they met each other on the 
street again. 
(By Bessel) 
By taking a sexual partner as a stranger after cruising, their cruising act is thus kept 
within and only within one specified setting. 
To isolate individual setting, some gays have first deterrent any technological 
records on their presence in the settings. Some other gays manipulate the tacit 
rules of society (which are organized in metaphorical spatial patterns) that guard 
the relationship between information, contact means, places of meeting and the 
degree of intimacy of actors. Such changes put these gay people in better control 
over the information of their presence and their gay acts performed in the gay circle. 
They enable them to prevent these information from "spilling over" to other 
interaction settings (including those they shared with heterosexuals and with gays 
only). They also enable themselves to hide their presence in their non-gay 
settings. 
A side-effect of these strategies is that friendship are more difficult to develop 
among gays. Being a volunteer helper of Satsanga’ Bessel said in a 
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disappointment that it was difficult to get members to be better acquaintances to 
each other. 
I think Tongzhi (gay) community is not cohesive. Let's not taUc about 
cohesiveness, we are just not sociable. I do my stuff and you do yours. We 
are very loose. Let's not taUc about working on something together, we are 
not even familiar with each other. ... Back to our organization (Satsanga), our 
members are not familiar to each other. 
(by Bessel) 
The chief reason for this to happen probably is that many participants do not 
contact each other after the activities organized by Satsanga. This may not be true 
for all, indeed. I also know some members who are opened and trust each other 
easily. Nonetheless, the great distance between gays in general is felt by Calvin. , 
He said in his interview that gay chats in general did not help him to know more « 
about gay people's other parts of lives. Very often，he needed to "read" gay 1 
people in heterosexuals' reports on them, such as Chow Wah-shan's books on 'i 
I 
homosexuality and some infrequent news stories on homosexual crimes. 
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This chapter is about how gay organizations, gay businessmen and gay 
individuals which and whom I interviewed and observed manipulate the 
"spatiality" of time and physical space that is encoded by the society. They do so 
in order to segregate their activity settings from heterosexuals'. The processes of 
such segregation take place in some gays' practices in basically three ways. 
Firstly, they make use of the time and place which are peripheral to the 
heterosexuals' routines. Secondly, they make use of the "spatiality" encoded in 
physical and symbolic markers of activity settings (e.g. doors, entrance for place, 
hours and activities for time etc.) to transform the "spatiality" of settings. Thirdly, 
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they manipulate the tacit rules which guard people's interactions with persons of 
different degree of intimacy to them. 
Behind these manipulations of activity settings is gays' attempts to hide their | 
identity and acts of gayness. Most of my interviewees told me that they were not ‘ 
sure about how they would be treated if their identity was being exposed to 
heterosexuals whom they are not intended to come out to. They thus expected the 
worst and took the attitude of "better not to take any risk." Segregating their 
social settings is thus a survival strategy of many gays to secure desired equal 
treatments in an heterosexual dominated society. They strike for such equality by 
paying the high price ofhiding their sexual orientations and severing their identity. 
To further strengthen the boundary between their gay sphere and the sphere , 
3 
they shared with heterosexuals, some gays also construct gay heroes and villains. 彳 
For example, Frank admires those gay drama players because they dare to come out , 
j 
before the audience (who may be gays or heterosexuals). Their performance 
11 
certainly puts people in doubt on their sexual identity. Quite a number of gays 
whom I have met, such as Calvin, Frank, Patrick, Allan, Ah Wah and some others 
unnamed before in this report, dislikes Jack. Jack is an active participant of gay 
organizational activities. Jack took photos of his former expatriate lovers and 
showed the photos to other gays. As some gay friends of mine commented, this 
act did not just disrespect his lovers but also revealed his lovers' gay identity to 
• •！ 
people whom were not supposed to know. Villain is therefore the one who breach 
gays' tacit agreement to be segregated from heterosexuals while hero expresses 
gays' wish to integrate with heterosexuals. 
II. Segregation and Identity Construction 
In the process of segregating their venues, gay business owners, activities 
organizers and gay individuals constructed a set of activity settings which are 
different to the heterosexuals'. They also create some tacit rules of interactions 
which are related to segregating gay individuals' homosexual and heterosexual 
13 According to my understanding, not all actors who play in gay dramas are gay people. Some of 
them are heterosexuals. 
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realms. Some gays may not choose to interact with other gays in these segregated 
settings or to practice these rules of segregation. They nevertheless share the 
knowledge that these venues and rules are part of their gay community. These 
segregated venues and rules were frequently mentioned by my interviewees as 
“their’，venues and practices. They are taken as things which have marked them as 
a group separated from heterosexuals. Such differences help gays to develop a 
sense of "us" (gay people) as versus the "other" (the heterosexuals). This sense of 
difference is significant to build up their "collective" identity. 
Moreover, this segregation also maintains and reinforces the image of 
heterosexuals collectively as a "voyeur". It is because heterosexuals' desire to 
know and watch their activities is assumed in the act. Beneath the act of "hiding" 丨 
丨, 
is a frame that when the settings are no longer hidden, heterosexuals will certainly 
notice them, look for them and watch them. This association is supported by how ‘ 
1 
gays describe heterosexuals. For example, the media was notorious among almost ^ 
I i 
all gays whom I met as spying their activities. It is their common understanding 
that the media like to come and get information on their activities but in tum 
misinterpret and distorted the fact, or just emphasize the "deviated" and bad side of 
,1 




Not all tongzhi (gays) are good. It is justified to have bad reports. . . . 
There are always bad guys among homosexuals but some newspapers report '| 
them very badly. The sentences are very obscene.... Some reports were 
about tongzhi parade and the newspapers described gays' dresses in the 
ways as describing "monsters." I don't think the dresses were that bad. 
Anyhow, Tongzhi camival holds just once a year.... 
(by Calvin) 
The gay newsletters also reminded gays constantly this "voyeuristic" image of 
the heterosexuals. As one article wrote, 
The type of heterosexuals' spying on homosexuals is unbearable. Actually 
both of them are human beings who are searching for love. There is no 
difference between the two. 
(Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1998b，p.28) 
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In short, the image of heterosexuals as "voyeur" also engraves the distance 
which is subjectively felt by gays between themselves and heterosexuals. It also 
assists the formation of gays' "collective" identity. 
III. Counter-current to segregation 
While there is a visible tendency among individual gays whom I observed to 
“back zone" their activity settings from heterosexuals, the gay community at large 
shows a more complex pattern. Some gay organizations engage in activities of 
transgressing the above-discussed boundaries between gays and homosexuals. , 
( 
They also try to place gay issues and good images of gays to the front region ofthe ‘ 





A “Front-zone ” target: “Get to the front" is a target of some gay | 
organizations. For example, Satsanga constantly contacts a supportive legislator, 
Christine Loh, for possible movements in gay rights. Aaron of BMCF sometimes | 
visits the mainstream churches to disseminate positive messages about i 
homosexuality. The Hong Kong Ten Percent Club also works on equal 
opportunities for homosexuals. Moreover, some gay organizations also do not 
i 
just care about issues on homosexuality. They also express interests on other ； 
social issues faced by Hong Kong community. They made comments and 
criticisms on these social issues in the organizational magazines published by 
Satsanga and Hong Kong Ten Percent Club. ^ ^ For example, Satsanga's magazine 
had an article that criticized the transition of Hong Kong's legislature during the 
handover of sovereignty^^ as undemocratic. As Bessel said, the orientation of this 
magazine was to encourage gays to get out of their own marginalized “closet” in 
"Because of lacking money and manpower, The Satsanga was closed down in 1997 while the Hong 
Kong Ten PercentJournal ceased to publish in 1998. 
15 Hong Kong was originally a territory of China but it was lent and sold to Britain 100 years ago. 
China claimed back the sovereign over this territory during 1970s and the sovereignty was fmally 
returned in June 1997. The British government and the Hong Kong pushed for a more democratic 
government during the transitional period in view of returning to an "authoritative" state. 
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the homosexual world. All the above mentioned actions show the attempt of 
some gay organizations to break the boundary that is constructed by gays who 
participate in their community and "make noises" in the front region. 
Some gay individuals also share their organizations' wish. I have asked most 
ofmy informants about the direction they wish the gay community to head towards. 
The majority oftheir answers show that they would like to be more integrated into 
the mainstream society. These answers include getting direct dialogues with the 
heterosexuals (Calvin); to establish a gay community center (Dominic); to have 
more day time activities (Bessel) and to have more legal rights (Aaron and Eric). 
These wishes, however, do not have much connection with what they actually do to 
realize it. This explains why all the gay organizations suffer from a severe lack of ， 




Front-zoning "private" information: Gays whom I interviewed and i 
observed are consciously and carefully keeping in secret the information which may i 
disclose other non-gay identities of them, such as a son, a colleague and a friend. , 
Gay organizations on the contrary play an important role to collect and collate such | 
information. When a gay man wants to join an organization, he has to provide his | 
personal information which include his their names, ages, contact phone numbers, 
mailing addresses and sexual inclinations. Satsanga asks their members to fill in ； 
a membership form with their signatures because they want to discourage the 
practice of gays in hiding up themselves, as Eric said in the monthly volunteer 
meeting. Gay organizations keep records and collate this information for their 
organization planning and development. They pledge to treat the information in 
confidence but some gays still worry that the gay organizations will not be careful 
enough to protect such information; or the information will be obtained by the 
government in the future. Because of these worries, Dominic, Isaac and many gay 
friends of them do not join any gay organization as registered members. In short, 
gay organizations try to break the boundary gay individuals have set up to segregate 
their identity as gays and as those for other roles. 
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Making "public ” their financial needs to the government: The government 
has set up a fund and coordinated a private donation^^ for gay organization 
activities under the Home Affairs Bureau of the Government. The amount of the 
funding is small^ ^ but quite a number of gay organizations which are financially 
weak still apply for it. In the process of application, they usually discuss with 
government officials and present on paper their needs, the "general" profile oftheir 
members and their future plans in order to gain a maximum share of the fund. 
This action breaks the boundary for confidentiality on information of the gay 
community. 
Still, these efforts to get to the front region in the heterosexual sphere are still ！ 
I 
weak. The key reason is that many gay individuals are not interested in 丨 
1 
participating in these "counter-currents." The majority of the gay activists are also ； 
unwilling to come out face to face to the heterosexuals. They prefer to work 
under the mechanisms that are set up and monitored closely by the government. 
hi these mechanisms, they feel more secure in a (legally) legitimate establishment 
that aims to help them. 
16 This donation is made under the Chinese Permanent Cemetery Trust Fund. 
17 The total amount ofthe two funds distributed in 1997 was around $240,000 while that in 1998 
was around $110,000. 
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Chapter 5 
Procreating Sex and Love and the Image of"Other" as “Persecutor” 
In this chapter, I am going to discuss how gays whom I interviewed and 
observed transform homosexual sex and love into their key activities. These 
activities take place largely in their secluded settings. Sex and love are desires 
commonly defined by gays as their identity markers. Gays formulate their 
collective norms and shared frames for interpretations when they act out their 
sexual orientation in their key activities. These norms, practices and frames are 
important in constructing a sense of togetherness among gays, as separating from | 
i 
heterosexuals. 
My informants' strategies to transform sex and love into their center activities | 
involve the realignments of sex and love with other physical，linguistic, ritualistic I 
and institutional elements in their lives. Jn the process of realignments, the | 
"spatiality" of sex and love is re-coded. My informants either make use of the 
"spatiality" that is encoded by heterosexuals of these elements or reorder the | 
conceptual relationship of love and sex with these elements. Moreover, in the | 
process of infiltrating sex and love into their key activities, gays also reconfigure 
their sociological space by reforming the institutions and rules of interactions ； 
related to love and sex. They increase the salience of love and sex and center 
these two categories in their epistemological space. 
Centering Sex 
The term "centering sex" does not refer to the amount of time and energy gays 
spent on sexual activities. It refers, firstly, to the importance of expressing homo-
sexual desires and actual sex acts in the lives of being gays. Secondly, the term 




All of my interviewees agreed that sex and sexual desires form an important 
part oftheir gay lives. When being asked about the role of sex in a gay's life, many 
of them answered “of course it is of utmost importance." Bessel immediately 
responded my question, saying that, "without sex, what else do gays have?" 
Aaron, Bessel, Dominic and Frank all highlighted that without sex, lives of gays 
would become meaningless. I am not trying to construct an image of gays being 
sex maniacs with these quotations. Yet, they serve to illustrate that sex is the 
most important identity marker for gays. 
Gays whom I met vary in their sexual practices with their different concepts 
on the relationship of love and sex. The views of my interviewees can be divided 
into two groups. Aaron, Bessel, Dominic and Frank take sex and love as two | 
separate things and are among the first type. They are all sauna visitors who go | 
i 1 
there for sexual gratification. Frank has a keen purpose to find someone with ； 
whom he can develop a lasting relationship. Aaron, Bessel and Dominic take 
i 
visits to sauna largely as activities with one single purpose, that is to satisfy their j 
I 
sexual desires. Calvin, Eric and Isaac belong to the second type . They take sex as 
a part of love. They refuse or hesitate to go to saunas and beaches because most i 
1 
visitors there look for sexual gratification solely. | 
1 
Yet, these two groups are not totally segregated. Many of my interviewees' : 
life histories show that they have shifted from the second to the first type. They at ： 
first thought that sex and love were inseparable. They changed their attitudes after ‘ 
I 
they visited the cruising venues. Bessel and Frank, for example, went to saunas or 
gay beaches at the very beginning to get to know other gays or to watch gay bodies. 
Behind these obvious purposes is always a wish to find a lover with whom they can 
develop a lasting relationship. Long ago, Bessel felt very upset when he found 
those who had sex with him did not necessary want to develop a relationship with 
him. He had a chance to make friends with other gays later and discovered that he 
should better not to relate sex with love. He was told that most cruisers took sex as 
separated from love. Bessel then changed his initial concepts and adopted a 
different mode of interacting with visitors of gay saunas and beaches. Subsequent 
to the incident, he took sex as natural and independent desires which need to be 
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satisfied. His open manners in describing his attitude to me also proved his 
attitude. 
I witnessed Frank's attitude transformation during my data collection period. 
He told me in the interview that he used to take love and sex as an integrated thing. 
Because ofhis age (who was 45 by the time when I first met him), he found it very 
difficult to find partners among organization participants who were under 40 and 
they would always prefer younger partners. He thus tumed to saunas where 
visitors were older. Before going there, he modified his concept on love and sex, 
taking love as something not necessary connected to sex. After a few months' 
visits to saunas, his concepts changed even more. This change does not tum him 
in a way that he could have sex with anyone. Looks and body shape were his key | 
criteria in these momentary encounters. | 
) I I 
Being a friend of Frank, initially Calvin was very conservative on sex. He 1 
took it as something that should happen only within a stable relationship. He also ！ 
would not allow his partner to seek sexual pleasures outside the relationship. He 
wanted his partner to be, as he terms, "totally faithful in love." To him, having 
I 
sex outside a stable relationship was "just the same as seeing a prostitute." After 
I 
spending a few years looking for partners in the gay circle, Calvin is now seriously 
considering to visit saunas where visitors' purposes were more one-track minded 
and where signs of liking or disliking another person were simple and clear. 
Affection and sexual relationships are developed at a much faster pace in such 
cases. 
Sex, as an identity marker for many gays whom I met, is not just an personal 
activity. Sex, and its conduit body, are also being transformed into a very 
centered position in the activities organized by gay organizations and gay 
entertainment. Sex, being originally a private and personal act, is centered in a 
collective sense as well. 
Gay organization, gay businesses and the gay individuals center sexual desires 
by two tactics. Firstly, they locate sex to the front region. This makes it 
frequently and conveniently be visualized and discussed. Secondly, they enrich 
sex with the core characteristics of center epistemological elements. 
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I. Relocating Sexual Desires to the Front Region 
Sex is usually taken by common people as something which is zoned at the 
back region. It usually takes place at home, which is a back region of the society. 
It also seldom exists in front region talks and discussions unless being addressed in 
formal manners, such as sex education. Some gay organizations, gay businesses 
and gay individuals relocate sex to the “front region" by aligning it with three 
elements which are always encoded with “front zoning" spatiality. They are 
settings that house public functions, public mode of interactions and front region 
rituals/functions. When they relocate sex to the front regions, they risk exposing , 
their "improper" sexual desires (from the mainstream society's view) to the i 
I 
heterosexuals. The gay community construct their own language system and | 
manipulate the physical settings for their activities in order to hide the expressions I 
oftheir sexual desires from heterosexuals. ‘ 
i 
1. Making Use of Front Region Function and Settings for Cruising 
I 
Some gay businessmen relocate sex and cruising to gays' front regions by 
aligning sex with the “front region" settings and functions. Gay bars and discos, 
for example, are places where gays meet in a public way. They are “front region" 
settings which serve "front region" functions. No gay businesses, however, 
provide hourly renting places for gays to meet each other or have sex privately. 
This kind of business will certainly be welcomed by some gays” The gay 
businesses also do not provide love-matching services, although the love-matching 
games organized by Freemen are always an activity quoted by some of my 
informants as ‘‘right suited gays' needs." In “front region" functions, gay visitors 
can meet a wide range of other gays and select the right one to develop their 
relationship further. 
18 For example, Dominic said he would like the gay community to provide a gay complex or gay 
center in which they can gather, cruise and have sex. 
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Moreover, some gay venues have their physical settings designed in the way as 
the front region. Many of these settings have large lobbies in which visitors can 
see many other visitors at one time and express their sexual interest in a more 
public way. For example, Isaac and Bessel described that gay saunas usually have 
large resting rooms or lobbies in which gays can rest and watch gay pornographic 
movies. In these rooms, sauna visitors can look around and choose among many 
other gay visitors. Club 97, a bar-cum-disco, also has a large dancing floor 
located in the middle. It is surrounded by a round circle of bar tables on a higher 
platform. With this setting, visitors are directed to look at the center-dancing floor 
where people cluster. All visitors also can have a "bird's eye view" over the other 
visitors. Another example Why Not? is also set-up in a similar way, with square 
bar tables located at the center and long benches on a slightly higher altitude ！ 
_ I 
surrounding thd bar tables. ； 
I 
I should stress that these front region settings are just arranged for conveying 
initial messages of sexual interests. When gays wish to express a clear sexual 
interest by touching one another, they still have to go to the “back region" of the 
venues. Some gay bars, such as Propaganda and Flex, have long, winding and 
dark corridors which are sometimes filled with smoke. Visitors use these places i 
to express more intimate signs of sexual interests. Gay saunas also have small 
compartments for people to have sex. Nonetheless, it should also be stressed that 
gay bars and discos, which are set up as in the "format" of front regions, are not just 
visited by cruisers. They are common gathering places for gay friends, although 
cruising is still a key activity there. 
2. Aligning Cruising with Front Region Mode of Interaction 
In the cruising venues, gay visitors use a mode of interaction which is 
commonly found in the front region. In the front region, people keep the display 
of true selves at a minimal level. They usually judge other people and things on 
superficial and visible criteria. As a zone which is filled with strangers, front 
region is usually the locale where brief and efficient interactions are found. 
Momentary encounters are frequent in the front region. Gay cruisers show the 
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tendency to borrow these behavior “markers” ofthe front region as their ways of 
interacting with each other in settings for cruising. They thus transform these 
settings into their "front region." 
a. Evaluating Other Cruisers by Superficial Value: Clean and Healthy “Look” 
Bessel told me that "clean and healthy look" was the most important criteria 
used by gays in selecting sex partners in cruising. To him and his friends, skinny 
and sick-looking ones are usually those suspected HIV carriers. Bessel and his 
friends would not choose these people even the latter have very attractive faces and 
body shapes. Some health-conscious gays do not get to know people in common 
gay cruising venues because they consider that cruisers in there are "dirtier." 
Patrick, the former partner of Isaac is one of this type. He told Isaac that he liked 
“clean，，guys who did not have many sexual experiences. As termed by him, they 
are "purer" and "healthier." He thus looked for his sexual partners among 
participants of gay organizations' activities, although these participants would 
usually take him a longer time to develop physical intimacy and to have more stable 
sex relationships with him. Having the aim to choose the “clean and healthy" ones, 
Patrick would take great initiative to contact gay men who interested him. As he 
told Isaac, "the next time I meet the guy again (may be several months later), he 
might have already slept with a lot ofpeople." 
b. Efficient interaction 
Efficient cruising is a common target for Bessel and Dominic in saunas and 
beaches. As described by Bessel, many gays whom he met took sexual encounters 
in cruising venues as a kind of exchange. ‘“Exchange, needs to be efficient," said 
Bessel. According to him, what they look for in these sexual encounters is a quick 
sexual satisfaction which can be completed in a short period of time. Some 
cruisers, as described by Bessel, do not talk much in saunas. Once they enter the 
venues, they search for targets, have sex and then leave. "Sometimes (after having 
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sex) both parties open the doors, and one walks towards the left and the other 
towards the right，，，said Bessel. 
c. Momentary encounters 
In cruising venues, sexual encounters are momentary. The two parties 
usually have never seen each other before. Quite often, they do not leave contact 
to each other after they have sex. In other words, sex in gays' cruising venues is 
taken as action independent from any other type of relationship which suggests a 
continuity in settings. As Aaron described, he did not tell others his full name 
while he was a cruiser. He said that cruisers never revealed the areas they resided 
in. “If the gay person (the cruiser) by chance meet you on the street while he is 
being with some other friends, he will just by-pass you as a stranger without even a 
nod," said Aaron. 
Cruising is a practice of only some gay people. Nonetheless, all my 
interviewees agree that cruising is a characterizing practice of gays in Hong Kong, 
though not everyone of them is a cruiser. I have asked some interviewees about 
the places or occasions they would introduce to a foreign gay visitor if they were 
asked to take them around in the gay circle. Many of them (Dominic, Calvin, 
Bessel and Frank) include those various kinds of cruising places in the itinerary. 
Despite their differences in evaluating these cruising places, they consider them as 
significant parts ofthe gay community which represent Hong Kong gays. 
In cruising, the momentary encounters, some gays (such as Frank and Aaron) 
look for lovers. Some others (such as Bessel and Dominic) seek instant sexual 
gratification as desires that are taken by them as "natural." This does not mean 
that they do not wish to find partners with whom they can develop lasting 
relationships. Yet, it is not easy to meet such "right" persons. As shown by the 
experiences of all my interviewees who cruise, none of them have found their 
suitable ones even they have been spending quite a number of years in the cruising 
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venues. Or as what Dominic has found in his case, the relationships he developed 
with those seemingly suitable persons have become briefer and briefer. He said, 
I wish to have that (an relationship) but they are not long lasting. 
They are just very brief, a few months' relationship. All ofthem are 
not really satisfactory. This situation last till the present (1997)， 
since 1989. ... On one hand, I wish to have an affection, a relationship. 
On the other hand, the reality is that the relationships I encountered 
become briefer and briefer. That is why I don't demand that much. 
. . . I gradually feel it is more and more difficult (to have lasting 
relationship). 
(by Dominic) 
The difficulties in meeting the right person drive some gay cruisers, such as 
Dominic and Bessel, to segregate love from sex entirely. When I asked Dominic 
whether he wanted to look for partners (people with whom he could develop a 
lasting relationship), he responded: 
Ifyou ask me, yes, I care about this. But this is not something you can 
control because it is really difficult to fmd a partner. My weekly 
concern is more on how I can make a living, that is having some sexual 
encounters (original term used by Dominic). 
(by Dominic) 
To some gays, cruising is the only practice through which gays can grasp the 
opportunities to meet other gays. In their daily interactions, they seldom meet 
gays in their work places or among their friends. In the cruising venues, they thus 
want to satisfy their sexual and affectionate needs at the same time. Cruising thus 
is a practice developed under the social pressure that is imposed on them and has 
restrained them from coming out naturally to others with their real identity. 
Through cruising, they meet other gays, satisfy their "natural" and core desires as 
being gays, and establish their gay friendships, if possible. When I challenged 
Dominic's cruising practice with general men's morality are taken in the society, he 
answered, 
It is not that I don't want to stick to one lover. It is just that I cannot 
fmd any partner. Because I have to fmd a partner, I have to hang 
around some places or to get to know more tongzhi (gays) friends. . 
(by Dominic) 
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Cruising is the practice for gays, such as Dominic, to develop a continuous 
attachment to the gay community, to keep themselves conscious of their gay 
identity and be gay practically. Efficient and momentary cruising is thus a 
survival practice that is developed among some gays to maintain their gay lives. 
They do so by acting out their gayness within the limited time and physical space 
left alone by the society. 
People who cruise are conscious oftheir difference to the norms ofthe society. 
This sense of difference is also significant in developing their sense of "us versus 
them." In order to adjust themselves to the new practice, they first rationalize 
their practice. As Aaron interpreted, gays did not have to fear about pregnancy. 
The question of chastity was also not applicable to them. Gays thus, as he said, 
have no reason to follow the rules ofthe society in their interactions for intimacy. 
Besides rationalizing their practice, more importantly, they relocate sex to the front 
region by aligning sex with the physical set-up and mode of interaction ofthe front 
region. 
When sexual encounters become momentary, the rules of interaction are also 
changed to resemble those ofthe front region. As Dominic described, many gay 
cruisers do not respect other cruisers. Said in a displeased voice, he told me that 
he sometimes encountered some gay cruisers who interrupted his cruising process 
impolitely, by either trying to compete with him or byjoining the sexual intercourse. 
To these cruisers they are just participating in a game and other players are 
strangers who they do not know and will not get in touch with later. They thus 
have no need to give respect to other gays. 
Being a polite cruiser, Bessel sometimes take other cruisers as strangers too. 
In his cruising, only healthy looks are counted. To him, sex in cruising venues 
concerns 
. . . h o w to make the (cruising) process more enjoyable ... It (selecting 
partners) is a task like blind random selection... The most important thing (in 
cruising) is the ease to approach your target. 
(by Bessel) 
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To cruisers like Bessel, efficient cruising, momentary encounters and taking 
other cruisers as "strangers" are frames and tactics which are developed by them to 
make good use of the limited time and place given by the society for their 
interactions. These limitations give them rational bases to deviate from the 
general rules for pursuing love and sex practicing in the society, which are too 
time-consuming under limited time and space. 
I would like to stress that not all the gays whom I met are cruisers. Indeed 
many of them do not tell brief acquaintances whether they are cruisers or not 
because cruisers are labeled by some non-cruisers (mainly new comers to the gay 
circle) as “immoral” and "promiscuous." For example, Bessel did not tell other 
members of Satsanga about his visits to saunas before he got close to them. 
Although he thought saunas were perfectly fine places, Bessel did not defend for 
saunas when Eric rejected a suggestion to place Satsanga�promotional materials 
in those places. Eric rejected the suggestion because he took these places as 
"unhealthy." Yet, to Bessel, Dominic and Frank and other frequent or non-frequent 
cruisers they have described to me, cruising is an activity as natural as "shopping" 
(as termed by Bessel). Indeed, the number of cruisers is significant and increasing 
in the gay community. This is indicated from the increase in the number of gay 
saunas from 11 in May 1997 to 15 in March 1999.^ ^ This was a period when 
Hong Kong's economy experienced its great recession and the number of 
participants of gay organization continue to drop. All in all, gay cruisers have 
played a significant role in relocating sex to the front region of their community. 
3. Aligning sex with public discussions on AIDS 
Besides gay cruisers, gay activists and organizations also locate sex to the 
front region by channeling sex into "public" discussions on AIDS. 
Eric, an activist in Satsanga, once said that gay organizations do not like to be 
attached to the notion AK)S. For example, in selecting venues for their meetings, 
19 The data come from a home page for gay news on Memet which address is 
http://sqzm 14.ust.hkMgay/hkgay-club.html. 
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Satsanga intentionally eliminates the choices of AIDS centers, which are always 
available for booking. However, gay organizations always put AIDS as a topic 
on their schedules for seminars whenever the topic of "health" is discussed. For 
example, a talk on AIDS was included in the "Tongzhi Health Week" (1998) series. 
The Hong Kong Ten Percent Club also organized two talks about AIDS and sex 
within 1997. 
There are also two government funded AIDS preventive organizations which 
gays considered as part of their community.^^ These organizations set up AIDS 
centers and hold seminars and talks. They also run libraries on information 
related to AIDS and sex. Moreover, they also print periodicals, booklets and 
pamphlets on safe homosexual sex practices. Through these health promotion 
channels, sex is handled in a "serious" manner and thus is given a legitimate 
presence in the front region of the gay community. Moreover, sex and nude 
bodies can also be seen explicitly in printed materials that promote AIDS 
prevention. For example, a lot of photographs on nude backs and postures of 
homosexual intercourse are printed on cards and leaflets to promote safe sex. The 
AIDS Foundation, one ofthese AIDS organizations, the AIDS Foundation, has also 
printed a booklet that has games of mazes with different drawings of gay sexual 
postures. Sex is visualized in this promotional material in a legitimate way. 
In short, sex is zoned at the front region of the gay community when it is being 
visualized and discussed publicly within the community. Such step is significant 
in legitimizing cruising at the front zone. When sex is discussed and visualized in 
the name ofAIDS, gay sex and cruising are not presented as something that need to 
be morally condemned. In this way, they should become perfectly acceptable in 
the gay community and are accepted by the "government-funded" AIDS 
organizations (a legitimate authority) if they are practiced in safe manners. 
20 News of the two AIDS organizations is included in the gay net on the Intemet. Whenever there 
are programs jointly organized by gay organizations, the two AIDS bodies are invited. The 
distribution ofthe AIDS organizations' publications and promotional materials are not just assisted 
by other gay organizations but also some gay entertainment venues. 
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4. Extending cruising to the front region: signaling private desire by 
peripheral languages 
Gay cruisers have invented a system of new linguistic signals to communicate 
their sexual desires. These signals are mainly made up of body languages which 
are peripheral in the language system of the mainstream society . The meanings of 
body languages are usually defined less clearly as those of the written and spoken 
ones. Body languages are often used in the mainstream society to denote 
meanings in intimate relationships. For example, body languages communicate 
meanings more precisely between a husband and a wife than a shop-keeper and a 
customer. It is because husband and wife have spent more time together and have 
got accustomed to the "hidden rules" ofhow the ambivalent bodily codes are used. 
In centered activities such as commercial deals and government policies, business 
deals are usually recorded in written forms for maximum degree of clarity. 
Gay cruisers make use of the ambivalent nature of body languages in cruising 
in front region. The codes for expressing sexual interests usually start with eye 
contacts with which both parties confirm their interests on each other. They then 
confirm their mutual interests step by step by a closer physical distance and, if 
occasion permits, body touches on the less sensitive to the more sensitive parts. 
These codes save the gay cruisers from any embarrassment in speaking out or 
rejecting sexual requests in front of other cruisers. 
Moreover, body languages even enlarge gay cruisers' activity zone to some 
places where they meet heterosexuals. Gay cruising in public toilets is a good 
example ofhow gays make use of the heterosexuals' peripheral languages to extend 
their realm of activity to the peripheral places of the heterosexuals. Bessel told 
me that cruisers in public toilets firstly would use their eye contacts to confirm each 
others' gay identity and then to confirm their mutual interests on each other. They 
then would get closer physically to test for such interests. If both of them find 
each other as the right person, they would go inside a toilet cubicle or a place 
outside to have sex. 
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Sometimes, the cruising zone may be extended to the very front region of 
heterosexual, such as on public transports. Isaac has an experience of being 
approached on a train. He described his experienced as the following. 
It was about 9 p.m. in the evening. I stood on the platform to wait for 
the north-going train. A man kept looking attentively at me from 
distance. I ignored him and looked elsewhere. Suddenly, I found 
him standing right behind me. I didn't look back because I still hadn't 
got used to cruising in such public place at that time. The train fmally 
came. I waUced in and found a seat. There were not many people 
and the compartment was very spacious. The man, however, kept 
standing in front of me, in an extremely close and abnormal distance. 
I looked down and ignored any body gesture of him. By then, he 
gradually moved and stood further away. 
(by Isaac) 
Nobody is sure whether these cruising encounters at the very front region are 
common. Nonetheless, Ken, an AIDS patient, also described a similar scene in 
sharing his first sexual encounter in a fellowship meeting of BMCF. He was 
cruised by a gay on the subway train. They then landed the train and went to a 
nearby public toilet at Central for sex. Some gays who I encountered also said 
that they had the experience of being closely looked at on trains. Nevertheless 
they were not sure whether the other parties were gays or not. 
The ambivalence nature of these body languages also helps to avoid 
embarrassments when a cruiser wrongly identify a heterosexual as a gay target at 
the front areas where gays shared with the heterosexuals. Bessel has told me a 
tactic of gay cruisers. When a gay man wrongly selects a target by touches in the 
public swimming pool, he can apologize as being careless. If the gay man had 
spoken out his desire, the situation would have been very embarrassing. All in all, 
body languages help to zone cruising, a practice to express gay sexual interest, to 
the front regions of gays and sometimes of the shared front region of the 
heterosexuals. Using this front region is a strategy for gays to extend their zone 
for cruising activities, which are being pushed to the very back by heterosexuals, to 
the front. 
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5. Excluding women from cruising venues by destroying gender boundary in 
the use of toilet facilities 
Except gay saunas, other gay entertainment venues do not restrict entry of 
lesbians. Despite that there are only one or two lesbian bars in Hong Kong, I, 
however, could not find many lesbians in gay bars when I visited them. My 
experience may tell how uncomfortable women would feel in the gay venues. 
Some gay bars I visited do not have separate washrooms for male and female 
visitors. (Examples are Flex, Club 97). This would make women, with me as an 
example, feel uncomfortable when using the same washroom facilities with men. 
The way some gay bar visitors use their washrooms also tums women away. 
For example, I once saw a gay man peed with his back facing me without closing 
the closet door. Obviously, he took the bar as somewhere exclusive for men. In 
some bars which have separate washrooms for women, some gay visitors also 
ignore such segregation. In PP, a gay man went in the ladies' room with me 
without any hesitation although the men's room was right next to the ladies' one. 
This made me，as a woman, feel that I might have been in a place where I was not 
supposed to be. Sometimes, gay cruisers would even use the washroom for their 
sexual intercourse. I have an experience of jotting notes inside a washroom closet 
in Club 97. Inside the closet next to mine were two gays men who kept knocking 
on the thin wall separating our closets. Obviously, they were having sex there. 
This would also make women feel that they have been in a wrong place. 
In brief, by erasing the common boundary between men and women on 
physical settings, gay businessmen and gay bar visitors have built up the fortress for 
their cruising venues to fence off unnecessary entries. This facilitates the 
expressions of sexual desires which are distinctively men in the front region ofthe 
men's place. 
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6. A conclusion on relocating sex to the front region 
Relocating sex to the front region is a distinct practice among gay cruisers and 
gay organizations as well. It is a strategy to perpetuate their gayness within the 
limited occasions created by some gays and gay businesses under the domination of 
heterosexuals. They perpetuate their gayness by acting out their sexual desires 
efficiently and frequently within these confined temporal and spatial domains. 
The settings of gay venues and the ways gay cruisers use the venues display an 
inclination of gay cruisers to maximize their chances of seeing other gay visitors 
and minimize the intrusions ofunnecessary visitors in their limited time and space. 
Some gay organizations also help legitimize this practice of perpetuating gays' 
gayness. They do so by accepting the practices and discussing them in a neutral 
way under the topic of AIDS awareness in public occasions. This front zoning of 
sex in public discussions also helps construct a frame which is shared among non-
cruisers that the acts of cruisers are justifiable under the social pressure they face. 
Strongly adhered to the traditional concept of morality, Calvin also highlighted that 
some cruisers would go to cruising venues because they do not have a choice. 
Maybe they are old. They are "tongzhi" (gays) but afraid of joining 
organization activities. What they can do is to seek sexual 
gratification from cruising in public toilets. They are miserable. 
(by Calvin) 
In short, front zoning sex is a strategy to legitimize and procreate sex as a core gay 
desire in the small part of gay community that is exposed to me. 
II. Enriching Indexicality and Complexity of the Concept “Sex，， 
The front zoning of sex helps to channel sex into the key activities of gays, 
particularly to gay cruisers. Enriching indexicality and complexity of sex on the 
other hand helps to center sex as a concept in the knowledge system of gays. 
Indexicality and complexity are "spatial markers" of the center position of a 
concept in epistemological space. 
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Indexicality: Indexicality is derived from the word "indexical" from the 
sign theories. It means the denotative ability of a sign on meanings. I borrow the 
concept here in order to help my readers to understand how gays center sex in their 
epistemological space. Lidexicality here refers to the power of “sex，，as a concept 
(1) to denote elements related to or constituting it; or (2) to lead to the happenings 
ofthese elements. For example, people in general may think promiscuous people 
as those being less disciplined. A practice indexes a personality here. A person 
with a higher education level usually means that he will be more likely to have an 
open mind. A status symbol here indexes an attitude. Indexicality is a criterion 
for defining whether or not a concept is "centered" in a knowledge system because 
it helps people to conceptually rank the concepts which signify objects, acts and 
abstract matters. Those concepts with higher indexical power is usually ranked at 
a “higher，’ level of the order and to conceptualize in a precedent position in logical 
sequences with the other concepts. For example, job is conceptualized as the 
"center" to one's life because it is denotative to ones' wealth, ability, knowledge, 
social status, and it leads to lifestyle of now and future, friendship pattem and 
connections. 
Complexity: Complexity refers to the degree of internal diversity of a 
concept. Complex concepts usually have more sub-categories of practices, human 
organizations and knowledge. Concepts which have high complexity usually 
prompts people to associate more frequently in people's thoughts and interactions. 
For example, a government is a more complex concept than a business firm. It is 
internally more diversified in terms of "departments" and "rules/ procedures" and 
they influence more aspects of human life as well as being more frequently 
discussed by the people. Concepts with high complexity thus usually have more 
well-developed knowledge structure and rules which are significant to secure the 
center position in people's discussions and thoughts. 
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1 • Enriching indexicality of sex 
a. Gay cruisers index affections andfriendshipfrom sexual encounters 
People in general develop affections on people they know. They may have 
sexual desires towards a good looking person, but to majority sex is confined 
within the boundary of deep affections. This general sequence of friendship, 
affection and sex is reversed by the gay cruisers in their practices. 
As discussed above, some gay cruisers call their cruising practices as "sex 
before love"(先性後愛). They seek their long term lovers among the temporal 
sex partners. Some gay good friends whom I met also developed friendship with 
the people whom they cruised or had sexual intentions to but failed to approach 
further. Bessel and Dominic is an example how good friendship can be developed 
among two ex-sex-partners. Bessel had described how friendship can be 
developed among gays in cruising venues. 
There may be cases that someone want to have sex with me but I just 
prefer to chat with them, then we may develop as friends. ... There may 
be some circumstances that both parties want to have sex with each 
other, but it depends whether there is affection after sex. Sometimes 
both parties just open the door (of small compartments of saunas); one 
waUcs towards the left and the other towards the right. They may not 
even give a nod to each other when they meet on the street.... 
In some other cases, one party hang on the other party after they had 
sex. However the other party do not want to go fiirther in their 
relationship. They may go out to have tea sometimes later and their 
friendship will be developed.... 
Of course, in some cases, the parties become lovers after their brief 
sexual encounters. 
(by Bessel) 
The cruisers' reversion of the sequence of sex, love and friendship is their 
strategy to resist heterosexuals' confinement to their activity realm. In these 
reversed social relationship, cruisers maximize every chance they meet, though 
very limited, to satisfy their sexual desires, to get close to other gays in a more 
direct way, to make friends with each other and to fmd their lovers in more speedy 
ways. As Aaron questioned, “Do I have a choice (of not going to saunas and bars)? 
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No. I don't have any choice." Dominic also said that he wanted to know people 
and develop a love relationship in the "normal" courting procedures with those 
gays whom he was attracted to. However, he could only meet these people in 
cruising venues. To Aaron and Dominic, they seek friends and love from sex all 
because they are under a great social pressure. They center sex in their practices 
in order to maintain their connections with other gays. Such centering process 
reforms the conceptual order of sex, love and friendship. 
b. Indexing Identity, Personality from Sexual Practices 
Sex is the most significant marker my interviewees use to confirm their gay 
identity. Particular to those interviewees who are aged 30 or above, their first 
sexual experiences ascertained their sexual identity in their early gay lives. They 
evaluated their physiological response and then judged their sexual inclination. 
Bessel recalled his feelings after his first sexual experience with a gay. 
In my case, I knew clearly that I was a homosexual (when I was young). 
I just didn't have the incident to confirm myself. ... After having sex, I 
felt that I got everything clear. 
(by Bessel) 
Isaac, as another example, leamed that he might not be a hundred percent gay man 
because he found out in his homosexual experiences that his sexual arousal did not 
come from men but from women. 
Moreover, some non-cruisers use one's sexual practice to judge his personality 
and trustworthiness. Because gays do not have many chances to gather or work 
with each other, they need a quick and easy criterion to evaluate each other and to 
judge whether they should further develop a friendship or approach for a love 
relationship. Some non-cruisers, such as Calvin, take those who are fond of bars, 
saunas and discos as those who are more playful, less responsible and less reliable 
people in long-term relationships. "Those bar visitors are not suitable for me,” 
said Calvin. Gays who can tolerate the "serious and boring" (as Allan, Peter, Ah 
Wah and Patrick termed) functions organized by the gay organizations are usually 
those who are more faithful, responsible and committed in friendship and intimate 
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relationship. Calvin, Hebrew and Isaac share this view. This is why Patrick 
seeks sexual pleasures from the gay entertainment circle and tries to find lovers 
among the participants of organizational activities. 
2. Enriching complexity of sex 
Gays who are active in gays' collective activities enrich the complexity of sex 
by sub-categorizing it and diversifying their cruising venues. 
a. Sub-categorize sex and body shapes 
(i) Sex preferences: As discussed in the section of “front zoning" sex, my 
interviewees have two shared criteria in selecting sex partners and even lovers. 
Such criteria are “healthy” and “clean.” Under these criteria, gays divide gay 
cruisers into rice queen and potato queen. Rice queens are those foreign gays who 
like local Chinese gay men because rice is the main food for Chinese. Similarly, 
those local Chinese who like white gays are called “potato queen,” because potato 
is the basic food for the white. The act of having sex with the white is termed as 
"chaut-fui"(嗅魁，smelling or getting close to tall and strongly-built person). 
"Fui"(tt) means tall and well-built in Cantonese. The meaning matches the Hong 
Kong people's concept of the white. 
(ii) Body shapes and looks: In terms of body shapes, most gays seem to like 
those who have "sexy" well-built figures. I make such guess because almost all 
gays who cruise in bars have this type of figure. A few gays (such as Frank) like 
fat guys and I guess only very few people like those slim ones (because they may 
look a bit sick). Gays name these different body shapes in order to communicate 
their tastes. Frank told me that gays called those slim ones as "A-ying" (Affi, A-
shape), literally taken from the shape of the alphabet "A." Those have "body-
building type" are called "Y-ying" (丫型’ Y-shape), with the letter symbolizing the 
broad shoulders. Those fat ones are called "H-ying" (HS, H-shape), fat from the 
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top to the bottom. Moreover, Dominic also told me that gays give special names 
to those effeminate-looking ones. Young effeminate gays are jokingly called "siu-
wong-fa"(小黃花，little yellow flower), a symbol for being girlish, beautiful and 
weak. Those old effeminate gays are called "guo-hei-siu-wong-fa"(過氣小黃花， 
outdated little yellow flower). Interestingly, those who have well-built body but 
act in "camp" ways are called "Martial Mary." 
(iii) Acts ofseeking sex partners: Gays commonly use "diu-yu"(釣魚， 
fishing) to name the act of cruising at the gay sexual venues. "Fishing" 
symbolizes an act of waiting for a fish for long time patiently. Sometimes, gays 
fail to “fish，，any after spending a whole evening in bars or saunas. For those who 
are more westernized and educated (such as Bessel and Dominic), they like the 
word "cruising" in English, which is borrowed directly from the western gay circle. 
"Cruising" is a naval term, meaning searching actively for abnormal sailing objects. 
(iv) Sex venues: The sex venues are also named after the act of "fishing". 
The place for fishing sex partners are called "yu-tong"(魚塘，fish pond) which is 
usually referred to public toilets and saunas. The other visitors are called "fish"(魚). 
Some gays also call these places as "fa-yuen"(花園’ parks), because these are the 
places where people stay for long to spend their "boring times," like the old men in 
the garden. 
(iv) Sex practices: Gays also give the sexual acts vivid and interesting 
descriptions. For example, they borrow the mainstream name "da-fei-gai"(打飛 
；幾 shooting the plane)^^ to visually describe the act of masturbation. In naming 
their sex postures in anal sex, the one who is being intruded is named 0 while the 
one intrude the other is named 1. The figures simply visually resemble the parts 
ofbody which contact in sexual intercourse. 
21 This term is used in the gay drama "Tongzhi 丁0明211广(同治同志）1997. 
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b. Diversifying cruising venues 
Basically, cruising venues are divided into those require entry fees and those 
not. Saunas and bars belong to the former while beaches and public toilets belong 
to the latter. Subdividing this division, the cruising venues are segmented by the 
following criteria to serve different tastes of"cruisers." 
(i) Degree ofbody exposure: Those gays who are more conservative in body 
exposure may seek their partners at bars, karaokes or even gay organizations. 
These venues require their customers and participants to dress in a publicly 
presentable way. Bars or karaoke visitors may dress in tight T-shirt or shinny 
trousers to show off their "sexy" body and attract the others under dim lights. 
These organization participants have a more holiday look. For those who wish to 
attract others by their bodies, they usually choose saunas, beaches and swimming 
pools. In these places, gays can legitimately dress little. Saunas even allow 
those "confident visitors," as Bessel termed, to wear nothing. 
(ii) Cruising methods: Gays who like direct and explicit cruising methods 
usually go to public toilets or saunas where their sexual intentions are obvious to 
other gay visitors. As described by Bessel, Dominic and Isaac, no indirect ways, 
seductive talk or "opening speech" are needed there. Ah So, a frequent public 
toilet cruiser, describes public toilet in this way. 
. . .simple, direct and convenient. You can go to public toilets at 
anytime. You can see a lot of people within a very short period of 
time. Also you don't have to prepare anything (for the cruising). 
Moreover, there is no need to pay. 
(Ah So. Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1996, p.5) 
Very often, after they confirm each other's interests by their eye contacts or some 
body touches, they go directly to sex. For some bar visitors or organization 
participants, they like to seek partners through a more mainstream sequence: to talk, 
to get contact, then to date and to have sex. 
(iii) Degree of index to love: Some gays, such as Bessel and Dominic, go to 
cruising venues for quick and enjoyable sexual gratification. As quoted above, 
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they take sex as an activity independent from emotions and affections. Some 
others, such as Frank, look for lasting relationships in cruising venues. They will 
go to bars or gay organizations where the same type of people usually gather. 
(iv) Preferences on appearance and race of partners: In the concept of my 
interviewees who visit cruising venues, saunas are divided by the race, age and 
body shape of their gay visitors. For example, Dominic divided saunas into those 
visited by foreign gay men or local ones. He told me that those visited by 
foreigners are located mainly at Central while most of the rest are visited by local 
gays . He also told me that some saunas are frequently visited by those mature gay 
people while some are more popular among young gay men. Moreover, some 
saunas are famous for fat gays and they attract cruisers who like this type of body 
shape. 
Enriching indexicality of sex is the result of tactics that are developed by gays 
in dealing with their limited chances in meeting each others under the social 
pressure. To reorder sex, affection and friendship, gay cruisers try to maximize 
their scarce chances of meeting other gays to gain sexual gratification. To use 
ones' sexual practices for judging ones' personalities, some gays are indeed 
developing a short-cut to evaluate other gays whom they only have brief 
encounters. 
Indexicality and complexity are core characteristics of any centered category 
of acts and objects. When some gays enrich the indexicality of sex, they in fact 
reposition it to a “higher ranking" in its institutional order with friendship and love. 
It precedes and determines the existence of friendship and love in the new rules of 
interactions such as "sex before love" and "separation of sex and love." Moreover, 
sexual practices also become a criterion for classifying love. For example, those 
“couples” who are faithful in both love and sex are practicing "closed relationship." 
Those who allow the other party to have sexual encounters outside the relationship 
are practicing “open relationship," a new institution established by gays. In short, 
when some gays enrich the indexicality of sex, they are actually re-ordering 
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relationship and institutions in the sociological space and as a result center sex in 
their sociological practices. 
On the other hand, complexity relates to the ordering of categories on 
epistemological level. When gays enrich the complexity of sex, they have 
enriched its repertoires of names and diversified its categories. Such enrichment 
enables them to articulate sex more easily in different aspects of daily talks and 
thoughts. As a result, sex is being reordered to the center on the epistemological 
space. 
III. Concluding Centering of Sex 
Centering sex is a group of processes that takes place in the practices of 
various gay actors to transform the expressions of sexual desires and discussions of 
sex into the key activities of the gay community. These actors include gay 
organizations, gay businesses and gay individuals. Common to most of these 
processes is the realignment of sex with other physical elements (e.g. body shapes, 
setting of compartments), acts and rules in interactions (e.g. cruising codes) and 
some conceptual categories (e.g. love and friendship). In these realignments, gays 
either utilize the "spatiality" (the front region) encoded by the society onto these 
elements or re-ordered their relationship with sex. What comes as a result is sex 
(in the form of real acts or desires) becomes one of the key purpose of gays in 
participating in the key gay activities which are significant in building up the gay 
community. Centering sex also influences the institutional order in the gay 
relationship. Moreover, it also becomes more salient in the gays' knowledge 
system and occupies a more "centered" position in its conceptual relationship with 
other categories. In brief, sex is being repositioned to the center in both 
sociological and epistemological spaces ofgays . 
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Centering Love 
Love has a very interesting position in the gay circle. Once I got into the 
circle, I felt it is mentioned everywhere. But when I got out the circle and 
analyzed the data, I found that there were not many activities or publications which 
were directly related or talking about gay love^ Gay dramas were almost the 
only type of occasion where love was mentioned explicitly. However, the focus 
of them is on portraying the difficulties faced by gay people in their love affairs 
which are developed under the social pressure. These gay dramas seldom touch 
on the actual practices and dilemmas in love relationship. Some lyrics ofthe gay 
musical "Tongzhi Tongzhi"同治同志 may represent the theme of these 
performances. 
When can I meet someone with a true heart, 
Who can share a life destined by fate. 
Suffer and being trod outside, 
I am still lonely and sad... 
[lyrics of gay musical (translated), Tongzhi Tongzhi, 1997] 
How can gender determine a person? 
I really don't want to see people segregate because of 
different in an orientation. 
No matter the one you love is a man or a woman, 
We all live in a brutal reality. 
I really don't want to see those who love be segregated. 
Let love grows freely from hearts... 
[lyrics of gay musical (translated), Tongzhi Tongzhi, 1997] 
In gay dramas and musicals, portrayals of love are instruments of the directors or 
script writers to protest against the social pressure that is imposed on them. They 
de-categorize the distinction of gay love and heterosexual love. In such a way 
they try to claim social pressure as unjustified and they are just normal to have 
affections and love, which are something praised in the society. 
22 Most of the magazine articles write about gay rights and new gay publications, magazines, dramas 
or fibns. They also have interviews on gay activists, news of overseas gays and so on. Seminars 
and gatherings organized by the gay groups mostly about (1) the daily life of gays (including coming 
out matter, healt^AIDS awareness, home purchase, etc.), (2) gay rights movements (such as equal 
opportunities act), things of gays' general interests and leisure activities (such as movies watching, 
book sharing, hiking etc.) 
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Despite that love is not a popular topic in gay friends' daily chats in public 
occasions, it is mentioned by every interviewees in my formal interviews. No 
matter how I started the interviews, they finally steered me to talk mostly on their 
love experiences and love attitudes. When they were asked to segment their gay 
life, they used their love affairs as watersheds. (Examples are Aaron, Dominic, 
Eric and Frank). Love searching has become an important part in many gay men's 
lives,23 but such centrality does not display itself as explicitly as sex. 
Gays center love by two ways. Firstly, they locate love to the back region, 
and secondly, they enrich the indexicality of love. « 
I. Locating Love Affairs to the Back Region 
As most of my informants said, a large majority of gays participate in gay 
organizational activities and visit gay entertainment venues with the key purpose of 
"getting to know people." They however are not informed on how to start and to 
keep a love relationship because love is zoned at the back region. As Calvin and 
Eric said, gays encountered lots of frustrations on love because there was no clear 
"guideline" and understanding on how they should behave. This cramps gays into 
the recurrent cycle of love searching and love losing. Love is zoned at the back 
region in the following ways. 
No public discussion: Love is seldom a topic to be discussed in the public 
occasions that I attended. They were neither talked about in organization lunch 
gatherings, nor was it discussed among members of the organizations. Love is 
only a topic in chats among very good friends. As Calvin experienced, tactics for 
handling real romances and love seemed to be a taboo in the gay circle. He, 
however, did not have the courage to ask the couples whom he knew about their 
experience in these two areas because he considered love as something "private" 
23 All my informants are still "single" experience such great emotional urge for love, except Bessel 
and Dominic who are relatively fatalists. 
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No public declaration on relationship: Most gays whom I met did not take 
the initiative to introduce their lovers when they went to gay gatherings. Gay 
friends whom I observed, in general, could tolerate a closer physical distance 
among themselves. I have met a gay who stood and circled his arms around the 
neck of a friend who sat down in front of him. He did this in front of his friends' 
lover. The lover did not expressed any sign of displease. Gays who were not 
familiar with each other, thus sometimes found it hard to tell whether two persons 
are partners or not. Calvin looked for signs of intimacy, such as caring one 
another, such as serving each other during dinner. Nonetheless, couples who join 
gay organization activities usually do not intentionally hide their intimacy. They 
give a truthful answer when other people ask about their relationship. 
There are some cases that gays do not want to declare to other gays that they 
already have stable lovers. In these cases, these gays may still wish to choose 
another partner among other gays. Isaac, for example, had developed a 
relationship with Patrick. However he was told not to tell others about this. 
They went to gay organization activities together every time but no one ever 
questioned about their relationship. They finally broke up. Isaac explained for 
Patrick's request for not disclosing their relationship as that Patrick did not take the 
relationship as a lasting one and still wanted to have choices. To choose for 
partners continuously after having a stable one may be a practice common to many 
gays in the circle. Both Isaac and Frank feel that many gays they met are in the 
mood of searching and waiting. 
No visibility in public occasions: Throughout the whole process of data 
collection, I have met only two pairs of couples. All the others are still searching 
for their right partners. I have heard more than once that gays like to retreat from 
the gay circle after they had found a stable lover because it is not easy for gays to 
find an attractive guy in the cruising venues. Isaac commented that the temptation 
of the cruising venues were too large for any couples. I also encountered a gay 
who quit the circle after he found a lover in a gay drama. He then went back to 
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the gay circle again after he broke up with his partner. He wished to find another 
one. To him and many gays whom I met, gay activities and gatherings are chances 
for them to find partners. 
No namefor categorization anddiscussion: There are not many names and 
categories that describe gays' romantic love, especially those in local language. In 
case when they have to name their intimate one, they used the English word 
"partner." Their relationship is simply named in English "relationship" or in 
Cantonese "yat-chai"(一齊，together). When they have to name a pair of intimate 
gays, they would use the words (again in English) "lovers" or "couple." Most of 
these words are vague in meaning which can denote a wide variety of meanings in 
intimacy. Gays do not have the chance to develop a system of categorizations on 
love because they seldom discuss or talk about it. In some occasions, gays use the 
heterosexuals' terms to describe the details of their relationships. An example is 
that Freemen give their talk a title “How to find a good Husband? ”（1997). Eric 
also named his partner as wife unconsciously in our interview. There were also 
some occasions that gays used the term "boyfriends" to name another gay who is 
intimate but he still does not fully committed in relationship with him. 
Being discussed, declared, visualized in public occasions are markers for a 
relationship which is being zoned at the front region. When gays "de-align" 
homosexual romances from these "spatial markers" in their practices, they at the 
same time zone gay love to the back region. 
II. Enriching Indexicality of Love 
Indexicality is a quality of "center" element. It refers to the power to 
influence the existence and the way of existence of other objects and acts. An 
element with high indexing power is usually conceptually ranked higher than the 
indexed elements. 
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Indexingsexual "immorality": The above section mentions that love is 
indexed by sex in gay practices. Love however is often used by gays whom I 
interviewed as an explanation for their sexual behaviors in cruising venues which 
are considered "promiscuous" according to the mainstream values. Some gays, 
such as Aaron, Bessel, Dominic explained that they had casual sex because the 
society did not give them the proper occasions to develop affection with each other. 
As Dominic said, the chances gays met each other was rare and the chance to meet 
someone they were interested in was even scarce. Even if both parties were 
willing to develop a relationship, they might not be suitable to one another. To 
make full use of the precious first or maybe the last meeting, they thus have sex 
with the one they are interested in before everything. Love, in their conceptual 
logic, indexes their sexual practices. Love is something desirable and praised by 
heterosexuals as well. 
When gays align with the pleasant and good things encoded in love, they are at 
the same time trying to legitimize their sexual practices which are considered 
"deviated" in the society. Moreover, some gays also use this indexical order of 
"developing love from sexual encounters" to blame the society for stigmatizing 
their "deviated" sexual practices. Dominic expressed the blame in such a way. 
. . .The environment force us to do so (establishing love relationship 
through sexual encounters). We are not bounded by any social 
constitution or institution (that are related to love relationships). We 
do not have things such as family and marriage. There is nothing for 
us to follow. We lack norms to follow. We also lack patterns of 
what you (heterosexuals) termed as healthy, non-promiscuous sex life to 
follow. It is difficult to avoid discontinuous, "on and off’ 
relationships... 
(by Dominic) 
To Dominic, it was the society's fault to push them to the underground and 
develop ways of dating which are considered "abnormal." When they are put to a 
situation to pursue for love, the desirable thing for human kinds, theyjust select the 
most efficient, but not necessary "moral" way. Love is being placed at a more 
position with higher indexicality to cover the stigma, "promiscuous," that is 
imposed on their sexual practices. 
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Indexing Happiness: When my interviewees were asked on how they felt 
about gays as a collective in the society, they usually said gays were "unhappy."^^ 
In my interactions with my interviewees, I discover that the cause of their 
unhappiness does not stem from their job or their interactions with heterosexuals. 
It comes chiefly from their inability to find their lovers. Hebrew, for example, 
was very disappointed in failing to find someone suitable and willing to develop a 
closer relationship with him after four years' participation in the gay circle. He 
finally left the circle in his sadness. Eric had given a talk on gay love, which is a 
very rare topic for gay organizational activities. He told me that the problem for 
most gays ’s love affairs was that lovers relied totally on each other. They 
expected the other party to play every possible role to support his lover. He said, 
"gays commonly shed all their burdens of unhappiness to the other partner and 
expected the other party to deal with the burdens and made them happy." For 
many gays, romantic love indexes happiness. 
III. Concluding Centering Love 
Love is centered in the lives of many gays whom I met. Besides the obvious 
reason that everybody need to be loved, another one is that the way to approach the 
ones they are interested in and the way to keep a good relationship with lovers are 
largely in mystery, making love as some kinds of puzzles without an answer to gay 
individuals. At the same time, love is mythically connected to happiness, 
something desirable. In such situation, love consumes a lot of energies and 
concerns of gays who have placed their ultimate wish to find lovers. Among my 
interviewees, Aaron, Calvin, Frank and Hebrew are examples of these gays. 
Centering love thus is a significant process to constantly proliferate one of gays' 
core desires in their lives. Lacking rules to follows and being developed under 
social pressure, gay loves, as Eric said, were liable to be broken easily. While 
24 Gay activists always said that gays are unhappy and their unhappiness is caused by the stigma that 
the society has imposed on them. Some of my informants, such as Aaron, Dominic and Isaac also 
used this description in commenting gays' situations in the society as a whole. 
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love is so important in some gays' lives, the difficulties that they experience in their 
love relationship also further assert their blame on the heterosexuals. 
Mutual Reinforcement of Centering Sex and Centering Love 
Sex and love are being centered as the key purposes motivating at the back of 
gays' participation in gay organizational activities and gay entertainment. Love 
and sex reinforce each other's centering process when sex is a conduit to love and 
love is the normative goal for sex. 
Sex helps to center love when it presents itself to be a great temptation to gay 
partners. This temptation makes any "faithful" and lasting relationship vulnerable. 
As Isaac said, the temptation of the gay cruising venues was too large. None of 
his gay friends had a relationship which lasted longer than two years. Yet, I have 
also met two couples whose relationships were stable for a quite long period of 
time but they were rare cases in the gay circle. After visiting gay saunas, Frank 
retold his feeling that most gay people were still searching and waiting, no matter 
whether they have partners or not. Sex thus threatens and easily destroys love 
relationships, causing gays to run in a merry-go-round trap of "falling in love and 
falling out of love." This makes love searching a more dominating activity in 
gays 's life. To accommodate this sexual temptation in love relationship, gays 
invent a new institution called “open relationship" in which the partners are 
allowed to "eam a living,"(搵食，means having casual sex) outside the love 
relationship. 
Romantic love is the motive behind some of my interviewees' cruising 
practices. For those interviewees who are not cruisers, they sympathetically 
explained the cruisers' sexual practices as a response to the suppression of their 
interaction realm of the society. In short, romantic love is positioned by gays 
conceptually as indexing the gay people sexual practices. Under this indexical 
order, gay cruisers rationalize their sexual practices which are considered as 
“improper，，in the society by explain it with a notion praised by themselves and the 
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heterosexuals as well. Such rationalization helps cruisers to act "improperly" 
more comfortably. As Aaron said, "we have no choice.". A lot of environment 
factor tum us into this 'unhealthy' way." 
Concluding Centering ofLove and Sex in Identity Construction 
The processes of centering love and sex have reformed the use of settings. It 
is because cruising is now taken place at the front regions of gays' social space. 
They also encourage the formations of a new institution for intimacy, namely the 
“open relationship." This institution is a compromise for the "clashing" demands 
of centering sex and centering love. Moreover, gays also reorder conceptually sex 
and love with their constituting elements and elements of their other aspects of life. 
All these are manifested differences between themselves and the heterosexuals. 
These differences help to maintain the symbolic distance between the two groups, 
and this in tum is significant in keeping the conceptual boundary between the two 
identities. 
Gays whom I met have recognized these differences. As an initiative ritual, 
gays who have spent a longer time in the gay circle always introduce new comers 
their cruising practices and cruising venues. Isaac, for example, was taken by 
Patrick, his former partner, to bars, saunas and Middle Bay. He explained to him 
how gays cruise. When a gay friend try to introduce Propaganda to me, he led me 
only to the narrow corridors where gay visitors cruise. He explained to me in 
details what did different signs meant in cruising. To him, these were something 
that distinguished most gays from heterosexuals and thus was some information 
about their identity I, as a heterosexual researcher, should collect and write about. 
Centering sex and love is a distinct practice of my gays whom I interviewed 
and observed during the data collection. This, however, does not mean that all 
gays participate in organizational activities and seek gay entertainment solely 
because they want to gain sexual gratification or to find lovers. As Bessel told me， 
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some gays do come just to make some gay friends with whom they can share their 
feelings of being gays. Nonetheless, except Eric and Gabriel, I did not 
encountered such kinds of gays in my interviews. However, Eric has a stable 
lover while Gabriel has just come out to the gay circle. Moreover, the purposes of 
making friends, seeking sexual pleasures and looking for lovers are indeed difficult 
to be so clear cut in actual gay encounters. When a gay fails to develop a 
relationship from a brief acquaintance or a sex partner, he may wish to develop a 
friendship with the person. Their subsequent gatherings are based upon a wish to 
further develop a friendship rather than a wish to have sex or to have a love affair. 
Affections and sexual desires are just initial motivations. 
The mechanisms of centering love and sex mutually assist each other. This, 
as discussed in the previous section, has given rise to a cycle of"falling in love and 
falling out of love" which are commonly experienced by gays . Many gays 
explained this recurrent discouragement by blaming the heterosexuals who limit 
their realm of interactions, force them to practice "sex before love" and cause them 
difficulties in developing love relationships in a "normal" way. Apart from this, 
they also fear of being blackmailed by the cruisers?^ They blame the society for 
not accepting them, which makes blackmailing possible simply because they are 
gay men. As what Edward Lam (an active gay cultural worker) constantly 
complained in his drama: he did not understand "why the existence and survival of 
) A 
gays need(ed) the approval and acceptance of the heterosexuals." 
In brief, in the process of centering sex and love, gays at the same time 
maintain an association ofheterosexuals to an image of"persecutor" to homosexual 
sexual and love desires. This image is articulated sometimes in formal 
presentations of the gay ideas, such as in dramas and in open forums. An example 
is the way how Edward Lam associated an famous Cantonese story "Princess 
25 This was the concern being frequently brought up in formal interviews when they answered my 
questions, "What are the incidents that were happened in the gay circle that you consider as 
important?" Quite a number of them answered straight the way that the problem ofblackmailing is 
important. Moreover, my interviewees still have fresh memories on an incident in which a senior 
government official was blackmailed by a one-night stand sex partner. 
26 Examples are "Once a Princess, always a Princess" and "New Era of Comrade" by Edward Lam's 
Theater. 
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Cheung Ping" with the fate ofhomosexuals in his drama "Once a Princess, always a 
Princess." Princess Cheung Ping lived in a county which is invaded by another 
county. Upon the time when the army of Cheung Ping county is about to be 
defeated, the King, her father asks all the people in the palace to kill themselves in 
order not to avoid being inhumanely slaved or raped by their enemy's army. 
Cheung Ping drinks poison to kill herself with her husband. 
"Princess Cheung Ping" signifies the sacrifice of individuals to the welfare of 
the whole country and the sacrifice of life for chastity. In this symbolism, the 
sexual and affectionate desires of gays are persecuted under the requirements of 
"sexual normality" of the society. For some other gays, the "persecutor's" images 
is exhibited in occasions when, for example, they describe "Breakthrough" (a 
prestigious counseling organization in Hong Kong) as trying to "kill" their 
27 
"deviated" desires which they considered as naturally endowed. The image of 
the heterosexuals as "persecutor" is from time to time reconstructed in gay 
magazines that describe gay love and sex practices. Gays choose the expressions 
such as that they are “in an environment Ml of brutal killings." (Hong Kong Ten 
Per Cent Club, 1998b:9). In addition to the differences in sexual and affectionate 
practices, this image of "other" as "persecutor" also engraves the symbolic distance 
between gays and the heterosexuals. Such distance is important in the gay identity 
construction process. Centering love and sex thus can also be seen as strategies 
subtly resisting the heterosexuals' "persecution." 
27 Michael Lai, a gay activist who has come out to the society, has criticized Breakthrough in an 
open forum that was held in the Chinese University of Hong Kong in October 1997. The topic of 
the forum is about Christian Homosexuals. Dominic had also seen counselor of Breakthrough and 
had similar negative feelings as Michael Lai. 
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Chapter 6 
Redeeming Status and the Image of"Other" as "Stigmatizer" 
This chapter will focus on how gays whom I encountered redeem their social 
. status. They do so by firstly making use of the status symbols which are 
peripheral to heterosexuals. Secondly, they marginalize the impact of stigmas in 
their collective life. Similar to the last two chapters, I will first analyze how my 
informants make use of the "spatiality" encoded on elements that are involved in 
their interactions. Such manipulation aims to align gays with the status symbols 
and de-align them with stigmas. The efforts of individual gays collectively 
establish a new status system for gays. In conclusion, I will argue that what these 
gay people have done to redeem their social status are something promoting their 
perceptions of heterosexuals as “stigmatizer.” Heterosexuals are distanced in the 
process of establishing the new status system. It is because the process has 
aroused gays' consciousness and explored new sites for symbolic protests against 
heterosexual domination. Identity is constructed in this distancing process. 
Statusandstigma: A status symbol denotes positive meanings in a 
community. It is usually attached to a group of people who share some common 
attributes and receive respect from others who do not share these attributes. 
Contrary to a status, a stigma is a symbol which denotes negative meanings and 
arouses a sense of disgust from those who do not share the common attributes of 
the “stigmatized” group. 
Status and stigma are both conceptual and social constructs to represent 
whether a person belongs to the center or the periphery. Core status symbols are 
usually associated with centered activities and reward performers ofthese activities 
with respects and materialistic rewards. For example, a president who occupies 
the "center" position in a country is usually awarded with material benefits which 
are considered valuable by the society, such as good salaries and properties. He or 
she is also accessed to many media channels and human resources to enhance his or 
her access to the very “front region" where he or she gains symbolic rewards such 
as popularity and respects. Stigmas, however, are usually associated with those 
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deviated acts and thoughts. They punish "deviated" performers by depriving them 
from symbolic and material benefits as well as by the pressure from public opinion. 
Usually those deviants are conceptualized as being "at the margin" ofthe society. 
For example, a prisoner is usually rejected by the society to perform important tasks 
and he is not rewarded with respects and good materialistic returns for his efforts. 
Moreover, his activity are usually confined physically to the "back-zoned" and 
"private" ones (the prison) where he is kept to be invisible and forgotten. 
In short, status and stigma strengthen the distribution of people on the center-
peripheral dimensions by symbolic and material rewards and punishments. These 
rewards and punishments are actually symbols to statuses and stigmas. Statuses 
give important persons a "center" position. They also maintain the persons' 
alignments with other "center" persons and with the “center” or/and "front" zoned 
physical/material, sociological and conceptual elements. Stigmas give the 
"deviated" persons "peripheral" positions. They maintain their alignments with 
"peripheral" or/and "back" zoned elements. 
Spatial arrangement of status symbols: 
Statuses and stigmas also have their own spatial patterns. Symbols that are 
highly related to power centers of the society are usually given a "center" spatiality 
in the status system. Different societies have different definitions of central 
statuses. In a capitalist society like Hong Kong, power centers are located at the 
business sectors and the government structures which protect commercial interests. 
Wealth and ownership of commercial businesses are taken as important symbols in 
Hong Kong. Elements which pave people to these “center” symbols, such as 
ones' education level, possession of real estate properties (as land is expensive in 
Hong Kong), etc. are also commonly considered as “center，’ symbols in the city. 
Symbols which denote positive meanings but are less connected to the power 
centers of the society are usually conceptualized as lying at the periphery. These 
symbols may include one's beauty, talent, personality, creativity, youth, etc. 
As hinted in the examples above, the spatial nature of status also affects how 
the symbols are aligned with other physical or sociological elements. Central 
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status symbols are usually aligned with central activities (like daily works), central 
places (e.g. downtown), central timing (day time and weekdays), central institutions 
(e.g. governmental and economic institutes). Peripheral status symbols are usually 
attached to more peripheral activities (e.g. leisure, hobby) and related to the private 
l i fe ofindividuals than the collective (such as women's making-up oftheir faces). 
Using Peripheral Status Symbols 
Gays belong to a group of people which is stigmatized in the society. Gays 
whom I interviewed and observed have shown a strong intention to align with the 
peripheral symbols of heterosexual status systems in order to redeem their status. 
These symbols can be categorized into four groups: 
1. Essentialized symbols 
2. Ambivalent symbols 
3. Rising symbols 
4. Primitive symbols 
I. Aligning with Essentialized Symbols 
Faces, body, talent, age are something we cannot control. They are either 
»•. 
naturally endowed or will deteriorate through the passage of time. Their 
association to the power centers is weak and is not considered central symbols in 
Hong Kong. Yet, people with good looking faces, good body shapes, youth, and 
smartness are always admired. 
1. Gays are More Talented than Common People 
In my interactions with gays, I heard from time to time that gays were more 
talented than heterosexuals in their career and in language ability. They are myths 
constructed among gays. My interviewees explain for this exceptional talent in 
different ways. Eric and Bessel, for example, explained that gays were being 
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looked down because oftheir gay identity and thus they consciously put more effort 
on their careers or studies in order to seek acceptance and recognition through 
performances in their other roles. To them, talents are achieved, not endowed. 
The motivation of such achievement comes from the social pressure. Talents are 
also tools for gay people to survive in a good psychological state under the 
stigmatization. 
Dominic thought that gays did not have the burden of family and thus they 
could spend more time on their works. As the result, they seemed to be more 
talented in their works. To him, talents are also something achieved rather than 
what people commonly regard as being endowed. In explaining gays talents in 
this way, Dominic also re-frames gays as “better persons" than heterosexuals 
despite they are usually despised in the society. His concept also highlights that 
gays' lifestyle in some way is even better than that ofheterosexuals. 
Isaac rationalized the "myth of talents" in another way. He explained that 
gays entertainment has high charges and thus they had to work very hard to make 
more money. In such concept, talent is a result of gays' fighting for chances to act 
out their gayness under the social pressure. Eric gave the most mythical 
explanation to the "myth oftalents." He took gays talents as naturally endowed by 
gays because the "sky" (gods) would not be so unfair. Talents to Eric are rewards 
given by some supernatural authorities to compensate their loss ofbasic respects as 
enjoyed by common people. In rationalizing the myth in this way, Eric re-
balances the positions of gays and heterosexuals conceptually. Moreover, some 
other gays, such as Calvin and Hebrew failed to give a reason for their exceptional 
talents but they agree with the myth. 
The ways these gays rationalize their exceptional talents show their 
unconscious projection of gays subordinate positions in society onto the myth. In 
creating and reproducing the myth, gays either make subtle protest to the social 
pressure, psychologically balance their unequal position with heterosexuals or 
construct an outstanding position of gays to heterosexuals. All in all, once being 
possessed, talents are something not easy to be taken away. These gays redeem 
their status by aligning with this "ever-promising" status symbols in order to seek 
solid attachment to the mainstream status system. 
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2. Good Looking Face and Body as Criteria in Partner and Lover Seeking 
Good looking face and well-built body can significantly raise the status of a 
gay in gays' lover and sex partner searching. They are the most important criteria 
in selecting partners or lovers among many gays whom I met, including cruisers 
and non-cruisers. These criteria are particularly influential in gays' cruising 
venues. Dominic has made an interesting description about his feelings over his 
first few cruising experiences in sauna: 
[I feel] a bit uneasy. A fresh feeling. A little bit …how to say, very 
pragmatic. A place people act pragmatically. People undress 
themselves totally and evaluate each other. This is an occasion that 
many things are determined by your appearance. This typically 
reflects the reality of the gay circle. 
(by Dominic) 
In cruising venues, encounters are momentary. Cruisers usually base on 
these visible criteria to judge whether a gay is suitable for them. This has 
encouraged some gay people to acquire these qualities by body building, 
beautifying their faces and dressing more attractively. A norm that gays should 
pay attention to their appearance is created among them. As the result, some gays 
appear to be always well-dressed and presentable in front ofother gays. 
Instead of personalities, wealth or some other qualities, figure, faces and age 
are usually more important factors in lover-seeking. Among my informants who 
are still “single,” none of them is willing to negotiate his criteria they have set on 
the appearances for choosing partners. Hebrew, for example, has been searching 
for a lover during the past six years but still failed to find one. Yet, facing his 
failure, he still refuses to modify his criteria. -
I like gays who are handsome, healthy-looking, beautiful and masculine. 
I cannot lower my standard, or else, I don't think our relationship will 
last long. 
(by Hebrew) 
Hebrew said that this type of gays give him the sense of security. Calvin and 
Frank also share similar insistences. Calvin did not accept a gay man's proposal 
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to further develop their relationship when they are just brief acquaintances. The 
reason was that the guy was too old and not good looking enough, although Calvin 
agreed that the guy had every other qualities objectively much above the average. 
Frank still insists on his special taste on fat people, despite he is in his late forties 
now. His taste may be a bit different to the mainstream one in the gay circle but it 
is another example to show how gays base on inbom qualities to establish their 
own tastes on lovers or partners. In tum, these tastes shape the collective demand 
on gays' appearances. 
Perhaps under such demand on ones' appearances, more gays go to gyms. 
Data show that during April 97 to March 99, a period when Hong Kong suffered 
economic recession, four new saunas-cum-gyms were opened, summing up to a 
total of 15.28 For those who do not like to go to gym, they have regular schedules 
for physical exercises. An example is Calvin. Calvin told me that he did 
exercises because he wanted to look better and be more attractive to other gays. 
An abstract from a feature story printed on the magazine of the Hong Kong 
Ten Percent Club shows how a gay writer describes gays' general concem on their 
appearance. The feature story highlights that gays are particularly knowledgeable 
on skin caring. It compares gay "brothers" and gay “sisters，’ in this funny way. 
Brother ... Sister ... 
Grasp the microphone and sing In karaoke, they grasp the microphone 
Sandy Lam's songs in karaoke and sing Sandy Lam's song <Not 
Fruitful> and use a manipulated voice 
to sing in a even higher pitch than 
Sandy at the end of the song. 
Dress in "See-through" Dress in "See-through" with a 
“shoulder free” sleeveless shirt inside. 
Have exceptionally good Have exceptionally good knowledge 
knowledge on skin caring (italic on skin caring and buy Japanese 
added). cosmetics at "Chic" (italic added). 
Like gym-going Like gym-going but focus on building 
up their chests 
Ultimate aim in life is to be no Ultimate aim in life is to have no need 
need to worry for eaming for a to worry for eaming for a living but to 
living but to eam for entertainment eam for "bras". 
only 
(Extract from Hong Kong Ten Percent Journal, 9-11.1997, Issue 9，p28). 
28 The data come from a home page for gay news on Internet which address is 
http://sqzm 14.ust.hkM:gayMgay-club.html. 
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This table aims to make a story that is written on masculine and effeminate 
gays more funny. Despite it is written in a casual manner, it does echo what Eric 
told me: many gays cared very much about their skins. He said some gays even 
went to beauty shops regularly for skin treatments, which is common only to a very 
restrictive group of men (such as stage performers, TV or movie stars) in Hong 
Kong. 
Bessel summarized this special caring on looks in a term commonly used by 
gays “ji-ching”（姿整，approximate to the meanings of tidy and good looking). 
Highlighted as a characteristic of gays, he added that many gays like to use 
colognes to give others a good impression. Moreover, a small number of gays 
may have the wish to leam cosmetics. Jan, a young gay, told the reporter of Hong 
Kong Ten Percent Club Journal, “.. .1 wish very much to go aboard one day to study 
a course on cosmetics..." (Hong Kong Ten Percent, 1997b, p.9). 
Having a lot of gay friends, Bessel has good knowledge on how take care of 
their appearances. He however fails to explain for this phenomenon. “It is just 
common among gays," said Bessel. Caring about one's appearance is a 
summarizing phrase to a number of tacit practices of gays. These practices are 
results of gays' shared values and judgments over ones' appearances in their 
interactions. They are structured into some common criteria or mainstreamed 
tastes in lover and partner selections. In these practices and shared tastes, gays try 
to align with, and to further establish the center position of, good looks and body 
shapes as their new status symbols in their collective. 
3. Gays like Young People's Entertainment and are More Resistant to Aging 
Youth is also taken as an important status in the gay culture in two ways. 
Firstly gays prefer young people in lover seeking and cruising. Secondly, the 
nature of gay activities provided by gay entertainment businesses and organizations 
also encourage young instead of old gays to come out to their community. 
Very often, gays who are above 40 will fmd it hard to find lovers or sex 
partners in the gay circle. Isaac told me a common saying in the gay circle. He 
said old gays could only find lovers ifhe had money and was good looking. Some, 
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as he heard, "privatized" those young gays, like those rich men "privatized" 
mistresses. Nonetheless, neither one of us met this type of people. Isaac 
explained that these old gay men only came out to the gay circle to watch gay 
dramas. I thus have no proof on the truthfulness of this myth. Yet, such myth 
gives gays a concept that their hidden community is very large, which consists of 
gays with high social status, namely very rich and very handsome guys. More 
importantly, it is also a myth that signifies the poor situation of old gays in the 
visible gay community. John Lo is a 45 year-old active gay man. He has opened 
a company to publish Hong Kong and Taiwanese gay books. He depicts the 
phenomenon in this way. 
The gay culture in Hong Kong only praises youth and beauty. Gays 
who are not young and beautiful have no market. Those who are a bit 
older should disappear automatically. This is really a tragic. 
Comparatively, the gay circle of Taiwan is more diversified. They 
have bars and saunas for the middle-aged. 
(John Lo. Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1997b，p.l8). 
Frank who is over 45 now also encounters difficulties in finding a partner. 
The reason he gives is that older gays were usually more closeted and do not want 
to come out to the gay circle. Young gays, however, were less likely to accept old 
one as partners. Calvin's love experience may be an example to show this general 
preference ofyoung gays. In his late 20s，Calvin was approached by a gay which 
had every quality he considered good. He rejected him however because he was 
too old for him. They later become very good friends. Nonetheless, there are 
some exceptions. Bessel has met some young gays who like to go to sauna 
popular for middle-aged gays. From his chais with some of them, he knew that 
they like particularly old people who can give them the sense of security. Bessel 
also knows a gay who is in his 20s and is looking for a lover who should be aged 
over 50. Old gays are usually more faithful and are able to give him a sense of 
security. These exceptions, however, are rare among the gays encountered by 
Bessel. 
In views of the difficulties faced by these old gays, a group of gays opened a 
karaoke in 1998 which caters for chiefly gays who aged above 38. One of the 
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owners, Raymond told the reporter ofHong Kong Ten Percent Club the purpose of 
opening such karaoke. 
I feel that most gays go to saunas for sex only. Their relationships do 
not last long. Saunas is a place full of different sorts ofpeople. They 
just want physiological gratification and fail to maintain their 
relationships... 
This circle emphasizes youth too much. I don't think gay venues in 
general are suitable for me. My age has made me feel I am an outsider. 
That is why I wish to provide a place for those who are aged and let 
them share ... 
(Raymond. Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1998b, p. 16). 
The karaoke was named Karma Matured Men's Club. The choice of word “club” 
frames the venue as something warm and non-business. Unlike other gay 
entertainment venues, the karaoke opened and closed earlier to suit the life pattem 
of older people (from 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.) For example, the club set their happy 
hours at 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. instead of near the hour of mid-night. The happy hours 
are set for all male customers and from 9 p.m. onwards, the club serves members 
only (who aged above 38). This helps to screen out those who are too young and 
give mature gays the chances to know other older ones. 
The club however closed down after a few months with a reason unknown to 
me and my informants. Bessel, Ramadon and Eric had visited this club for three 
months after it was opened. Bessel said that, by that time, the club had already 
relaxed the age restriction on customers who came after 9 p.m. Judging from 
what he saw in his visit, Bessel guesses that the club closed down chiefly because it 
failed to survive amidst the keen competition of gay karaokes, especially when it 
operated with an obvious objective to serve the "mature" gay people only. As 
what Bessel leamed from older sauna visitors, quite a significant number of old 
"gays" have married many years ago under the social pressure they faced with 
before the 1990s. These gay people only have limited spare time to come to the 
gay venues to know some gay friends or to have sex with men. They thus choose 
the most efficient way: go to saunas, public toilets or beaches, instead of karaokes, 
bars or gay organizations. Nonetheless, the Karma Matured Men's Club is an 
attempt of older gays to counteract gays' "discrimination" (as the reporter of the 
magazine termed) on older member in the gay community. Older gays try to 
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squeeze a leeway in the dominant gay culture. Such leeway, however, was not 
quite long lasting. 
Moreover, gay entertainment and gay organizations also discourage the 
participation of older gays in their activities. Bars, discos, karaokes, fitness club 
or ball games are activities favored by young gays rather than the old ones. My 
informants told me that older gays could only be found in saunas. In short, as 
what an activist for gay movement Chow Wah-shan commented, the gay circle 
discriminated those aged members. The establishments of gay entertainment 
discourage old gay people to come out and encourage the younger ones to do so. 
Because youth is important in gays' lover searching, some gays fear to get old. 
Isaac told me that many ofhis friends had planned to "play hard" in the gay circle 
when they were still young and got marry with women before they were too old to 
do so. They did not want to be lonely without love in their old age. In doing so, 
gays are indeed further constructing their collective taste over lovers. This further 
discriminates older gay men. 
Perhaps because gays fear to get old; or perhaps many gays give concem very 
much their look; some gays construct a myth that gay people are more resistance to 
aging. Eric commented in his interview that gays in general got old in a much 
slower pace as compare to heterosexuals, despite that they "played hard" in sex. 
He considered this as a natural gift to gays. Youth, as a status symbol as well as a 
myth, is being used by Eric to counterbalance the unequal statuses given to gays 
and heterosexuals in the society. 
The way gays align with the notion "youth" is similar to that they align with 
good appearances. Some gay individuals align with this notion by establishing 
their preferences on young partners. Some gay entertainment businesses 
contribute to establish a "youth" culture in the visible gay community by choosing 
to provide young people's entertainment. Moreover, when some gays construct a 
myth that gays are more resistant to aging, they are using this status symbol which 
is peripheral in the society to counterbalance the stigmatization. 
29 This was said by Chow Wah-shan, in a seminar on Equal Opportunity Act which was organized in 
June 1997 by the Hong Kong Ten Percent Club. 
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II. Aligning with Ambivalent Symbols 
Ambivalent status symbols are those symbols that carry meanings which are 
subject to relatively diverse interpretations in a culture. People who have such 
qualities may find it difficult to gain recognition from others because of this 
ambivalence. Ambivalent symbols thus seldom become central symbols in a 
culture. The reason is that central symbols usually have definite attachments to 
certain attributes or groups of persons in order to substantiate their central position. 
Because they are located at the periphery, ambivalent symbols do not gain respect 
as easily as those centered symbols. These symbols are usually associated with the 
peripheral objects or acts that lie within a weak boundary. Art, for example, is the 
category that always embodies a lot of ambivalent signs for status. Ambiguous 
enough, being artistic can describe a person who is engaged in a profession, live in 
a certain way of life or even walk in a certain way. Ambivalent symbols are 
potentially very powerful status symbols when the person is able to gain acceptance 
on his definitions over the ambiguity. Many artists thus were very famous in their 
alignment to the symbol of"art." 
Some gays whom I interviewed, observed and leamed through my informants 
have aligned themselves with a few ambivalent symbols. Namely, they are good 
taste, beauty, artistic, "In," kind and sensitive. 
1. Gay have Good Tastes, are Fond of Beauty and Artistic 
Taste, beauty and artistry are mythically related to one another in Hong 
Kong's mainstream culture. Under the mythical linkage, an artist must be 
beautiful and have good taste. Those who have good tastes are usually more 
beautiful and have more artists' qualities. Moreover, artists, who are beautiful, 
have good tastes and work in the artistic field will still be accepted even if they 
have messy private lives. Stigmatized behaviors are usually neutralized under the 
name of"artistry." 
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Good Tastes: Good taste is one of the thing some gays insist to have. They 
present themselves as having good taste through their look, home design and choice 
of leisure activities. Some gays entertainment venues which I visited also denote 
a sense of good taste in their interior designs. 
Many gays whom I met pay particularly attention to their looks. This is 
actually recognized as the most salient characteristic of gays by many of my 
interviewees, including Eric, Aaron, Dominic and Bessel, who have spent quite a 
long time in the gay circle. They term this as jiching 姿整(approximate to the 
meanings of beautiful and tidiness). This is also the criterion for some gays to 
distinguish whether a person is a gay or not. For example, Bessel and Dominic 
have spent over six years in the gay circle. They are very confident in their ability 
to distinguish gays and heterosexual men. Bessel failed to articulate by words 
how to distinguish a gay from others. He taught me once in a restaurant where we 
had dinner before we watched a gay drama in a nearby theater. He tried to 
identify if there were any gay who dined at the nearby tables. I found that the 
criteria he used to distinguish gays and non-gays are chiefly based on their 
appearances. I noticed, from his criteria, that short and jelled hairs, well-dressed 
in famous brand clothes��and i  good color complexion (e.g. black or white) as 
well as "cool-looking" are typical ways gays whom he identified presented 
themselves. 
I have no way to prove whether Bessel's distinction was correct or not. Yet, 
I saw that many gays had presented themselves in these ways when they went for 
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gay dramas. Nonetheless, Bessel at least showed his concept on how gays 
normally dressed up. He also showed his concept that gays should have good 
tastes on their clothing and appearances. Moreover, when gays highlight that 
appearance is a sign which they can recognize each other, they are actually 
establishing their dressing norms based on "good tastes." Of course they need to 
confirm one's gay identity by their eye-signals. 
3�Ricky, a gay friend of mine, has quoted the most popular brand among gays. They are "Georgio 
Armani," "Calvin Klein, Montana and Joyce. 
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Gay venues that I visited were usually good in interior design, although their 
leading paths or doors may be uninviting. I have been to five popular bars for 
gays. Only one of them resembled the design of the British side-street bar (Club 
64) For all the other, unlike the British bars, they do not use wood as their major 
materials in interior designs. There is neither wall television set showing football 
match nor pop song machines as commonly found in the US bars. Instead, they 
use lots of metal to give a sense of being special and trendy (such as old 
Propaganda and Zip). Moreover, some gay bars are also designed in special ways 
to give visitors the feeling that the bars are unusual but designed in taste. For 
example, old Propaganda had a long entrance behind its two well-built waiters 
who stationed outside the entrance and the thick black stage cloths that masked the 
entry point. The long entrance was designed as a gray cave with dim lighting. 
Gay visitors usually lined up along the two sides with their crossed arms in front of 
their chests. They gave cool but inviting looks to any incoming visitors. This is 
the typical cruising posture in gay bars. Such entrance design gave some gay 
visitors, such as Isaac, the feeling of entering the “hell”. He found such setting 
particularly impressive. My gay friends who accompanied me to the bar also felt 
excited when they walked through the "cave" entrance. We praised such design. 
Nonetheless, the ability to show good taste somehow depends on the amount 
of money one has. I have also visited some less popular gay bars and their interior 
designs were just ordinary. For example, H20 in the summer of 1997 was with 
very simple design. Judging from a brief glance, the owner has just causally 
divided the venue into two half. One half was a circled area surrounded by a long 
curved bench, probably for dance or performances. The other half was an area for 
bar tables. The lighting for the whole venue was very dim. The venue did not 
show a strong wish of its owner to display a good taste. Listead it was designed 
according to "functional" purposes. 
Moreover, to tell their gay visitors that they are in places of a higher class, 
some popular gay bars also pose very high entry fee as compared to the other gay 
bars which are of "lower quality" and their heterosexual counterparts. The old 
Propaganda is an example. Every entry is charged with $100 in 1997. Drinks 
were on separate charges. 
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My informants who are comparatively well-off are usually very willing to 
spend money on home decorations. Their home show others that they have good 
tastes and are not careless in their living space. I have been to Eric's and Bessel's 
homes. The theme colors of Eric's home are white and black. He has brought 
especially a rose wood chair to give the living room a sense of "Chinese" and 
classy. At the comer ofhis living room, he places a glass wardrobe to displace the 
special collections or gifts from overseas trips. The color tone ofhis living room 
is warm but it is not overdone by things such as patterned curtain or cottage-type of 
sofa to convey the feeling of homely. He also pays special attention to the 
accessories of his kitchen. Moreover, he likes to collect and drink tea and coffee 
with good quality. Eric buys his apartments mainly because it has private rooftop 
on which he can watch the sea and meditate during his "quiet times." He certainly 
has not decorated his apartment in a very artistic and trendy way but such home 
design does tell visitors that the owners have a good taste. As he said, most gays 
paid special efforts on decorating their homes because living comfortably was very 
important to them. Such comfort, as displayed in his home design, is expressed in 
the form of "good taste." His demanding attitude on living quality is also shown 
in his criticisms on his neighbors' home design. He criticizes an apartment 
opposite to his for being lighted up by day-light (white) light-bulbs instead of the 
warm-light ones. He considered this as a sign ofbad taste. 
Bessel's home does not receive lots of sunlight from outside. He gives his 
apartment a light color tone and makes it spacious in the arrangement of furniture. 
Like Eric's home, the theme colors of his apartment are black and white. His 
bedroom uses an open-planned design which has maximized the use of odd spaces 
where it is located. Bessel's apartment gives an overall feeling of comfort and has 
shown the owner's special efforts in arranging the fixmiture to articulate the sense 
of"goodtaste." 
Moreover, some gays also try to show their good taste over their favorite 
singers and choice of CDs. There are four pop singers in Hong Kong whom the 
people called "the four Kings of Heaven." However, among the gays whom I 
talked to, none of them appreciated these singers' songs. Instead, they like those 
who are usually classified by critics as "real artists" and who win supports from 
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people by the qualities of their songs rather than by charisma. These singers 
include Sandy Lam, Faye Wong, Tsui Siu Fung, Phil Collins, Pet Shop Boys, and 
so on. Frank, for example, likes songs with quality. He told me that he did not 
like "the Four Kings of Heaven" because their songs are just not special. They are 
popular mainly because they are being wrap up nicely by advertisements. He liked 
Pet-Shop Boys and Boy George, not because they were gays, but because they were 
really good. 
I will not waste money on a CD if it is not good even the songs are 
sung by gays. My focus is the songs. So happen Boy George and 
Pet Shop boys are gays. 
(by Frank) 
Among all singers, Sandy Lam is the one most favored by gays whom I met 
and read about in their magazines. My informants, such as Bessel and Dominic, 
like her songs simply because “the songs are good." A critic in gay magazine may 
depict such general liking on Sandy Lam in a more elaborate way. 
We cannot deny that the most dominant female singer in Hong Kong 
is Sammi Cheng. Sandy just does not have the luck. But if Sandy 
never appear in the history of popular music in Hong Kong, what will 
happen? Would anyone be able to bring the elements of blues from 
the Black, the lightjazz, hip-hop and such kinds of Westem music to 
Cantonese songs? Cantonese songs might still be staying at the stage 
of rearranging Japanese songs. 
("Little Soldier", Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1997a，p.33). 
Sandy Lam represents an image of an extraordinary good quality which is 
unmatched by other singers in Hong Kong. I have asked my informants why 
Sandy Lam is so much favored by gays in general, they could simply told me that 
"her songs are good" or "she belongs to the group which charm others by quality, 
not by her appearances or other things". But among all other singers who belong 
to such a "quality" group, gays select Sandy Lam as their common idol. Display 
in such favor is gays' attempt to align with her image (a non-mainstream and extra-
ordinary good) to show that gays do not follow the majority blindly and have 
educated tastes. 
To recapitulate, gays whom I interviewed and observed show their intentions 
to align with the notion "good tastes." They work out such alignment in different 
practices. Some display their taste through their appearances; some through their 
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home designs; and some through their idols and favorite songs. Some gay 
entertainment venues reflect gays' alignment with "good tastes" by their venue 
designs and their pricing systems. These scattered individual practices can be 
added up to show quite an impressive pattem on gays' attempts to raise their status 
(as being depreciated by the society) through the notion ofhaving good tastes. 
Beauty and artistry: Gays whom I encountered display quite a strong alignment 
with the notions "beauty" and "art." Within such a small community with only 
six to seven active gay organizations, they have five drama companies which were 
headed by homosexuals.^' I have watched some of the shows and they were 
almost full house. There is also an Art and Culture Club which periodically 
organizes gatherings on dances, book sharing, paintings etc. Attendants are 
usually over 30. 
I read through the gay magazines and find that the features on gay artists, 
performers, directors and writers are numerous, I have also heard a number of 
times in casual talks among gays friends or organizational members on “who and 
who" in the film or TV industries are gays. Probably because of all these, most of 
my interviewees share a myth that gays in general are more talented in art than 
heterosexuals do. Artistry is a quality which is highlighted by Calvin, Dominic, 
Eric and Frank as one of their key characteristics which differ gays as a whole from 
the heterosexuals.33 In brief, artistry is a very ambivalent notion that basically 
connotes positive meanings. Gays align with this notion through their supports to 
their gay drama companies. Such supports encourage the growth of these 
companies. They also align with the notion "artistry" by generating a myth that 
31 These five homosexuals are Edward Lam, Jimmy Kwok, Lau Chak Yuen and Philip Kwok and a 
lesbian Aaron. 
32 Introducing gay artists is one of the key topics in gay organization newsletters. Examples can be 
easily found in the Hong Kong Ten Per Cent Journals. See Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1994, 
pp.17-19; 1996, pp.6-10, 1997a，pp.15-16，1998a，pp.16-17, 1998c, pp.14-16 for examples. Also 
see Satsanga, 1997b，pp.8-9. 
33 Nonetheless, I would agree with Aaron who said that this was just a false conceptions. The 
number of gay artists were still small as compare to those heterosexual ones. I would think that gay 
artists face less pressure to "come out" because the working environment of art allows more 
freedom. 
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they are more artistic than general people; and substantiate such myth by 
disseminating rumors about famous artists as gays. 
Beauty is also aligned with the gay community when individual gays use it as 
the key criterion to select their lovers and sex partners. An article in Satsanga's 
newsletter (1997a，p.24) can be served as a good example. In the article, the 
editor criticized that a new gay magazine which printed men's bodies and seductive 
gestures was of bad qualities. He commented that this magazine is obscene and 
has displayed men's bodies in a bad taste. I compared the magazine that he 
termed as elegant with the new magazine that he termed as obscene. The 
differences are on the aesthetic values of the models' postures and of the 
backgrounds of the photos. When beauty is used to judge the front-zoned sex and 
body and justify their appropriateness to be placed at the front region, gays are 
actually using beauty to justify public display of male bodies. At the same time， 
they are also using such bodies to align themselves and their practices with the 
notion "beauty." 
2. Gays are “In，， 
Being "In" means being fashionable with good tastes. "In" may not be a 
status symbol in every segment of a population. In groups which the norms are 
strict and deviations on ideology and life style are forbidden, "In" could be a stigma, 
a sign ofbeing impractical, crazy and disturbing social order. Still, among quite a 
number of Hong Kong people, "in" is associated with positive feelings. Gays 
whom I observed show such feelings disproportionately. 
Aligning with postmodernism: Postmodernism appears in Hong Kong's 
cultural fields as an "In" thought. It challenges the legitimacy of structured 
categories. It is aligned with the gay circle by a famous gay cultural worker 
Edward Lam through his dramas, talk shows and writings. 
In his talk show "Ge Wei Tong Zhi Wan An 1997” (Good Night, Comrades 
1997), he stressed that the alignments of homosexuals to abnormality, queer and 
ugly was wrong. He tried to deconstruct the meanings of name by games. In one 
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of these games, Lam asked a few members of the audience to get on the stage. He 
then asked them to matched some names of people which denoted meanings on 
masculinity and femininity to different actors who were standing on the stage. He 
later revealed the right matching, demonstrating that some very strong or rude-
looking man may have a feminine name while those weak-looking one may have a 
masculine name. Lam tried to show in this game that names always misdirect 
people's conceptions on things. He then asked about the views of the audiences 
on some stigmatizing names which have been attached on gay people in the past 
and at present. Through the game, Lam tried to bring out an message that gays did 
not change in essence and people look at them differently because they attached 
different names to them. Trying to be broad on the issues, Lam also brought the 
discussion out of the context of gays and de-aligned the connections between 
women and weakness. In such a way, he aligned gays with women, a group who 
has successfully gained good progress on equality and sympathy of the society. 
In his drama "Once a Princess, Always a Princess" (1996), Lam also 
challenged that ones' identity should not be determined by another group. The 
drama begins with an actress shouting repeatedly for a few minutes, 
He is Bobby. I am Bobby's girl friend. Bobby is my boy friend. I am 
Bobby's girl friend. Bobby is my boy friend. I am Bobby's girl friend. 
Bobby is my boy friend. I am Bobby's girl friend. Bobby is my boy 
friend.... 
(A speech by an actress in "Once a Princess, Always a Princess" 1996.) 
At the end, we still did not know the name of the girl. Her identity is "Bobby's 
girl friend." Throughout the drama, Lam juxtaposed the old and the new, the 
traditional characters (e.g. an Empress) and the modem characters (e.g. an clerk in 
an office), the Mainland and Hong Kong (by playing Beijing operatic songs and 
Hong Kong pop songs together). He tried to articulate a feeling of confiision. 
Such feeling represent the loss of identity of gays as well as the lost of identity of 
Hong Kong people in their return to the Mainland. In such alignment, Lam put 
gay issue under the postmodern thoughts as well as the most current and incisive 
concem of Hong Kong people. He, at the same time, align gays issues with two 
prominent "in" issues. 
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Very few gays whom I met like Edward Lam's drama. He is but one widely 
respected by his courage to come out before the society and challenge the 
heterosexual domination. His idea on deconstructing the binary segregation of 
homosexuality and heterosexuality was also recycled by many of my interviewees 
when they expressed their views on how the society should look at them. All in 
all, by aligning with postmodern thoughts in the front zoned performances, Edward 
Lam has created sites for gays to protest against the stigmatization in the most 
trendy but positive ways. He also helps to instill a concept in gays that the social 
pressure is unjustified and "old fashioned." 
Revolutionary idol—Madonna : Among all the pop idols of gays, Madonna 
is probably the one who attracts most gays whom I met. Many gays (such as 
Frank, Dominic and some other gays whom I encountered but unnamed 
previously in this report) like her not just because of her songs per se but her 
norms-challenging style. Madonna was famous (or notorious for somebody) for 
using non-traditional and explicit sexually-connotative ways to express human 
passions and sexual desires in her songs and stage performances. This had 
brought her lots of difficulties during her world concert tour in 1990.^ ^ While a 
lot ofpeople are criticizing the choice ofMadorma to play Evita in the movie name 
after this former Argentina heroine, some gays seemed to show their great support 
to her purely out of their emotional attachment to their idol. A gay interpret the 
acting in this emotional way. 
Madonna knows that she is no longer young. ... "Evita" is her life-or-death 
decision to see if she can climb up to a new horizon in her career. If she 
fails she will be over. 
Such a brave woman! 
(Little Soldier. Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1997a，p.33). 
Madonna's music video was also shown in Flex, a gay bar that I visited with a 
group of gay friends. The bar chose the shots and songs in which Madonna was 
34 Readers who are not familiar but interested in Madonna's style can take a look at the video Dino 
de Laurentiis Communications (1991), In Bed with Madonna. 
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very sexy and performed with very seductive and norm-challenging gestures. The 
bar tenders, however, did not choose Madonna's performances in her Asian tour in 
which she dressed more extravagant but danced in more timid and norm-abiding 
ways. They also had not choose videos in which Madonna was feminine and 
elegantly dressed as a typical woman, such as in "Material Girl." Reflecting in 
these choices was the bar tenders' unconscious intention to represent gays' general 
wish to protest against the norms of society through their idol. Following 
Madonna's video show was a homosexual parade in Holland, in which gays and 
lesbians were dressed in special way to challenge the dressing norms ofthe country 
and yelled while they matched. Such juxtaposition even highlighted Madonna's 
revolutionary image. While Madonna's show were on, some of my gay friends 
turned their heads to watched the show and expressed their appreciation to 
Madonna's courage to act bravely against the norms. 
The two "In" icons, postmodernism and Madonna do not just represent some 
gays' wishes to align with the peripheral status symbols of the society. They are 
icons which crystalize gays' resentments towards heterosexuals' stigmatization on 
them. In aligning with the postmodern thought of de-categorization, and 
appreciating norm-changing behaviors, gays challenge the heterosexual hegemony 
in a more symbolic way. 
3. Gays are Kind and Sensitive 
Kindness and sensitivity are good personality traits that are cherished by Hong 
Kong people, but they are not taken to be most important status symbols. There is 
a famous Cantonese proverb "chong-chong-jik-jik chong-shui-hut-sik"(忠、]£直直 
終需乞食，meaning "kind and straight would finally lead to begging"). When 
kindness undermines the economic well-being of a person, it is no longer a 
desirable thing. Sensitivity on the other hand is highly associated with women. 
It is a marginal quality for men to evaluate themselves, although it is a positive 
trait. 
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Most of my interviewees think that gays are kinder than the heterosexuals in 
general. Bessel, Calvin, Dominic and Hebrew for example, all highlight that 
"kindness" is a characterizing marker of gays. This feeling does not contradict 
with the general distrust among gays because kindness is always based on trust. 
Sensitivity is a quality which some interviewees, such as Isaac, Frank, Bessels 
and Calvin, perceive to be shared by many of them. It is not an inbom quality. 
As Isaac and Bessel said, gays learned to be sensitive through their pains in their 
life. Such belief also made Bessel think that gays could win heterosexuals in 
gaining friendships. Isaac also thinks that gays always interpret news in a more 
humane way. 
In aligning with kindness and sensitivity, gays project a more humane image 
ofthemselves. When many gays think that they are even kinder and sensitive than 
the heterosexuals, they are actually articulating a collective feeling among them that 
they are even better persons than heterosexuals in some ways. The alignments, 
thus is a strategy consciously used by the gays to balance the unequal status ofthem 
and heterosexuals in society. 
III. Aligning with Rising Symbol: the Middle Class 
Middle class is a rising group in Hong Kong in political, economic and 
entertainment scenes since 1980s. During this period, the development of a 
representative government in Hong Kong was speeded up under the hasty retum of 
the city's sovereignty to China. The middle class has become the new source of 
political power.35 T^eir interests and concerns were brought about by the liberal 
and democratic parties to the political and media highlights.^^ Moreover, middle 
35 Anthony Cheung (1988) identified the middle class as the group of middle aged people who bom 
after the second world in Hong Kong; who grown up in the lower class; and received westernized 
education. He said that this group of people contributed a class which rose up in the 80s for 
political power. They gave the greatest supports to democracy and liberty. Cheung named this 
class as "new middle class." 
36 The Liberal Parties are particularly active on the issues like environmental protections, democracy, 
"sandwich-class" housing subsidies etc. These are all issues concerned by the middle class. 
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class were those educated people with disposable income and spare time to enjoy 
life. The market quickly absorbed the needs of this growing class. Lots of 
entertainment like fashion chain stores and karaokes are opened. Compare to the 
1970s, the TV series also shifted from stories about the very poor and the very rich 
to increasingly portray the lifestyle of middle class people.^^ In brief, Hong Kong 
has a strong middle class culture. 
Gays have strong alignments with the middle class, the rising symbol. As 
Chow Wah-shan comments, the gay circle was too much of the middle class in 
nature which has discriminated against those gays of the lower strata. The 
alignments are founded in their practices related to their interests and hobbies, 
concerns and political ideology. These alignments were also reflected in what my 
informants said in their interviews and in their practices. Despite that my 
informants vary in their job status, who hold positions ranging from the clerical 
ones to top professional managerial ones, they all identify with the middle class 
symbols. 
1. Gays Have Middle Class Interests and Hobbies 
The entertainment and leisure activities of my interviewees and gay 
acquaintances resemble those of the middle class instead of the lower and upper 
ones. They like bar going, discos, karaokes, gym going, hiking, Hi-Fi, music etc. 
All these are leisure activities common to the educated middle class men. Among 
all gays in my encounters, none of them showed that they like horse racing, the 
most popular leisure activity of the lower class. None of them told me that they 
liked to play golfs, which are activities of the upper class. 
Gay organizations and entertainment businesses play a significant role in 
mainstreaming these interests and hobbies by the nature of activities and services 
37 For example, the TV drama series of the 70s focused on struggles and love affairs between rich 
families. Examples are popular series 家變（FamilyTurbulence)and 狂潮 (The Great Tide). 
The others are mainly those difficulties faced by the lower class and good nature of them. 
Examples are 七十二家房客(72 Room Renters). 
38 Chow Wah-shan made this comment in a seminar on the Equal Opportunity Act which was 
organized by Hong Kong Ten Percent Club in June 1997. 
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they provided. Common activities of gay organizations are like seminars, indoor 
ball games, movie watching, dances etc. All these activities are mainly indoors 
which characterize the type of life styles of the middle class. Lower class is 
associated much more with the “public，’ and "open space" in their leisure activities. 
They prefer to spend their leisure time on, for example, window shopping, than 
playing computer games. They also prefer picnic than watching videos at home. 
The gay entertainment circle also mainstream the leisure pattem of gays to just 
a few types favored by the middle class. They are indoor activities with high 
charges on services. Sauna and bar goings are examples. As Dominic and Isaac 
quoted, gay saunas charge about $100 to $150 per entry. Gay bars charge about 
$30 to $50 per drinks. (The prices are sampled at Cluh 97, Propaganda, Flex and 
CE Top). These are not the price willing to be paid by the lower class gays. 
Some gays who are not so well-off thus have to work harder for their gay 
entertainment. Isaac portrayed that some of his friends worked particularly hard 
as compare to his heterosexual friends. He attributed the reason to their needs to 
spend on their entertainment in the gay circle. 
2. Gays Concern Physical and psychological health 
Middle class pay much attention to their health and this has paved the way for 
entry of health and herb food shops to the Hong Kong market.'' These concerns 
were also those of the gays during my observation period. For example, most of 
the gay organizations periodically arranged talks on psychological and social 
healthiness. Examples are Satsanga's "EQ for Gays，，(1997) and “Pathology of 
Addicted to Love" (1998). Gay organizations also jointly held a ‘‘Tongzhi 
(homosexual) Health Week" (1998). Moreover, many members in Satsanga's 
annual lunch gathering (1999) expressed their target to improve their health in the 
coming year. Some of them target to develop a habit of swimming everyday. 
Some planned to play taichi. Some scheduled for regular outdoor exercises. 
39 Health food and herbs entered Hong Kong in the early 90s. During these years, the middle class 
politicians had given much concem on environmental protection and this topic has always enlisted 
on the agenda ofthe legislature. Some newspaper (e.g. South China Moming Post) even devoted 
halfapage periodically to update the news on the related issues. 
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Health is also a key concem of some of my interviewees. Eric, for example, is 
one who pays particular attention to his psychological health. He describes 
himself as perfectionist who always give himself a lot of stresses. He thus leams 
mediation and exercises it every evening. This helps him to keep a healthy life. 
He also think that gays may suffer from more psychological stresses. He has 
arranged a session in Satsanga,s meeting to teach other members the way to do 
mediation exercises. Frank, as another example, plays tennis with his friends each 
week to keep good health. 
I never heard the term "middle class" when gays talked about their 
entertainment and leisure activities. However, it is a general inclination of the 
gays whom I observed and such inclination is revealed in their collective and 
individual practices. Some gays align with the middle class by establishing 
collective "tastes" over their entertainment and lifestyle. These tastes are being 
mainstreamed through their peer cultures. The circles of gay friends whom I made 
friends with were quite similar in terms of their outlooks, spending patterns and 
entertainment styles. Some variations are of course found between circles of 
friends of different ages. Secondly, such alignment is shown in their preferences 
on gay activities. These preferences display themselves as "demands" to the 
supply of the organizations and businesses. 
Readers may query whether my interpretation on gays' alignment with middle 
class is invalid. You may think that this is a result of my limited exposure to the 
gay people. Some of you may think that those who go to public toilets may 
belong to the lower class and have another type of life style. I have only 
interviewed and observed a small number of gays and this does weaken my 
interpretation. Nonetheless, there are indicators that the venues that I observed 
would not necessarily attract middle-class gays. Hebrew only had a low pay job 
but he still visited gay bars and joined the activities of gay organizations. I have 
also met a young gay man who just came out to work in Club 97, although he was 
an infrequent comer. Moreover, Aaron and Bessel told me that those who go to 
public toilets were those who have a strong need to cover up their identity. 
Probably they are those married bi-sexuals or who have very good social status. A 
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senior government official has actually been blackmailed by his momentary sex 
partner after his visit to a public toilet. 
IV. Aligning with Primitive Symbols: Number and Size 
Large number and big size often signify the significance of an act or an object 
in traditional societies. For example, villages with larger populations usually 
serve as market, the center of people's activities. The most important god 
deserves the biggest temple. Aged people (who live on earth for a longer time) 
also got higher status in the traditional society. The significance of size and 
number, however, decrease in their significance in modem society. Symbolic 
signs such as skills, information, knowledge, advancement etc. signify more the 
status of a person, a place or an object. Gays make use of these primitive symbols 
to redeem their status. 
Among all myths in the gay circle, the 10% myth is the most wildly believed 
one. To gays, the myth tells that 10% of the total population in the world are 
homosexuals. This myth bases upon the result of an academic study by Kinsey in 
the 1948 (See Chow, 1995a, pp.10-11). It was find out that 10% ofUS men lived 
in homosexual lives. This figure does not necessary show the situation of all 
countries. For example, Chow Wah-shan's (1996b) study in 1996 found out that 
only 3.90/0 of the population in Hong Kong admitted that they were either 
homosexuals or bi-sexuals in a telephone survey. These people may not be living 
in homosexual life styles too. Gays ignore the findings of a local survey and 
borrow one which support a greater number of them. The myth is even 
strengthened by its authoritative source: the academia. 
The 10% myth is being disseminated through lots of channels in the gay 
community such as drama^ newsletters," seminars^^ etc. It is even selected by the 
4�Drama by Tongzhi Studio, "Tongzhi Tongzhi" (1997) has mentioned this myth a number of times 
such to assert a protest on suppression of the society on homosexuals. 
41 An example can be found in Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1994，pp.5-7. 
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Hong Kong Ten Percent Club as their organization name. Using this percentage, 
gays try to relocate themselves from being a minority at the margin of the 
heterosexual society to a more centered position. They think that their gay 
community is now still small because many gays among the 10% population are 
still hiding in their own closets. 
Some of my informants even project their own ideals on what gays are onto 
this invisible group. For example, Eric, a gay activist, believes that many gays are 
still closeting themselves because ofthe social pressures. He thus see his mission 
in helping them to come out through pushing forward the gay rights movement. 
Calvin is kind and relatively shy. He thinks that those who are still living in their 
own closets must be kind and shy too. That is why they fear to come out. They 
are good and sincere people. Frank is a gay man in his mid-forty and still fails to 
find a suitable lover. He thinks that many of those who are still hiding up 
themselves must be those of his age. They do not come out because, as he said, 
the gay entertainment do not suit their needs. Gabriel, a young man, who had just 
came out from his closet by the time when I met him, said that there must be a lot 
of gays by-passing him everyday without his notice. These people must be living 
in a life resemble the one he lived in before he came out. In other words, Gabriel 
projected his pressure of hiding up himself onto the invisible group. In short, to 
some gays, the hidden population serves as what Benedict Anderson (1993) called 
the "imagined community." Through this community, these gay individuals 
symbolically joined the hidden population which is large in size and develop good 
feelings on gays in general. 
IV. Conclusion on Aligning Peripheral Status 
Gays are being stigmatized under the domination of heterosexuality. To 
redeem their status, these gay informants do not align with the central status 
symbols ofthe society such as wealth, career and real estate properties. This does 
not mean that money, career and apartments are not important to them. As 
42 For example, in an open forum on Christian Homosexuals held by JUQU in December 1997, the 
host and the gay speaker had both mentioned this percentage. 
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members of Hong Kong society, they work hard to eam a living. They have 
aspirations like many other heterosexuals in having their own apartments and being 
promoted in job. They interact with heterosexuals in their different roles in life as 
common people. These central status symbols also induce respects from other 
gays. They, however, are not important status symbols in the gay community as a 
whole. In gay interactions, the peripheral status symbols of the society are more 
significant to bring respects and admiration of a person. These status symbols 
include the essentialized, the ambivalent, the raising and the primitive ones. My 
gay informants, while in their interactions with other gays, align themselves with 
the "markers" ofthe symbols, such as the “young” people's entertainment, the dress 
of “artists,” the CD preferences of "in" people, the concern of “middle class," and 
so on. Dress, entertainment, leisure etc. are peripheral arenas in the heterosexual 
society. Moreover, they also create myths that gays are more talented, more 
humane, more resistance to aging, and so on. Through such alignments, these gay 
individuals resist the stigmatization which is imposed on them by the society. 
They do so by building the collective frame that "gays are good or even better in 
some qualities which are possessed by only very few heterosexuals." 
Relocating Stigma to Peripheries of Gays' Lives 
Before doing this research, I shared with many heterosexuals a false beliefthat 
gays knew very well how the society look at them. I started this thesis with this 
false belief, hoping to find out how gays handle these stigmas. I was surprised to 
fmd out in my interviews that many gays whom I met ignored how the society look 
at them. Many of them just evaded thinking about this issue. They prevented 
themselves from getting involved in situations of discussing or listening to any 
discussion on homosexuality. 
For examples, Calvin once watched television with his family members. 
What on show was the news about an open marriage ceremony of a Taiwanese gay 
man, Shu Youseng. His family members started to discussed about the marriage. 
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Calvin tried to steer the discussion to other topics but failed. He then made an 
excuse to tum the television to another channel. In this way, as Calvin said, he 
did not have to express any views on homosexuality, or listen to others' views on 
the issue. Most importantly, he did not have to run the risk of suggesting his 
identity in keeping his silence. Many other interviewees of mine also use this 
evading tactic to avoid any occasions that their identity may be uncovered. 
Commonly, they avoid engaging in any discussion about marriage and courtship 
with heterosexuals. Isaac for example, even does not join any wedding banquets 
in which occasions he might be asked about his courtship or marriage. 
Gays who have come out to their family or friends are no better in their 
knowledge of how heterosexuals look at them. Experiences of Eric and Frank 
may serve as examples. After they revealed their identity, their family members 
hesitate to initiate topics on homosexuality in their chats with them. (Frank's 
sister who studied psychology in the U.S. is an exception.) Eric would think that 
people feel embarrassed to ask him about his identity. It is because they are not 
sure how the gay person feel about the chats. 
Despite the fact that my interviewees are unable to tell by words the stigmas 
which have been imposed on them, their practices display a tendency to peripherize 
a few stigmas in their social lives. These stigmas are "camp," "promiscuity" and 
"AIDS transmitters." The peripherization process takes the form of (1) 
manipulating the boundaries of stigmas, (2) aligning with centered notion of 
masculinity, and (3) peripherizing stigmatized practices. 
I. Manipulating Boundaries of Stigmas to De-align Gays from them 
Stigmas are signs to represent and to highlight the peripheral positions of a 
person in a society. Same as those status symbols which are peripheral in the 
mainstream society, the boundaries of definitions for stigmas are also loose. 
Stigmas are also relatively ambiguous in meanings. Gays whom I interviewed and 
observed manipulate the boundaries of definitions of "promiscuity" and AIDS. 
They do so by firstly shifting their boundaries, and secondly dissolving their 
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boundaries. These boundaries originally help segregating the center group, the 
heterosexuals from the stigma. 
1. Shifting Boundary of "Promiscuity" 
It is quite a common way among heterosexuals in Hong Kong to interpret 
"promiscuity" as having sex with more than one women at one time, particularly if 
these women are strangers to the man (such as prostitutes). Such interpretation 
is also shared by some gays who are conservative in sex, such as Calvin. Some 
gays do not interpret "promiscuous" in terms of the number of partners of and the 
degree of acquaintance with sex partners, under which definitions they certainly are 
promiscuous. They borrow two marginal interpretations which are also denoted 
by the concept of"promiscuous" in redefinition the concept's boundaries. 
"Promiscuity ” as a way ofpractices: Bessel, a former frequent sauna visitor, 
redefined "promiscuity" as "unsafe sex." He said that a person was 
"promiscuous" ifhe did “a lot ofthings which were dangerous and disregarding the 
results." Under this definition, promiscuity was being aligned with the negative 
signs of "sickness" and "destruction of body." These notion detached gay's 
sexual practices from the issue of morality and align them to the issue of"health." 
"Promiscuity" as bad intentions: Aaron is a frequent sauna visitor. He 
redefined "promiscuity" as the "temptation made with cheating intentions." He 
said all men were promiscuous because they have strong sex drives. It was not so 
often to be expressed among heterosexual men because their sex partners, women, 
concem about chastity and fear to have babies. 
A heterosexual man thus has to go through a long path of dating before 
they can have sex with the woman, and this process is unnecessary 
between man and man's interactions. 
(by Aaron) 
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He considered a heterosexual man to be "promiscuous" ifhe intentionally cheated a 
woman, got her to bed and left. In this way, he even deducted a logic that sexual 
relationship between gays were usually less "promiscuous" because no cheating 
was needed. In this redefinition, promiscuity was being aligned with the negative 
notion, "lies," which was also disliked by gays too. 
In short, Aaron and Bessel manipulate the definitions of "promiscuity" from 
the degree of acquaintances with partners and number of the sex partners (the 
persons) to the act itself. They then realign the acts to some desirable notions 
such as “health,, and "honest." In such manipulation, the gays shift the boundary 
of"promiscuous" such that they are excluded in the new definitions. 
2. Dissolving Boundaries between Gays and the Center Group on "AIDS" 
Gays in Hong Kong are strongly associated with the deadly disease AIDS. 
Some gay drama directors and gay activists have made use of the statistics released 
by the government in 1997 that the absolute number ofheterosexual HIV carriers is, 
for the first time, higher than the number of homosexual ones. Ignoring the fact 
that the percentage of HIV infected persons among gays are still much higher than 
that of the heterosexuals, some gay drama directors and activities make use of 
statistics in a literal way to create a myth that the heterosexuals, instead of the 
homosexuals, were the key AIDS transmitters. For example, such interpretation is 
found in the gay drama "Tongzhi Tongzhi" (1997) and gay activist Aaron's speech 
in BMCFs fellowship meeting. This myth was quickly leamed by some gays 
whom I met. It was used by Frank in his formal interview for detaching gays from 
the negative alignment with AIDS. Such manipulation helps gays to de-align the 
stigmas with their key activities, namely cruising and sex, that signified their 
identity. 
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II. Alignment with Masculinity to Eliminate the Image of Camp 
Some gays de-align the notion "camp"'' by building their bodies and creating a 
shared preference over "masculinity" (an important sign to indicate a person as a 
man). As mentioned in the section on "Centering Sex" earlier in the last chapter, 
some gays like going to gyms to build up their bodies in order to have broad chests 
and shoulders. This helps them to attract other cruisers under dim lights. 
Moreover, gays also construct a shared tastes over lovers, sex partners and 
friends. Camp people are highly disliked. There is a free tabloid Hong Kong 
Magazine on news about local arts, entertainment and eating places. This 
magazine is distributed freely at many entertainment venues in the city. Some 
gays post their advertisements to look for friends or partners on the page “Hong 
Kong Personal" under which there is a section called "men wanting men." A 
large majority ofthese advertisements highlight the criteria of"straight-acting" and 
"masculine." Here are some examples I select only from the issue July 4 to July 
13 1997. I have highlighted the demand for masculine qualities in italics. 
幻"Camp" refers to feminine gestures and tone of voices. This is a more obvious stigma to the gays. 
Despite some gays thought that gays are relatively more "camp" than heterosexuals (e.g. Dominic, 
see also Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1996, p.lO,) only Aaron considered himself camp. Camp is 
also a word used by the gays in naming themselves. 
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*TKeK toMtiH^ mm 
SLIM CHINESE, 27，5 '6" , liking swimming, 
reading & traveling. Seek over 28, non-smoker, 
mature, sincere, nice-looking for friendship & train 
me in Gym. Letter w/photo & contact no. 
appreciated. Straight-acting only. 
OVERSEAS-EDUCATED CHINESE 26, 5 10，，， 
good physique, mature, caring seeks sincere 
considerate, nice-looking gentleman for long-term 
relationship. 
CHINESE, 25，PROFESSIONAL nice-looking, 
straight-acting. Seek similar guys for relationship 
and friendship. Letter and photo appreciated. 
SINCERE, STRAIGHT-ACTING NS Chinese 31, 
overseas educated. Love traveling, swimming, 
physically fit seeks considerate, caring friends. 
Write with photo. 
CHINESE, HANDSOME WELL-BUILT U-
graduate, aged 26, 5'8", seeks 26-35 masculine nice 
guy for Companion. Photo appreciated. 
CHINESE, 21，HANDSOME tall, active, 
considerate, interested in sports, music, seeks 
straight-acting, attractive Chinese. Photos with 
letters. 
(Hong Kong Magazine, 1997, p.50). 
The above selections show that gays who posted the advertisements favored 
straight acting and masculine guys. They also show the gays' emphasis on their 
"straight-acting" quality in order to attract other gays who read the advertisement. 
A phenomenon is reflected in these advertisements, that is gays in certain ways 
have mainstreamed their tastes over partners. 
Indeed quite a number of gays whom I interviewed told me that they would 
not accept camp lovers or sex partners. As mentioned before, Hebrew, as example, 
said that he could only accept a gay who is masculine as his lover and he would not 
negotiate on this criterion. Moreover, an story of Hong Kong Ten Percent Club's 
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Journal (1996，pp.8-11) that is based on an interview with gays gives us another 
example. Ah Sei is a "camp" gay who liked to play in women's role in Cantonese 
Opera. He told the reporter that his partner must not be a "camp" one even those 
he accept "campness" very well. 
My partner should give me a sense of security. He should not be 
‘camper, than me. Ah Dai (Aaron) is absolutely not my type. 
‘ (by Ah Sei) 
"Camp" to Ah Sei was a quality not just associated to woman, as the usual sense, 
but also some negative notions such as weakness and insecurity. By defining his 
choice of partner to only manly type, Ah Sei re-aligns himself, a camp gay, to the 
mainstream taste ofhis collective. 
Being a camp man does not mean that he will lose every friendship in the gay 
circle. Aaron is a good example. He terms himself as a "one hundred percent 
camp," who is even more feminine than women. He is however very popular 
among gays because of his extreme kindness, outgoing and active personalities. 
Nonetheless, he is still not the type many of my interviewees like to gather with in 
public places or select as lover. In general, my interviewees dislike mostly the 
occasions when camp people laugh in public areas. Frank, for example, said, 
. . . I f they laugh in camp ways, I can't stand it. I can't accept camp 
very much. ... Ifthey talk about tongzhi (homosexual) topics (in public), 
it is still fme for me... but ifhe suddenly laugh loudly and in camp way, 
I would feel very embarrassed. 
(by Frank) 
"Camp" to Frank was a sign that would indicate gays' sexual identity in public 
places. A camp laugh of other gays would reveal an identity which he tries to 
cover up when he interacts with heterosexuals. In establishing a taste to select and 
interact with gays with manly behaviors, Frank helps himself to de-align with the 
stigma that would betray his identity. 
In short, many gays whom I knew and encountered de-align with the notion 
"camp" by manipulating their body as well as their criteria on selecting friends and 
partners. These manipulations bring them closer to the heterosexual men, people 
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being at the center. They do so by aligning with the normative characteristics of 
"men" in heterosexual society. As a result, camp people is in some ways 
discriminated in the love and sexual pursuits of gays. Camp gays in general, as 
Aaron termed, had "lower marketability." 
III. Relocating Stigmas to Peripheral Practices 
While "camp" is being taken by the heterosexual society as a conclusive 
notion on how gays in general act all the time in all type of activities, some gays 
whom I knew confined the expressions of their camp nature to only practices and 
activities which are considered peripheral to the heterosexual society. 
Relocating "camp" to jokes: In formal activities (such as seminars), it is a 
tacit rule of gays not to call another gay by any term with effeminate connotations. 
In more informal occasions, I surprisingly found lots of effeminate terms 
"invented" by gays to make fun of their friends. The most common one is to call 
each other as "ji-mui"(姊妹，means sister). I cannot locate the origin of this term 
but probably it is used to signify the closeness and trust between two friends. 
Women in Hong Kong usually use this term to name those very good friends who 
can share any secret and help each other when in need. I have also heard another 
term, ‘‘palace maid"(宮女),in the joke on a gay who worked hard to serve the 
others in a home visit to Eric's apartment. They, however, did not use those more 
neutral or manly names such as "waiter" or "retinue." Perry, another gay friend of 
mine also told me that some gays use the term "siu-wong-fa" (/」、黃花，little yellow 
flower) to laugh at those effeminate gays, while “guo-hei-siu-wong-fa’，(過氣/_]、黃 
花，outdated little yellow flower) was used to term jokingly those old effeminate 
gay men who dress as youngsters. 
Man's language in Hong Kong is comparatively poor in expressing intimacy 
between friends and describing non-manly gestures. Some gays whom I met 
borrow the terms from woman's language. They, however, do not use them in 
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formal occasions which may help to reinforce the stigma which are imposed on 
them by the society. They select to use them in more relax and informal occasions 
such to neutralize the "camp-ness" suggested in the language by "informality." 
Relocating "camp" to leisure andentertainment: There is a strong norm 
among gays whom I met to restrict "camp" acting and laughing from the “front 
region" and formal activities (e.g. seminars, gay organization gatherings). Some 
ofthese gay people thus seek expressions of"camp" and effeminate gestures in the 
“back regions" that they create. When gay friends gathered at places which are 
private or segregated from the heterosexuals, such as a gay's home or a gay bar, 
they talked in more relaxed ways and their "camp" laughs and gestures are also 
expressed. (I am not trying to say that all gays would do the same thing but in 
general they were more relaxed in guarding their "camp" inclinations in the back 
region.) 
Some of my informants also seek their expressions of camp and effeminate 
qualities in acting in female roles in Cantonese-operas or in watching this type of 
operas. Aaron is a typical gay man who like very much Cantonese operas. 
I like Cantonese opera because the dresses and the face make-up of 
actresses are very elegant and extravagant. 
(by Aaron) 
He paid to leam the gestures and the singing techniques of the opera actresses. He 
told me that many gays liked Cantonese operas in the past but not in the present. 
He, however, failed to locate the reason. Yet, being a fans of Cantonese opera, 
Bessel can notice quite a stable group of gays (although it is small) whenever he 
goes to watch famous Chinese operas. 
On similar motivation, a small number of gays who are more obsessed in 
cross-dressing might play in drag queen shows. The magazine of Hong Kong Ten 
Percent Club (1997a，pp.8-10) has reported a story on how a drag queen looked at 
his job. Dio, the drag queen, liked very much to dress in girls' clothes when he 
was very young. He liked to be a drag queen because the dresses and the make-up 
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made him feel himself very beautiful. During the moment he dresses in women 
on stage, he attracts all the attentions of audience and he enjoys the feeling ofbeing 
looked at in praises when he was very beautiful. In this temporal transgression in 
the peripheral moments in life from man to woman, Dio gains his utmost 
satisfaction in capturing gay merC^ attention and praises. In drag queen shows, 
gay customers can also have a chance to play the roles of drag queens for a while. 
Those gays who were more conservative may cross-dress in the “fashion shows" of 
the annual parties of Hong Kong Ten Percent Club. 
In mainstream society, the particular group of gays who like effeminate things 
are refrained from expressing their desires and interest. They also do not have the 
chance to express themselves in the mainstream culture of gays. This small group 
of gay people find the physical and sociological spaces which allow them to 
“legitimately” act out their effeminate nature. Drag queens and leamers of 
Cantonese operatic acting are using this strategy. Some other gays project this 
effeminate nature legitimately on commonly acceptable performances (e.g. drag 
queen shows and Cantonese operas) in the gay circle. In short, they are using the 
established social settings and occasions which are considered peripheral in both 
the gays' and the heterosexuals' culture to express a stigmatized desire. 
Relocating "camp” to female idols: I have chatted with a group of young 
gay men and Eric on the topic of gay movie star idols. All of them dislike male 
actors who have played very gently in the role of gays (such as Tsang Chi-wai, 
Lesley Cheung and Tony Leung). While a soft and gentle images in men fail to 
get the appreciation of gays, some gays seek their pleasures from watching 
seductive female idols. An local English newspaper reported how two gays 
looked at Madonna and a former popular local singer Anita Mui. 
“I hated Madonna as the Material Girl but, God, I really loved her on 
her Blonde Ambition tour, ... She was sooo bitchy! Those aggressive 
JPG [Jean Paul Gaultier] cone-bars, she was feminine but so muscly 
at the same time" (by Leung). 
"I love her (Anita Mui) because she's so extravagant and she looks a bit 
draggy,..." (by Gary Wong). 
(Sunday Moming Post Magazine, 20 October 1996, pp.20-21). 
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When women's image is attached to men, the "abnormality" would make the 
stigma too overt to gays. Instead, they find other sites where they can seek 
pleasures from watching "campness" and effeminate gestures in women idols. To 
emphasize, gays who like to watch camp gestures do not necessary mean that they 
can accept campness. Camp is something for fun. When it is attached to real 
person in a formal way and in everyday acting, camp become something scary. 
Frank for example laughs when Aaron act in camp ways in casual gatherings but he 
dislike mostly the occasions when other gays laugh in camp ways in public places. 
IV. Conclusion on Peripherizing Stigma 
The gays whom I met, in general, are not discursively conscious on what 
stigmas are imposed on them by the society. Many of them fail to name these 
stigmas in their interviews. They also seldom think about the matter of stigma. 
In their practices, however, these gays peripherize three stigmas which the society 
associate them with. They are "camp", "promiscuous" and "AIDS transmitters." 
In relocating these stigmas, these gays made use of the center-periphery spatial 
arrangement in heterosexuals' knowledge and social interactions. Firstly, they 
shift the cognitive boundaries of "promiscuous" by reinterpreting it with 
implications which are peripheral to heterosexual's definition. These implications 
are "unhealthy" and "dishonest." Moreover, they also relocate "camp" to leisure, 
entertainment, idol liking and jokes which are peripheral arenas of both the 
heterosexuals' and gays' daily lives. Lastly, they blur the boundaries of 
heterosexuals and homosexuals on the stigma ofbeing AIDS transmitters and being 
"camp." Moreover, they manipulate their bodies and behaviors such to acquire 
the "markers" of "masculinity" of the heterosexuals (e.g. body building, manly 
laugh). 
These de-alignments and realignments are gays' strategies to survive in a more 
happy way under heterosexuals' stigmatization. In this empowerment process, 
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gays also attach themselves to the notion of “healthiness,” "honest" and “strong,” 
which are status symbols in the heterosexual society as well. 
Concluding Redemption of Status in Identity Construction 
Aligning with peripheral status symbols and rezoning stigmas to peripheral 
activities are two important strategies of gays whom I met to resist against the 
stigmatization that are imposed on them by the heterosexuals. Through the new 
status symbols, gays regain their self-respects among the gay fellows whom they 
interact with. 
Status and stigma are also conceptual symbols that help us to organize people 
in our knowledge frameworks. In rezoning status and stigmas, gays indeed 
reconfigure their epistemological space and conceptually locate themselves to a 
position closer to people of the power center, the heterosexuals. Relocation of 
status and stigma thus are a form of resistance to the heterosexual hegemony 
although they may not help to empower gays in relationship with heterosexuals. 
Common to all gays whom I have mentioned above, they make use of the 
peripheries when they manipulate the "spatiality" of status and stigma. They 
make use of status symbols peripheral to heterosexuals and the peripheral activities 
of gays for their expressions of "campness." In these manipulations, they also 
established their domains in some peripheral areas such as drama performances and 
paintings, which are forms of art and entertainment. Using these new domains, 
some gays protest against the stigmatization that is imposed on them and express 
their feelings of belonging to a subordinate group. For example, an amateur gay 
painter, Tsui Chi Ling, tried to show the stresses that gay people faced in his 
pictures. The themes ofhis pictures include “coward,，，, "derailed" and “lost，，(see 
Hong Kong Ten Per Cent Club, 1998a，pp.16-17 for the pictures). Another gay 
painter, Man Ching Yuen also drew pictures that titled as "unforeseeable future," 
"perplex searching" and “black & white” (Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1997a, 
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1 , 
pp.15-16). All these themes aim to express their feelings and to protest against 
the heterosexuals' stigmatization. 
This chapter have presented tactics of some gay individuals, gay organizations 
and businesses in redefining their status system. Collectively displayed in these 
scattered tactics was a new pattem of status system which is constituted by a 
repertoire of symbols peripheral to heterosexuals. Such system also helps 
reminding gays on the stigmas which are unjustifiably imposed on them by the 
society, particularly that some statuses are crystallized upon the myths which 
contrast gays and heterosexuals. These myths include "gays are more talented 
than heterosexuals," "gays share ten percent of population," "gay is more resistant 
to aging than people in general," "gays have better tastes," and so on. All these 
contribute to build up and maintain an image of heterosexuals as unjustifiable 
"stigmatizer." Such oppressive image is significant in distancing “other,’’ the 
heterosexuals, in gays construction of their collective identity. 
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Chapter 7 
Identity Construction as Spatial and Power Reconfiguration 
This thesis is about how gays construct their collective identity. Such 
construction is taken place in a context of heterosexual hegemony and a legal 
relaxation on gay activities and sexual practices (the Decriminalization Act on 
Homosexuality 1991). Collective identity is defined as the sense of us 縦 逼 
them. It is not just a conceptual distinction between two categories of people, 
namely gays and heterosexuals. Its construction process is understood to be taken 
place in gays daily practices and interactions with themselves and with 
heterosexuals. 
The thesis focus on finding out patterns on the constmctionprocess instead of 
what the collective identity of gays is. The process involves how gays, practices 
build up and maintain the symbolic differences between gays and heterosexuals. 
Therefore, my analysis in previous chapters may have shown a focus on gays, 
practices that mark their differences to the heterosexuals. I however, do not want 
to suggest that gays are peculiar group of people. Indeed they share a lot of 
similarities with heterosexuals, especially when they act out other roles in the 
society. I emphasize on differences simply because it is those different practices 
that mark the conceptual boundary of gays and heterosexuals as two categories. 
They are also practices that my informants highlighted to me as ‘‘their” practices, 
no matter they like or agree with them or not. 
To answer the question on collective identity is constructed, I have spent a 
year and two months during 1996 to 1997 in the field to participate in gay 
organizational activities, to visit their entertainment venues, to make friends with 
gays and to conduct various types of interviews. I collected data on gay activities, 
their interaction patterns and the rationales for their actions. Using primarily an 
inductive method, I mediated between data and the theories or theoretical concepts 
to construct a framework and I coordinated the interpretations of my findings under 
the concept "space." 
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Space is the basic dimension where gays interact with other gays and with 
heterosexuals. This thesis uses a spatial perspective to analyze practices and 
interactions of gays whom I interviewed and observed. I understand gays' 
interaction realm in terms of physical and social dimensions and these dimensions 
are organized by concepts with spatial nature. The interaction realm is made up of 
three levels of spaces, namely the physical, sociological and epistemological. 
Physical space refers to the dimension of the universe where human activities 
take place physically. Sociological space is the dimension formed by the rules, 
institutions and organizations of people who involved in interactions. 
Epistemological space refers to the dimension where knowledge is formed to 
organize the physical objects, acts and rules in interactions. 
Social space is understood as being epistemologically organized by two pairs 
of spatial concepts, namely center/periphery and frontl3ack regions. Center refers 
to the locus where authorities to control allocation of scarce resources in a society 
are resided. Periphery is where authorities for such control is weak. Front 
region is the locus of surveillance over observant to norms and rules of behaviors. 
Back region is where such surveillance is weaker and true selves can be exhibited. 
The two pairs configure the social space shared by the heterosexuals and gays. 
Using these spatial concepts, I have tried to show in Chapter 4 to 6 the 
scattered efforts of gays whom I interviewed and observed in constructing their 
collective identity. In this chapter, I will try to use the patterns that are displayed 
in these processes of identity construction to seek speculative suggestions on gays' 
relationship with heterosexuals. I will analyze in speculative ways how well gays, 
as a collective, resist the domination of the heterosexuals after the 
Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality. The act has enlarged their legal and 
social spaces. 
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Identity Construction as Spatial Reconfiguration 
I. Identity Construction as a Process of Distancing from "Other" 
I have shown that gays whom I interviewed and observed construct their gay 
identity by distancing themselves from their "other," the heterosexuals. They 
distance themselves from heterosexuals basically because they fear to have their 
identity revealed and then be treated differently. Such fear is constructed upon the 
negative attitudes of heterosexuals towards gays, as being reflected in media 
(especially during the early 1990s) and some survey data. It is also constructed 
upon some real experiences of gays who feel that they are being stigmatized after 
they come out to heterosexuals. Moreover, the fear is also constructed upon some 
myths circulated in the gay community. Out of such fear, they distance 
themselves from heterosexuals. They do so by constructing (1) segregated 
activity settings, (2) new rules and institutions to facilitate the expressions and 
proliferation of gays' sexual and affectionate desires, and (3) separate status 
system. 
These three categories of actions constitute among gays a sense of difference 
from heterosexuals. Such differences are being put together with the "sameness" 
that gays feel themselves having share with the heterosexuals. When putting 
differences and sameness together, they constitute a shared feeling of being 
maltreated by their "other." The voyeur, persecutor and stigmatizer images of 
others are built up and maintained in their practices. The distancing process thus 
is not just one related to practices but also symbolically related to images of 
oppression. Identity thus is also constructed in gays' processes of seeking ways to 
survive in heterosexual hegemony. 
Segregating activity settings: This refers to the attempts of gays whom I 
interviewed and observed to construct their own activity settings. These attempts 
can be categorized into two tactics. Firstly, they manipulate the physical and 
symbolic markers of their social settings such to re-code the "spatiality" of their 
venues. Secondly, they make use of place and time peripheral to the heterosexual 
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interactions. The new activity settings they constructed are not just exclusive but 
also "invisible" to heterosexuals. Common to the tactics they used is the re-
alignments of spatial markers. The realignments include: 
(1) the use of inconvenient and uninviting places which are "peripheral" in nature 
for their "key" activities; 
(2) the "back" zoning of their venues from the heterosexual surveillance by 
policing and creating uninviting entrances such to house their "front" zoned 
and collective functions; 
(3) the use of time slots which general people use for "peripheral" activities for 
gays' key activities. There time slots include those used for sleeping, 
travelingfrom office back home and entertainment; and 
(4) the re-coding oftime slots which people used for "back" zoned activities (such 
as family gathering, personal quiet time). This rezoning bring gays' 
collective activities to the front zone. 
On the whole, gays utilize and reconstruct the use of those peripheral places 
and time ofthe society to create their own activity settings. 
Procreating core desires: This refers to gays' practices to center the 
affectionate and sexual desires in their collective activities. These desires are core 
in constituting the gay identity. The first tactic is to align or de-align sex and love 
with some spatial markers. These spatial markers signify the spatiality of social 
settings where sexual or affectionate desires are expressed. They include those 
(1) physical venues, such as bars and saunas, which belong to the front region of 
gays; 
(2) rules ofinteractions, such as the notions like efficiency, momentary encounters 
which signal interactions in front regions; and 
(3) rituals and functions, such as seminars and organizational activities that usually 
take place in the front region. 
Secondly, gays reorder the conceptual relationship between sex and affection 
and their associated concepts, such as friendship, happiness, morality, and so on. 
In these reordering, gays whom I interviewed and observed "center" sex and love in 
their epistemological space. In exercising these alignments and ordering tactics, 
gays make use of the "spatiality" encoded on these elements by the society. As a 
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result, cruising and love searching become purposes behind gays' participation in 
their key collective activities. They relocate the “back zoned" purpose to the 
front. 
Inequalizing status symbols: This refers to the practices of gays whom I 
interviewed and observed to re-align and re-order various signs and indexes of 
social status and social stigma ofthe society. They do so to build up their distinct 
status system. This status system helps them to reinterpret and reevaluate 
themselves and to create images of gay that they desire or aspire. The process 
involves gays' efforts to align some status markers to their daily lives. These 
markers include well dresses, comfortable and trendy home designs, costly leisure 
activities, preferences over songs with high artistic quality, masculine looks, and so 
on. These status markers are also spatial markers that help those people who align 
with them to acquire positive values (a kind of symbolic resources) and thus a more 
"centered" position. Moreover, the process also involves reinterpretations and 
rezoning to the peripheral activities those stigmas that are imposed on them. All 
these acts reform gays' own conceptual framework in interpreting and evaluating 
themselves as well as their activities. The rezoning of status and stigma has 
reconfigured the epistemological space of gays regarding human categories. 
In conclusion, gay identity as a concept, is constructed in the practices of gays 
who bring it into their interactions. It is maintained in the spatial alignments of 
the physical, sociological and epistemological elements that are involved in their 
interactions. In these alignments, heterosexuals are distanced in the engraved 
differences between gays and heterosexuals on their activity settings, rules of 
practices and status systems. Such distancing process is important to build up and 
maintain the conceptual boundary between gays and heterosexuals as two 
collectives in individual gays' mind. The alignments also reconfigure the physical, 
sociological and epistemological spaces where gays' interactions with each other 
take place. 
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II. Patterns in Identity Construction 
Two patterns are displayed in the process of spatial reconfiguration in gays' 
identity construction. 
1. Realigning "spatial markers" as the key process of changing the "spatial" 
nature of activity settings, centering back-zoned desires and reestablishing 
status system 
A “spatial marker" is a sign that indicates the "spatiality" of a physical setting, 
an act or a status of a person. It can be a physical object, a gesture or a linguistic 
concept. For example, sleeping gown is a marker for the "back-region" of a 
physical and social setting where the person wears it. The analysis of gays' 
practices showed that physical and symbolic markers of settings are usually the 
signs marking the "spatiality" of the venues or occasions. Guarded doors of gay 
bars and saunas, for examples, signify the "back-zoning" of a physical venue and 
the social activities that are taken place inside. Interaction rules are also markers 
for the "spatiality" of acts or practices. Efficiency and momentary encounters, for 
examples, mark the expressions of sexual interests as front region acts. The way 
gays use women's rooms is another marker for the "back-zone" nature ofa setting, 
which make it exclusively men, or to be specific, gays. The ability to conceptually 
index other elements is also the "spatial" marker of the centrality of sex in gays' 
knowledge system. 
In the analysis, I have shown that gays whom I interviewed and observed 
manipulate these markers that have formed part of their venues, practices and 
concepts of themselves. These manipulations have transformed the "spatial" 
natures of social settings, sexual acts and the status of persons by the society. 
Briefly summarizing these transformations is that firstly they help gays to back-
zone their activities venues that house activities that originally should belong to the 
front-zone. Secondly, the transformations help gays to exhibit their desires in 
their "front zoned" activities, that are suppressed by the society to the back zone 
and. Thirdly, such transformations help gays to gain a more equal position as 
those at the center (the heterosexuals). They do so by aligning with symbols that 
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are peripheral in giving a person's respects. All these attempts of gays are efforts 
to seek an equal treatment under the stigmatization of heterosexuals. The 
alignments help them to fight for both equal chances to act out their gayness (such 
as expressing their sexual and affectionate desires) or to act out their other roles, 
such as employees and respectable friends, in the society. 
2. Making Use of Peripheral Resources of the Heterosexuals 
In constructing their activity settings and status system, and centering their 
core desires, gays whom I interviewed and observed use a lot of peripheral 
resources of heterosexuals. Most of their gay settings are physically set up at 
those peripheral areas, such as venues that locate at higher altitudes and old 
buildings. Many oftheir activity times are also arranged at the time slots that are 
peripheral to the core activities of the mainstream society. Gays' occupations of 
these peripheral settings are structured by gay organizations' repeated schedules of 
activities, as well as the pricing mechanisms and the opening hours of gay 
entertainment businesses. ‘ 
Moreover, gays also use body language heavily in cruising. Body language is 
a peripheral language in communications in the mainstream society. It is 
peripheral because it is relatively vague in the meanings denoted as compared to 
written and spoken languages. Body language helps gays to hide from 
heterosexuals their expressions of sexual interests in the “front region" that they 
share with heterosexuals. It also saves the person from any embarrassment in 
cruising. Gays encourage the use of body language by punishing those who use 
verbal languages to express their sexual intentions. An example of punishment is 
how a gay is disliked by many of my informants. He is rejected in friendship with 
gays because he expressed his sexual interests on others too explicitly. The gay 
said, “come and sit on my thighs, pretty guy" or "not as smooth as your skins." 
My informants found the gay man's crude and direct expressions very impolite, 
although cruisers are actually asking the same questions through their eye contacts, 
gestures and touches directly and visibly. Furthermore, gays whom I met have 
also made use of a lot of status symbols that are peripheral to the heterosexuals. 
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The peripheries are characterized with having ambivalent attributes, with 
ambivalent meanings and being aligned in fluctuating ways with different groups. 
They are thus good sites for gays to seek attachment to. 
To conclude shortly on the above two patterns, gays' identity construction 
takes place in their practices and interactions with both gays and heterosexuals. 
The space for interactions that is shared by gays and heterosexuals is metaphorical 
being configured into patterns of alignments of elements. These elements are 
either physical, sociological or purely conceptual in nature. They are encoded 
metaphorically with different "spatiality" which signify elements' approximations 
to power center (center/periphery) or the degree to which they are abide by norms 
(front/back). Such signification is exhibited in some parts of the elements (such 
as door and entrance of a setting, signals of an expression of a desire, etc.). I have 
termed this parts as "spatial markers." These alignments give rise to the spatial 
configurations of the social space. Identity construction takes the form of spatial 
realignments in these physical, sociological and epistemological dimensions. In 
tum they reconfigure the social space for their interactions. Li such 
reconfiguration process, gays have made use of the peripheral spatial O^hysical), 
sociological and epistemological resources that are easier to align with as compared 
to the central ones. 
Resistance and Subordination in Spatial Reconfiguration 
The Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality (1991) can be viewed as a legal 
means to potentially open up an opportunity for gays to seek empowerment. It is 
because the Act decriminalizes gays' sexual practices and encourages many gays to 
come out of their own closets. It thus also encourages the growth of a gay 
community that has stable venues and occasions for collective gatherings. After 
the promulgation of the Act, gay community exists in a form of collective instead 
of being scattered into small groups. Within this collective, gays construct their 
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collective identity. The construction process involves the reconfigurations of the 
physical, sociological and epistemological spaces that they share with 
heterosexuals. 
In this section, I try to exert what I have found and interpreted so far from the 
data to a theoretical argument on gays' power relationship with heterosexuals. 
What I have interpreted in Chapter 4 to 6 are based on a small sample of gay people 
and their activities whom and which I have interviewed and observed. Because of 
this, my argument is highly speculative but it may serve a perspective for us to 
understand the situation of gay people in Hong Kong now. 
My argument is that gays in Hong Kong resist heterosexuals' domination by 
creating and fortifying their secluded sphere for their interactions. Such new 
sphere is constructed in the realignments of the physical, sociological and 
epistemological spaces. As a whole, the realm for their interactions is enlarged, so 
as the variety of their activities. However, they are subordinated to heterosexuals 
because theoretically, such spatial realignments have created what I will term as 
some spatial incompatibilities. 
Spatial incompatibilities refer to the contradictions resulted in the rezoning of 
key elements or key actors in gays' identity construction. In this study, these key 
elements include time, space, love, sex, status and stigma. The key actors include 
gay organizations, gay entertainment businesses and gay individuals. Such 
incompatibilities exhibit in the ways that gays as a collective (1) are less cohesive 
for their political actions in promoting their collective interests; (2) are easier to be 
monitored by the government, an institute that represents the heterosexual interests 
more than the homosexuals; and (3) have misplaced their energies for political 
empowerment. All these pose us a question on whether the realm for interactions 
which is enlarged by gays be one which really facilitate them in resisting the 
domination of heterosexuals. My argument is that these spatiality 
incompatibilities has somehow defeated the efforts of gays in their resistance by 
making it defensive and apolitical in nature. 
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I. Resisting by Reconstruction of Social Space 
The resistance of gays takes the form of realigning the "spatial markers" and 
restructuring the spatial patterns of their new interaction space. Resulting from 
this is a construction of a realm in which they can free themselves from the 
constraints that are imposed on them previously under the heterosexual spatial 
pattem. These constraints include those are imposed on their physical movement 
in real identity, on the sociological rules, institutions and organizations for them to 
express their homosexuality, and also on the conceptual appreciation oftheir status. 
The realm they have constructed exists in the form of (1) new activity settings, (2) 
new rules institutions and organizations in expressing their sex and love desires, as 
well as (3) new status system to redeem their social status. 
Where actually is the new interaction space of gays? The resulting patterns 
as shown in the analysis ofidentity construction indicate that gays have constructed 
this space at the "periphery of center" and the “back of front" regions of the 
heterosexual spaces. Figures 7-1 and 7-2 are two graphic representations of the 
changes in the spatial pattem. 
Physical Space Sociological Space Epistemological Space 
Center/ offices and job, family gathering, status 
Front regions entertainment areas entertainment 
(Heterosexual zone) 
(Gay zone) 
Periphery/ remote beaches, toilet, sex and cruising stigmas 
Back regions gays' homes, Lan Kwai knowing people 
Fong late at night 
Figure 7-1 A general pattem on the social space of gays 
before the Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality 1991 
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Physical Space Sociological Space Epistemological Space 
Center/ office, ] ^ objective and assessable 
front regions key heterosexual family gathering, status symbols 
entertainment areas 




(Gay zone) settings' markers 
Periphery ofcenter/ ""^Key bar and sauna entertainment and essentialized, ambivalent, 
Back offront areas (e.g. Causeway leisure rising and primitive status 
regions Bay, WanChai), symbols 
community center, ball 
courts 
个 个 Body Language Myths and Mainstreamed 
4^ (f Tasies <fe Interests 
Periphery/ remote beaches, toilet, sex and cruising J 
Back regions gays homes, Lan Kwai knowing people ^ 
Fong late at night stigmas 
Keys -个 Integration 个 infiltration + peripherization 
4^  t ^ 
Figure 7-2 A general pattem on the social space of gays 
after the Decriminalization Act on homosexuality 1991 
Before the enactment of Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality 1991 
(Figure7-1), the gay zone and heterosexuals' are quite strictly divided. The only 
merging points between the two zones were probably at a few heterosexual saunas 
and public toilets. Some of gays went there to "watch" the bodies of men. The 
Act has legitimized the establishments of two agencies, gay organizations and gay 
entertainment businesses. These establishments and their participants/visitors 
identify and relocate (without their discursive consciousness) the zones lying at the 
"periphery of the center" and the "back of the front" for their new social space. 
They shift the boundary of the “gay zone" closer to the center. 
Gays integrate the peripheral and the "periphery of center" zones to construct 
their activity settings. They manipulate the physical and symbolic markers oftheir 
settings to fortify the zone that they newly moved into. Such zone is closer to 
heterosexuals. Gays manipulations are heavier in gay entertainment venues 
because the visitors there have greater need for keeping their identity in confidence. 
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It is also because their activities there (e.g. cruising and sex in saunas) are supposed 
to be zoned at the back and be invisible to heterosexuals. 
Sex, cruising and "getting to know people" are back zoned intentions in the 
heterosexual culture. Gays infiltrate them into their semi-front activities, such as 
bar-going, saunas, karaoke singing, gay movie viewing, organizational gatherings 
etc. Not being shown in the figure is that gays sometimes cruise and know people 
at an even front region, such as on subway trains. To avoid being noticed by 
heterosexuals or being embarrassed in expressing their sexual and affectionate 
interests in "public" functions, gays invent and us heavily a set of body languages 
which are ambivalent in meanings. 
Lastly, gays also identify the status symbols which are peripheral to the 
heterosexuals. They use them to construct their distinct status system. They also 
marginalize stigma in their "peripheral" activities such as chats and jokes among 
friends, drag queen shows, taking Cantonese operatic classes etc. The key process 
in this spatial restructuring is the creation of myths and the mainstreaming of tastes 
and interests. In such actions, gays open up a space in the heterosexuals' status 
system in which they can seek psychological balance from being unjustifiably 
stigmatized. 
The three spaces of the new gay zones are highly compatible and integrated to 
each other in a sense that they all relate to entertainment. Saunas, bars and 
karaokes matched with the more front region modes of cruising in entertainment 
and leisure activities. The newly aligned status symbols such as "in", "beauty", 
"middle class living style" and "artistry" are also all rooted upon entertainment. 
Such congruent alignments of these three spaces stabilize each other in the 
restructuring process of social space. In brief, the new configuration of gays 
social space simultaneously produce a gay sub-culture that is chiefly based on 
entertainment. 
In short, gays exercise their power to resist heterosexual hegemony by 
restructuring their interaction space. Using the tactics of manipulating setting 
markers, constructing a set of body languages and creating shared myths, tastes and 
interested, they "squeeze out" a zone which is of peripheral to heterosexuals. In 
addition to their former zone, the new zone is an attempt of gays to make good use 
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of the legal space given by the Decriminalization Act. Beneath the restructuring 
ofthis new interaction space, gays have reconfigured the spatial alignments in its 
physical, sociological and the epistemological dimensions. (This has been 
discussed in the above section on "patterns in the process of identity construction".) 
The restructuring process extends their interaction space. Therefore it improves 
their freedom to move around in real identity, to have gay activities and to 
conceptualize themselves positively. 
II. Subordinating in Spatial Incompatibilities 
Gays resist the heterosexual hegemony in the spatial realignment process. 
Such realignments, however, were not quite successful in breaking the physical and 
social boundaries between gays and heterosexuals. They failed to integrate the 
gay community as well as gay individuals to the rest of society. 
For example, the number ofnamable gays who have come out to the society is 
still small.44 Gays, efforts in fighting for gay rights is almost invisible. As 
Christine Loh, a gay friendly legislator told Eric (a gay activist) that she wished to 
help gays but no gay was willing to come to the public and fight side-by-side with 
her. Eric agreed with her. In fact, as retold by Calvin and Bessel, most gay 
organizations suffer a decline because they do not have enough volunteers who 
were willing to devote themselves to gays' collective interests. Satsanga, for 
example, was at the edge of closing down in 1998 because there were not enough 
volunteers and active members. Isvara, another example, became totally inactive 
during the period when I collected data. The largest homosexual club, the Hong 
Kong Ten Percent, also experienced similar difficulties in having good supports 
from volunteers and participants to their activities. 
Under such current, the progress of gay rights in Hong Kong is limited since 
the Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality 1991. Since 1991 to July 1999, 
44 Exclude a few number ofpublic figures who are gays, such as cultural activist Edward Lam and 
fihn director Kwan Kam Pang, only a few local gays who are willing to come out fUlly to 
heterosexuals. These gays include Michael Lai, Julian Chan, Li Chi-Chiu and recently the 
founding member of Satsanga Ng Wai. 
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there were only two attempts in legal movements on gay rights, namely the Equal 
Opportunity Act and a code of practices in employment against sexual 
discrimination. The former was finally passed in mid-1997 under a condition that 
the part on homosexuality should be eliminated from the Act. The latter one was 
not legal binding. 
I heard a common interpretation which was shared among many gay activists 
on gays' inactive participation in their gay rights movement. They thought that 
was because most gays did not want to come out. They closeted themselves in the 
gay community, as the Chinese culture stressed too much on off-springs and men's 
role in the continuation of family to the next generation. Gays did not come out 
because they did not want to hurt their family.^^ In this explanation, these gays 
tried to seek "humane" reason to rationalized their shared fear and pragmatism 
under the social pressure. This reason however, failed to explain why many gays 
whom I met are apathetic towards their collective benefits. What Frank, an 
activist in Satsanga, said may reflect how gays feel about their conditions. Frank 
wishes very much to see a significant progress in their legal rights and level of 
social acceptance, but he would like to see himself having a long term lover much 
more. 
. . .May be I am a bit selfish. I just want to get myself settled (by 
finding a partner) or just to help in Satsanga ... It does not mean that 
people would accept us even we were given the rights. . •. 
(by Frank) 
Such preference echoes those of Calvin and Dominic. More than just cultural 
factor or personal inclinations, I would like to suggest that the imbalance between 
power of gays and heterosexuals may be lied in the incompatibilities in the spatial 
realignments while gays reconfigure their new physical, social and epistemological 
spaces. 
45 This explanation was proposed in almost all type of seminars which topics are related to gay right 
movement. Examples are the First International Chinese Homosexual Conference 1996 and the 
interviews by the overseas news media with Eric. 
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To highlighted again, spatial incompatibilities refers to the structural conflicts 
in the "spatial" zoning of key elements and key actors in interactions. The key 
elements in this thesis are time, place, sex, love, status and stigma. The key actors 
are gay organizations, gay businesses and gay individuals. In more simple terms, 
each of these elements and actors demand the other elements or actors to have 
certain "spatial" zoning such that their own "spatiality" can be continuously 
maintained or/and can be serving for an empowerment of gays as a community. 
These demands may be conflicting and cramping individual actor's effect in 
seeking empowerment or self-protection. 
1. A fallen hope: Targeting at the center vs. structuring at the periphery 
At the end of Chapter 4,1 have discussed that gay organizations were eager to 
get closer to the "center" (integrating with the heterosexuals) by exerting influence 
on the political process. They do so also by visiting "front" region churches and 
schools. To some extend, gay individuals whom I have interviewed and observed 
also shared this target, although they were not quite willing to participate in the 
works that pave towards this target politically. 
Opposite to this front-zoning and centering target is the continuous structuring 
of gay community at the back zone and the peripheries of the whole society. Gay 
organizations' recurrent activities, the opening hours and the pricing strategies of 
gay entertainment businesses are all important forces to structure gays' interactions. 
These interactions are structured at the physical settings, in the activity time, with 
activities, which are peripheral to the mainstream culture. This hampers their 
efforts (which is already weak) to center and front zone the gay community in a 
long nm. 
2. Facilitating heterosexual surveillance 
The zonings of gay collective, individuals, organizations and businesses are 
not compatible to each other. The incompatibilities have facilitated the 
surveillance from the heterosexuals. This type of surveillance is unlike what is 
suggested in its general meaning. Heterosexuals do not have to be physically 
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present in gay settings. Instead, gays' incompatible spatial zonings encourage the 
establishment ofsome surveillance mechanisms that serve heterosexuals to monitor 
the activities of gays. They also serve gays to monitor activities other gays in their 
interactions. These mechanisms tum gay organizations and gay individuals into 
new surveillance agencies for the heterosexual hegemony. 
a. Back zoning ofinteraction spaces of both gay collective and gay individuals 
Gays have segregated their interactions from heterosexuals by manipulating 
the physical and symbolic markers of their settings. This causes gays to have little 
control over how their information and their identity are treated by other gays after 
they met them in gay settings. Simply this is because these brief acquaintances are 
invisible to them and acting beyond their knowledge after their meeting. At the 
same time, the individuals also wish to keep their identities from being disclosed to 
the heterosexuals. They want to keep their gay identity at the back zone. 
Otherwise, they may lose their jobs and respects from others.^^ The wish of gay 
individuals to “back-zone” themselves is contradicting to the set up of gay 
community at the "back region" of the society. This has generated what Eric 
noticed as a strong distrust among gays. They distrust each other's sincerity in 
developing friendship with them and faithfulness in keeping each other's identity in 
secret. They thus use a lot of tactics which reverse the relationship between 
intimacy and contacts means, place of meetings, information disclosure, and so on 
in order to disconnect the linkage between one interaction setting to another (See 
Chapter 4). Unless the persons are treated as friends after a long period of 
interactions and careful observations, gays appear to each other as somewhat 
"spies" ofheterosexuals whom they like to meet but need very much to be careful 
of. 
This sense of "spying" is reinforced by a myth ofblackmailing shared among 
gays. Quite a number of my informants worried about going to cruising venues 
(where they act out their gay identity without any reservation) because they heard a 
46 Calvin worried that his identity would be exposed to his colleagues when another gay friendjoin 
his department. He expected, at that time, he may be disliked by his colleagues and they would 
intentionally pose him difficulties in hisjobs. 
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lot of blackmailing and robbing cases. Calvin, for example, has expressed such 
fear of blackmailing in his interview. Ah Wai, a frequent public toilet cruiser also 
told the Hong Kong Ten Percent Club Journal his experience ofbeing robbed. 
I met a man at public toilet that time. He then brought me to the 
nearby hillside. He took off my clothes. Suddenly two men rushed 
in. They are his partners. I was robbed in this way. 
(Ah Wai. Hong Kong Ten Percent Club, 1996，p.7). 
Some of them, such as Hebrew, even worried to join activities offered by gay 
organization other than the one he got used to. He stuck to BMCF. 
I have only been to BMCF and perhaps will go to Satsanga (because 
he met Calvin, Frank and me in BMCFs gathering who he considered 
as good people.) I don't want to go to others, like Horizons or Ten 
Percent. I fear to reveal my identity at so many occasions. 
(by Hebrew) 
Hidden suggested in what Hebrew said is that other gays are not trust worthy until 
he finally established friendship with them. The gay community is dangerous to 
him. Nonetheless, most of my interviewees failed to describe details of these 
blackmailing or robbery cases. They are myths rather than real experiences. In 
short, the domination of heterosexual hegemony is exerted through gays' 
structuring of spatial incompatibilities such that gays are self-constrained in their 
behaviors and causal interactions in front ofother gays. 
b. Front zoning of organizations versus back zoning ofgay businesses and gay 
individuals 
Gay businesses use a lot of tactics to fence themselves off from the 
heterosexuals' spying. Gay individuals also have a lot of tactics to monitor 
exposures oftheir gay identity. While these two parties targeted to act and locate 
at the back region ofthe society, some of the gay organizations wish to "get to the 
front." These gay organizations seek involvement in the government policies over 
homosexuality. In tum, they become a window for the government to glance into 
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and sometimes monitor the activities of the gay community. Gay organizations 
thus also take up the role that facilitate the surveillance ofheterosexuals. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, gay organizations are significant in collecting and 
collating information of gay community. They keep records on gay members, 
gain detailed information on gays' lives through activities they organized and 
leamed gays' struggles from callers to their hot-lines. They also have lots of 
information on the hidden gay entertainment circle. They are at the same time 
wishing to get into the government's decision making process for gay rights. 
The wish of gay organizations to locate at front zone and represent the back-
zoned gay community paves them to take up a role in supplying information about 
the gay eommunity to the government. The government establishes a statutory 
fund and coordinates a voluntary fund for gay organizations to compete for. In the 
process, gay organizations negotiate with the government on their needs and at the 
same time revealing information of the gay community to the government which 
largely represents heterosexual interests. (This however, does not mean that the 
organizations have revealed information of their individual member). Gay 
organizations are motivated to gain a share of the money annually because the 
money represents some sort of status. As Eric, a core member of Satsanga, thinks 
that the government allocate the money to them because they are “healthy’，in 
image and "significant" in representing and promoting gays interests. 
Moreover, the Home Affairs Bureau also talked to gay organization leaders in 
formulating relevant policies. This is a good sign for representing gays' views 
into the government. Nonetheless, during the years after the Decriminalization 
Act on Homosexuality (1991) till July 1999, there were only two attempts in legal 
movements on gay rights, namely the Equal Opportunity Act and a code ofpractice 
in employment against sexual discrimination. As mentioned above, the former 
one was finally passed in mid-1997 under a condition that the part on 
homosexuality should be eliminated from the Act. The latter one was not legal 
binding. In short, the legal movement on gay rights during these years is 
insignificant while the mechanisms for the heterosexuals "surveillance" over the 
back zoned gay community through the agency of gay organizations is firmly and 
statutorily established, tonically, gay organizations are the one which usually 
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take the initiative to talk to the government regarding funds applications, instead of 
in the other way round, as told by Wong, a government official of the Home Affairs 
Bureau. Those gay organizations become an active and self-motivated agency in 
the heterosexual hegemony. 
In short, in seeking a position in the front and center region, gay organizations 
have assisted the heterosexual government to extend the front region to the realm 
for gay interactions which are zoned at the back. Gay organizations are influenced 
by the rules and procedures that set up for fund applications and policy 
consultations which turn the activities of gays to be knowledgeable although still 
not visible to the government. This action manipulates the spatial order of the 
social space that is shared between gays and heterosexuals by tuming gays' 
activities a bit to the front. This is however, not an act to revise the spatial order 
for the overall benefit of gays but a sign of losing the protection and autonomy 
provided by the back region. 
3. Internal discrimination: Centering the collective through alignment with 
peripheral status symbols 
In chapter 6,1 have discussed how gays redeem their social status by aligning 
themselves with the status symbols that are peripheral in heterosexual status system. 
In spatial terms, they try to get closer, get equal with or even out-stand 
heterosexuals, the "center". Some of these peripheral statuses, however, are 
inbom (e.g. good looking faces, talents) or can be easily deteriorated in the passage 
of time (e.g. youth). This makes the new status system of gays an unfair one 
because they are based largely on unattainable criteria. Those "de-privileged" 
gays who are old, poor looking and less successful in their career are discriminated. 
Such discrimination has created a hard feeling among some gays. For 
example, Hebrew was very discouraged because he failed to find even one partner 
after a few years' participation in the gay circle. As he said unhappily once, 
"perhaps, I am not the type attractive to the type of guys whom I like." The type 
of gays he liked were those of the mainstream taste, “handsome, healthy, good 
looking and masculine," the type he considered himself not belonging to. 
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Aaron, a very camp gay, also had to seek a lot of positive reinforcements so as 
to boost up his confidence in his appearance and gestures. For example, he 
deliberately distinguished his "camp" gestures as different to other gays. “Some 
gays ‘camp, in terrible ways," as he said, and his gestures gave people the “feeling 
of elegant." Aaron also constantly reminded himself that he was likable by men. 
He did so by telling himself repeatedly that he had the ability to attract even 
heterosexual men. In some cases, he did attract these men but in many others, 
these heterosexuals kept him a great distance after he revealed his affection to them. 
Aaron interpreted those who rejected him as those who liked him very much but 
feared to accept their love to a man (which was a claim difficult to be verified). 
Through these successful cases and ways of interpretations, Aaron regained his 
confident by interpret himselfas different to and outstanding the other camp gays. 
. . . In fact, I am very happy because in the past I thought myself do not 
have the chances (to have a lover). People (gay friends) advice me not 
to be too camp, otherwise I will have no market. But heterosexuals 
men LIKE MEN. I am so feminine and they like me.. . . 
(by Aaron) 
To remedy the inbom imperfections on body, some gays choose to give 
nurture attentions to their bodies and looks. However, some gays (such as Hebrew) 
choose to quit the gay circle because their looks defeated them in finding lovers. 
Instead of a force for consolidating and esteeming the gay community, gays' 
alignments with peripheral status symbols serve to loosen the cohesion of its 
members. They also drain individual gay's energy from further integrating with 
the "center" by gay rights movement. The energy is spent on individuals' 
perfecting of their appearance in order to meet the requirements of their new 
collective standard. 
4. A Hercules' task: centering sex vs. centering love 
In Chapter 5, I have highlighted the mechanisms of centering love and 
centering sex and how they complement each other under the notion of "building 
love on sex and having sex because of the need for love." The juncture of these 
mechanisms has made sex convenient and love vulnerable. Gays have invented a 
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new intimacy pattem which is called "open relationship." In this new relationship, 
partners do not have to be "faithful" in sex. However, not all gays accept this new 
practice. Participants in an evening gathering of Satsanga (1999), for example, 
are split over their opinions on such practice. Half of them accepted open 
relationship while half supported the close one. Moreover, I also met quite a 
number of gays who felt hurt and broke up with their lovers because they failed to 
accept this new practice. 
The two rezoning mechanisms have put gays into a vicious cycle of"falling in 
and falling out" of love. There is a playful common greeting among gays I met, 
“Have you broken up with your lover yet?"'' The black humor of it reflects the 
helpless feelings among gays, in Cantonese mo-noi,(無奈，a feeling ofbeing in an 
uncontrollable situation,) which is a term they usually use to describe their lives. 
While the two centering mechanisms reinforce each other, they are incompatible in 
strengthening the gays in their subordination in the society. The reason is that 
they hampered gays' efforts in seeking political power and relocate the gay 
community to be one that is closer to the "center" of the society. It is because of 
such mismatch of sex and love practices that have continuously drained gays' 
energy from their collective goal and tum life aspiration into a Hercules task of 
love searching. 
III. A Resistance or a Restructured Subordination? 
To conclude the above discussions, gays have made use of the legal space 
enlarged by the Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality (1991) to reform their 
rooms for interaction. The reform have re-pattemed the spatial alignments oftheir 
physical, sociological and epistemological spaces. Resulting from this 
reconfigurations is not just an enlargement of their interaction space into the semi-
peripheral and semi-back zone of the social space that they shared with the 
'7 Dominic, for example, broke up with his partner a few years ago because he was found to have sex 
outside. I have also received a call when I manned the Satsangd's hot-line in August 1997. The 
caller told me that he was unhappy when he knew that his partner continued to cruise after being 
with him. He left this person. 
4® This was retold by Calvin. 
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heterosexuals. (This was discussed in the part on resistance). At the same time, 
they also produce a number ofincompatibilities in the spatial alignments which has 
characterized the gay collective as one in which gays concentrate on their 
individual rather than collective concerns. This defeats gays efforts in seeking 
greater empowerment and turns their resistance to be defensive and apolitical. 
The new interaction space is one which has its boundary shifted outer to the 
peripheral of center and the back of the front zone of the interaction space they 
shared with heterosexuals. It is better fortified by a lot of tactics in manipulating 
physical and symbolic markers, in which the degree of freedom enjoyed by gays to 
act out their gayness in terms of physical and sociological spaces is greater. The 
secluded physical and social realms ofgays are enlarged with stronger physical and 
symbolic protections at their new boundary. However the internal structure of this 
new interaction space is built up by segments of zones of individual gay, and these 
zones are constructed upon their individual and personal, rather than collective 
needs. Their physical settings, rules of interaction, and new statuses are rooted on 
entertainment which facilitates gays' personal needs to “get to know other people’， 
and their needs to get rid of the social pressure.'' Gays are tumed to be more 
individualistic and less cohesive in their collective actions to fight for more 
political rights and better legal and social statuses in society. 
In short, the new interaction space give gays freedom within the "periphery" of 
the heterosexuals space but not beyond that. Attempt to go beyond this boundary 
will either let in the surveillance of the heterosexuals (as in the case of gay 
organizations), or running the risk of sacrificing the benefits they have secured 
presented by masking themselves in their interaction with the heterosexuals. 
To sum up gay's efforts in reforming their power relationship with 
heterosexuals, I would think that gays have made a significant progress in resisting 
the heterosexuals' control over their freedom. Such freedom is expressed in 
having more secluded physical settings, in acting out their sexual and affectionate 
desires and in developing respects on themselves as a collective. This progress 
however is, in the meantime, hampered by some spatial incompatibilities that are 
49 Eric and Isaac agree that gays are hedonistic and putting a lot of effort to entertain themselves. 
To them, the reason behind is that gays want to release the pressure they suffered as being gays. 
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resulted in their resistance by reconfiguring the physical, sociological and 
epistemological spaces. In theoretical terms, it takes every community a long way 
to restructure the alignments of elements in order to streamline the spatial 
compatibility of their spaces for interaction. When the incompatibilities are very 
significant and destructive, it may cause revolutions. In most cases, realignment 
are gradual and piecemeal. 
The Decriminalization Act on Homosexuality 1991 has suddenly opened a 
possibility of new realm of activity space to gays. The Act encourages a lot of 
gays who were originally “closeted” and were suddenly place in a position to 
influence the spatial reconfiguration process of their interaction space. In this 
sudden change, gays at this moment are just restructuring their pattem of 
subordination. They are still staying in their closet, just the closet is enlarged, 
elevated to the collective level and made to be more "comfortable" to gays. 
Nonetheless, such restructuring have already opened up a more "spacious" realm in 
physically, sociologically and conceptually senses. More importantly, such 
extension of interaction space is an attempt of gays to challenge the spatial order 
which is set up by the heterosexuals to confine the zone of gays to the back and the 
periphery. Although such challenge is still largely invisible to heterosexuals, gays 
have already rehearse their resistance. When chances come, they are already in a 




A Profile of Interviewees 
[Information reference to the time (summer, 1997) when the interviews were conducted] 
Proxi- No. ofyears Circles ofFriendship Job Degree of coming 
Name mate spent in gay Gay Activities Participated among Interviewees out to heterosexuals 
Age circle * ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ # _ _ _ _ i _ _ 
Aaron late 30s around 12 • gayactivist none lowerranked comeoutto all 
• active participation in one gay management in friends and family 
organizations and moderate business firm members. Identity 
participation in three others. abnost recognized 
• frequentsaunavisitor by all colleagues. 
Bessel mid-30s around 6 • active in one gay organization. Dominic is his good businesses only come out to 
• frequent sauna and gay beach friend. administrator one family member 
visitors 
Calvin late 20s 3 • becoming active in one gay Frank is his good Clerical except the 
organization. Infrequent friend. researcher 
participant of other gay 
organizations 
Dominic mid-30s around6 • no membership in any gay Bessel is his good Professional Comeouttoafew 
organization but infrequent friend. friend and one 
participant in one family member 
• frequent sauna and gay beach 
visitor 
Eric mid- 30s around 10 • gay activist none Professional Come out to some 
• active in one gay organization heterosexual 
• former frequent bar visitor friends and being 
suspected by 
colleagues 
Frank mid-40s around 3 • growing active in one Calvin is his good Professional Come out to family 
organization friend members and some 
• infrequent participant in two good heterosexual 
other organizations friends 
• later become infrequent sauna 
visitor 
Gabriel late-lOs afewmonths • participated in one gay none unskilled none except the 
organization for two times technician researcher 
• been to gay bar 
Hebrew early 3 • participated in one gay With close contact Clerical none except the 
30s organization with Calvin but not researcher 
• infrequent bar visitor quite in personal 
relationship 
Isaac early 1 • no membership to any gay none Clerical none except the 
40s organization researcher 
• frequent participant in activities 
of majority of gay 
organizations 
• infrequent bar visitors 
• been to sauna and gay beach 
• Gay circle refers all the occasions which gays who do not know each other before gather for activities. 
# Two gays are counted as within the same circle offriends ifthey have contacts beyond business (e.g. volunteer works ofthe gay organizations) and 




Gay Activities that the Researcher Observed and Participated 
Organizing Unit Functions Frequency Details 
and Date 
Gay Organizations Seminars/ 6 times "Workshop on making friends” (Satsanga 11.96) 
workshop 11.97 - 1.99 “The first International Chinese Homosexuals Conference” Ooint-organizations, 12.96) 
"Are member distinguishable?" QJK 10% Club 5.97) 
"Exclusive Australia Tour” (Hong Kong Lesbigay Forum, 8.97) 
"Different Framework ofSex and Love" (Satsanga 7.97) 
“Be a Happy guy : EQ and Harmony" (Satsanga, 10.97) 
"Tongzhi Health Week : AIDS" (Joint-organization, 1.98) 
Formal Member 4 times "Evening Date”（Satsanga’ 9-12.97, 3 times) 
Gathering 6.97-12.97 "Lunch gathering" (Satsanga 6.97) 
Ball Game once Badminton game (Satsanga, 6.97) 
^ 
Tea Dance 2 times "Handover Tea Dance" (Horizons, 6.97) 
6-9.97 "Tea Dance" (Horizons, 9.97) 
Book sharing once “Book sharing meeting" (Art and Culture CIub,7.97) 
2^ 
Christian 5 times Monthly Fellowship Meeting (BMCF, 6-9.97) 
Fellowship 6-9.97 Monthly Mass (BMCF, 8.97) 
Gay drama/ 6 times "Once a Princess, always a Princess" (Edward Lam's Theater, 11.96) 
talk show/ Gay 11.96- 12..98 “New Era ofComrade" (Edward Lam's Theater, 12.96) 
Movie Premium "Bed, Time, Stories" (Conformists’ 6.97) 
"Tongzhi Tongzhi" (Tongzhi Studio 6.97) 
"Shaking the Heroic world by Two Springs” (Comformist) 
"East Palace, West Palance" (fund raising movie premium for 2"^  International Chinese 
Homosexuals Conference, 12.97) 
Volunteers 7 times Formal volunteers committee meetings (Satsanga, 4-12.97) 
Meeting 4.97-12.97 
Gay Entertainment Bars 8 times CE Top (First International Chinese Homosexual Conference, 12.96) (2 times) 
Businesses 12.96 - 8.97 Why Not? (First International Chinese Homosexual Conference’ 12.96) 
Club 97* (^orizons : Tea dances 6.97 & 9.97) 
Propaganda (Gay friends gathering, 7.97) 
Flex (Gay friends gathering, 8.97) 
Bar 64* fflong Kong Lesbigay Forum : travel talk, 8.97) 
Gatherings of Lunch and dinner 16 times They were gathering in which I was a newly met friend or a friend ofbetter acquaintance, 
gay friends # 5.97-9.98 People involved were o f4 circles of friends which some members are overlapping. 
They included 8 friends' gatherings, 5 pro-activities dinners’ 1 farewell party, 1 birthday 
party, 1 working dinner 
Drink 4 times 2 taken place at gay bars, 1 in restaurant and 1 in fast food shops 
7.97-8.97 They were gatherings of two separate circle of friends. 
Book Fair going once gathering of 5 gays newly met at Satsanga's seminar 
7.97 
Home visit 7 times 5 visits to Eric (6.97-2.99) 
1 visits to Bessel (5.99) 
1 visits to Calvin (1.99) 
*StrictIy speaking, Club 97 and Bar 64 are not gay bars. They are visited also by heterosexuals. Club 97 is a bar serving only restrictive members, 
mostly foreigners. It rents once a month to Horizom for their fund raising tea dances. Bar 64 is visited by lots ofdirectors and writers, those people in 
Hong Kong usually cail "cultural worker." It is a place famous for these people to have "intellectual" discussion. It has a small room which is frequently 
borrowed by Hong Kong Lesbigay Forum to hold talks. Club 97 and Bar 64 are considered by my informants as “their" venues because they are 
"routinely" borrowed by gay organizations for gay activities. 
# Gatherings ofgay friends refer to meeting ofa group ofgay which number to more than three and who has contact with each other beyond the activities 




Method ofData Analysis: Mediating Theories and Data 
My role in data analysis was to mediate the data and the theoretical concepts in a 
perspective which is empathetic to gays whom I interviewed and observed. I have 
neither used one particular theory to interpret the data nor the data to testify a theory. 
Instead, I use various theoretical concepts on identity and practices (which is later 
refined to be three concepts: identity, space and power) on my data and to see how the 
data inform linkages of concepts in this particular study. The target I had in mind 
during the course ofanalysis is to evolve a framework for interpreting how the process 
ofidentity construction goes on in the gay community in Hong Kong. 
I have brought data and theories into continuous dialogue. The actual tasks that I 
have done were to read and understand concepts which had been linked up by scholars 
to identity construction; and at the same time to make sense of (i.e. to seek frames and 
meanings from) gays' practices. The two tasks went hand-in-hand during the whole 
process. In the course, I refined the framework by repeatedly making “data display" 
and "analytic text" (Huberman and Miles, 1994, pp. 432-434). 
Rcnv Data, Data Display and Analytic Text: 
Data display is a full set of systematically arranged data. It is drawn from the 
researcher's interpretations on the data and helps him to see patterns. The initial 
patterns help the researcher to refine his display by interpreting on another conceptual 
level in order to elevate the analytic text to clearer patterns and explanation {ibid.). In 
my study, I used this method to ‘elevate’ my data four times before they are used to 
draw the concluding framework (see figure A-1). The steps are as followed: 
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II. Case identification 
A case is “a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context — the unit 
of analysis in effect" (Jbid., p.440). It is sometimes naturally and empirically 
bounded and sometimes artificially created as theoretical constructs (Ragin 1992, p.9). 
I have distinguished two types of cases. The first type refers to my units of interviews 
and observations. Each gay organization, gay entertainment and individual gay 
people contribute to one unit of analysis. Each activity, visit, gathering, interview 
also become an unit of analysis. The second type is analytically segmented to 
facilitate analysis. Each of them carries one scheme which monitors the phenomenon 
or acts. For example, a surveillance camera which is installed outside a sauna is a 
case. A gay man who refused to give his home phone number to another gay is 
another case. These two cases are both organized under a scheme of segregating the 
gay man from the heterosexual world. Therefore, numerous cases are segmented 
from an interview or a visit of observation. 
II. First level data display and analytic text -- Frames searching 
In making the first data display, I asked questions on "who, what, why, when, to 
whom and how" (5WlH) on individual case. This enabled me to go beyond 
information which is displayed in each case by referencing its context. I sought what 
Garfinkel and Sacks called "indexical properties of practical discourse." Indexical 
properties refers to the meanings of the symbolic expressions (e.g. acts, speeches, rules, 
etc.) which are drawn from their context. It is assumed that these expressions have 
"fringe of incompleteness" (see Coulon, 1995, p.17-18). Simply, I have sought 
understanding on the "objects in context". Moreover, the 5WlH questions also 
helped me to see the theme behind the acts and to locate related cases under the same 
theme. 
Li this phrase of analysis, I categorized the cases by themes to produce data 
display. I then sought patterns out of the display which always suggest comparisons 
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and meanings. These analysis help me to re-categorize and re-interpret the display 
again. Sometimes I contested my display and raw data in order to prevent that 
detaches of interpretations and empirical data. I repeated the cycles four times in my 
data analysis. 
^^^_^^eek empirical evidence^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ Suggest Re-analysis ^ ^ ^ 
( ^ ^ ^ a w D ^ ^ ( Data Display J ( ^ ^ M d y t i c T ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ - ^ Empirical verification_^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Figure A-1 Relationship of raw data, data display and analytic text in data analysis 
After this level of analysis, I got hold of the key themes that helped to identify the 
key concepts. Examples of these key themes are the reversed relationship of intimacy 
and information disclosure in gay interactions; the use of peripheral languages in 
naming stigmatized practices; the use of the front region practices in cruising; the 
creation of uninviting venues; gay organizations as the agency of the exercise the 
society's moral norms, and so on. 
III. Second level data displays and analytic texts 一 Key concepts searching 
At this level of analysis, I focused more on the question "what" instead of asking 
all 5WlH questions. On each theme, I asked a few questions: What concepts are 
displayed? What is the relationship of these concepts to other themes? What are the 
higher order concepts/mechanisms operating behind these concepts? This "elevation" 
process went along with the literature reviews on identity construction. Concepts are 
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temporary lenses for translating data into theoretical understandings. There is a merit 
of not using a predominant framework in this thesis. I know nothing of the gay 
community and gay practices before I started this study. A framework, instead of a 
bundle of loose concepts, will certainly confine my perspectives in observations and 
interviews. 
Through the temporary lens of concepts, the themes are interpreted and re-
interpreted, organized and re-organized. First order concepts were then displayed 
again for second order concepts. Finally a few concepts seems to organize my themes 
to form a coherence framework. They are “other,” "spatiality" and 
"power/subordination." Subordinate concepts include fr0ntyl3ack regions, center and 
periphery, place, time, intimacy, sex, love and status. At this stage, the coordination 
ofthese concepts were weak. The three strategies of gay people in constructing their 
identity, segregation, procreation and inequalization (by redeeming of status), vaguely 
emerged. 
IV. Theory building: Searching linkages of concepts 
This is the final stage of data analysis. I refined the framework under the key 
concept of "spatiality," which was found to coordinate all other concepts in a logical 
and meaningful way. I also bridged the gaps between concepts, re-organized the data 
and streamlined the arguments. The framework repositioned the three skeleton 
strategies in identity construction: segregation, procreation and inequalization, through 
which the data were filtered, interpreted and substantiated. Finally, I tried to look for 
indications from the data and the resultant framework to see whether I could construct 
a speculative argument on the power relationship of gays and heterosexuals in Hong 




spatiality and power relationship 
7H2 ^ i ^ 
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Keys : 个 Patterning, indexing and summarizing 
4 ' Verifying, re-categorizing and reinterpreting 
Figure A-2 The process of data induction in building a framework for this thesis 
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